
 

 

Description of Programs Providing Most 

Significant Treatment of Community Issues 

 

Program    Day   Time 

 
Eyewitness News This Morning Monday – Friday 5:00 - 7:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News at Noon  Monday – Friday  12:00N - 12:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 5:00  Monday – Friday 5:00 - 5:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 6:00  Monday – Friday 6:00 -   6:30 pm 

 

Eyewitness News at 10:00  Monday – Friday 10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Saturday Morning Saturday  8:00 – 10:00 am 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Saturday  6:00 -   6:30 pm 

     Saturday  10:00 - 10:35 pm 

 

Eyewitness News Weekend  Sunday  5:30 -   6:00 pm 

     Sunday  10:00 – 11:00 pm 

 

All of KWCH-DT News programs are locally produced live news programs that 

present a mix on news, weather, sports, and issue related stories. The issue 

responsive program segments are usually two minutes in duration, unless otherwise 

noted. 

 

Public Service   All Days  Any times 

 

KWCH-DT broadcasts local and national public service announcements of varying 

lengths throughout its broadcast schedule. Some of the announcements are part of 

campaigns on one subject. 



 

 

CBS Network Programming 

 Program   Day   Time 

 

 
60 Minutes   Sundays  6:00 pm 

This is a CBS public affairs program featuring investigative reporting on issues facing the American public.  

 

48 Hours Mystery  Saturdays  9:00 pm 

This CBS program is an hour-long investigation on one current issues with a different topic each program. 

 

Sunday Morning  Sundays   8:00 am 

Produced by CBS News, this hour and a half program presents news and current issue stories as well as human-

interest features. 

 

Face The Nation  Sundays  9:30 am 

A weekly half hour CBS program discussing a spectrum of national and international issues. 

 

CBS Up To The Minute Monday - Friday 2:30am - 4:30am 

Overnight Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general 

interest items. 

 

CBS Morning News  Monday – Friday 4:30am – 5:00am 

Daily CBS News program features news, weather, issue-oriented stories, health tips and general interest items. 

 

The CBS Early Show  Monday – Friday 7:00 – 9:00 am 

 

The CBS Evening News  Monday – Friday 5:30 – 6:00 pm 

 

The Saturday Early Show Saturdays  6:00 - 8:00 am 

 

 



 

 

Features in Newscasts 
 

 

Newstalk  
Monday through Friday Morning & Noon Newscasts 

 

Locally produced segment that runs approximately 2-4 minutes during the Noon and morning 

Newscast with live call-ins answering questions about healthcare, pet care, plant care, and home 

economics. 

 

Daily Birthdays  
Monday through Friday Morning Newscasts 

 

Community Involvement  

Viewers send in their birthday announcements for any relative or friend and the birthday 

person‟s picture is shown. A daily winner of the Channel 12 Morning Newscast coffee mug is 

awarded to one of the birthday persons. 

 

Answerback 12 

 Sundays 10:00pm  

 

Locally produced feature including viewer‟s comments and answering viewer‟s questions about 

programming and other general questions about KWCH 12. 

 

FactFinder 12  Investigations 

  Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced investigative reports of consumer complaints. 

 

Crime Watch 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced reports on local/state crime and safety. 

 

Education 

Newscasts on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state schools and education issues 

 

Economy 

Newscast on various days and times 

 

Locally produced stories on local/state economy and on issues that affect viewers‟ economic 

livelihood. 

 

Consumer Watch 
5pm Newscast Tuesday-Wednesday-Friday 

Various other times 

 

Stories on new products available and whether they work.   



 

 

Also anything related to product recalls, and other consumer-type situations.  

 

 
 

 



 

 

May News Sweeps 
 

Sumner Co. Attorney 
4/28/11 10pm FF Investigation 

Why the Sumner County attorney rarely prosecutes cases that seem open-and-shut to authorities. 

 

Hearing Loss 

5/9/11 10pm 

A recent national study shows nearly one in five teens have lost some of their hearing.  We‟ll pull in teens to test their hearing and 

explain how earbuds and iPods are doing damage to youth.  To put it in perspective, we‟ll compare the level of earbuds to machinery, 

etc. 

 

Protect Your Home 

5/17/11 10pm FF Investigation 

Ways under $100 to guard your home against burglary, paired with a look at areas of Wichita where home burglaries are highest. 

 

Get Hired 

5/19 10pm 

How to make sure you get hired: application, interview, etc. 

 

Made In Kansas  

5/9 and 5/10 6pm 

We go inside local manufacturers to see how their products are made. 

 

Racing Roots 

5/24/11 10pm 

NASCAR star Clint bowyer is from Emporia, Kansas.  We go to his hometown to see how he got started in racing and hear from 

family and friends. 

 

Know it All 

5pm Week of May 2-5 

Each day, we bring in an expert to chat live online with viewers about five different topics. 

 

Cost of Living 

5/5/11 10pm FF Investigation 

Is your increase in income keeping up with your spending? We show how to track your spending. 

 

Hybrid Cars 

5/22/11 10pm 

Is the cost of a hybrid car really worth it?  How long does it take for the fuel savings to outweigh the purchase price?  We put a car to 

the test. 

 

Brighter Side 

6pm 4-part series week of May 23-25 

A week of good news.  Our Brighter Side franchise will focus on the work of local non-profits. 

 

Twinkie Diet 

2 part at 10pm 5/8 and 5/25 

How K-State professor Mark Huab lost weight on a junk food diet.  Karl Man tries it himself. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUNFLOWER BROADCASTING, INC. 

KWCH-DT, WICHITA, KS 

 

SECOND QUARTER 2011 

 

QUARTERLY SIGNIFICANT PROGRAMS REPORT 

 

 

 

Covered the period beginning  

April 1, 2011 

Ending June 30, 2011 

 

 

Station KWCH –DT is a CBS Network affiliate in its service area.  In carrying out its responsibilities as a 

public trustee, the station deals with and is responsive to the principal issues arising in its community on a 

continuing basis.  A variety of specials, public service announcements, public affairs programs and broadcasts 

on matter of concern to our community are supplemented, in some cases, with in-community projects.  Our 

most significant programming, which has dealt with current community issues during the preceding three-

month period, is set forth below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specific Treatment of Community Issues  

 

News stories carried in any of five daily newscasts, Monday through Friday,  

and on three per day newscasts on Saturday, and on two per day newscasts on Sunday, ranging in length 

of 45 seconds or more, address community issues.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 

 

Crime - Channel 12 reports regularly on criminal activity throughout the entire Channel 12 viewing area as 

well as the rest of the country and the world.  Here we are listing just a few of the stories that were included in 

our newscast this quarter. 

 

Community - Events impacting the quality of life, including community caring and 

involvement. 

 

Economy - The economy is of major importance to Kansas residents.  Continuing growth keeps our 

employment rate high; new contract acquisitions by the local aircraft manufacturers, old businesses leaving 

town, new businesses coming in, proposed tax increases/decreases, and major weather concerns for residences 

and businesses. All of these factors impact the community, and are of ongoing interest and concern for our 

viewing audience.  

 

Education - Channel 12 has updated its method of covering educational issues in its viewing area, with the 

assignment of one reporter to focus solely on education. 

 

Environment - Environment issues and concerns are of interest to the Channel 12 viewing area  and are aired 

regularly in our newscasts to keep our viewers as informed as possible of the latest in  Environmental 

technology, treatments, advisories, etc.   

 

Health & Safety - The well-being of Channel 12 viewers is always our top concern and the Channel 12 News 

Team is on top of every issue from traffic hazards to severe weather warnings, school closings, fire safety, 

disaster preparedness and emergency situations.  And, with severe weather season, storm spotter training 

meetings are held several times a week in locations throughout the Channel 12 viewing area all over the state. 

 

Politics - Channel 12 makes sure to convey to viewers the issues and decisions by city, county and state 

government can affect them.     
 



 

 

KWCH 

Second quarter reports 

2011 



 

 

 

Crime  
 

4/1/11  5am 

Derby police call a community meeting for this weekend after a sexual assault.   Officers say a woman was attacked in her home 

monday by a man wearing a ski mask.  The meeting will be held at two sunday afternoon in the city council room at city hall. Officers 

will provide crime prevention information as well as answer questions about the attack. 

 

4/3/11  10pm 

A room filled with people...concerned about their safety dianna moncrif / came to meeting we were contacted by the police the day it 

happened . Dianna moncrif and about 100 of her neighbors came to a meeting held by the derby police department...it was called after 

a woman was sexually assaulted inside her home in the glenn hills neighborhood monday afternoon...police have no suspects we're 

worried about it! We're just trying to be careful it's scary, especially when you have kids <derby meeting 66 daver stand up  the police 

chief did not give many details of the actual assault, only saying that the victim was home alone at the time, and the front door was 

unlocked  try not to panic they said and just be really careful chief robert lee urged residents to lock their doors and windows...also to 

call police if they see anything suspicious. While some people's fears were calmed... Others are still nervous we're both really young, 

and work odd hours we also come and go quite a bit  tiffany alexander / at meeting> i'm not going to go home and be scared. You 

know, just to be at home.  Until the person responsible is caught, police know it will be difficult for derby residents.   But they want 

keep the community safe.    In derby dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/4/11  6am 

Three teens will go to trial in may for the murder of a salina man.   Charges were dropped against a fourth teen thursday.   Robert 

unselt was involved in a fight with several people outside a home in january.   The 48-year-old died that night of massive head trauma.  

Unselt's wife said she saw three people beating her husband and running away after he collapsed. 

 

4/5/11  6pm 

Was a wichita police officer just doing his job... Or did he break the law... When he was involved in a deadly accident? That's the 

question for the jury in the trial of officer garrett shaddix. He's accused of vehicular homicide... In the death of christopher perkins in 

2009. 

 

4/6/11  5am 

New this morning...   A man is in critical condition after he was stabbed in downtown wichita.   It happened just an hour ago near 

central and elm.   Paramedics took him to a wichita hospital.   We have a crew at the scene and will bring you the latest as soon as we 

get it. 

      

4/7/11  5am 

Jury deliberations continue today in a case against a wichita police officer in december 2009, officer garrett shaddix was on the way to 

a call when he hit another car... Killing the driver, christopher perkins. An investigator testified shaddix was going up to 73 miles per 

hour... In a 40 mile per hour zone. Prosecutors say his actions were unreasonable, and should be found guilty of vehicular homicide. 

But the defense believes perkins made the mistake... By trying to make a left turn in front of shaddix. 

 

4/11/11  noon 

A former consultant to kansas athletics incorporated is heading to prison for his role in a  ticket scandal.   According to the lawrence 

journal...thomas blubaugh was sentenced to 46 months for his role in the ku tickets scheme that prosecutors say cost the department at 

least 2 million dollars.   Still awaiting sentencing next month is ben kirtland, former associate athletics director for development. 

 

4/12/11  6am 

Jury selection continues today in the trial for a man charged with the shooting death of a wichita teen. Police say the 13 year old was 

not the intended target. “i didn't know they were shots, i heard some banging on the door. He was screaming, they hit me they hit me.” 

That's miguel andrade‟s (an-draw-day) mother at a preliminary hearing last september describing the morning miguel was killed. The 

13 year old was hit by a gunshot through the front door of his home on north jackson last year. Alejandro betancourt (bet-an-court) is 

charged with murder in andrade‟s death. Three others are also charged in the shooting... Including betancourt‟s brother, eli (ee-lie). 

Police believe andrade was an innocent victim in a botched attempt at gang retaliation. 

 

4/13/11  5am 

I thank god i don't remember anything because it must have been really bad. On her 29th birthday...elizabeth kogo was beaten in the 

head with a hammer.  She may not remember...but there are scars to prove it. Elizabeth/54:55 they didn't know if i would wake up 

from the coma. The attack at her apartment complex in january caused a traumatic brain injury so bad...doctors called kogo's mother in 



 

 

kenya...and told her to prepare for the worst. Regina/1:04:54 it was very difficult. Three weeks later...her mother arrived in 

wichita...surprised by not only kogo's progress.  But also by the outpouring of support from people like this...people they didn't know.  

Regina/1:07:49 i just thank god so much.  I have no others words to say. 00622n/not only did total strangers show up at her hospital 

room, but now that she's out they've given her a place to live while she recovers. Larry thomas/17:51 she needs some help and it's a 

little hard to go back and fourth in kenya. The poplar avenue church of christ keeps this house for cases just like this. 

Elizabeth/57:38 i just feel blessed.  I feel like god was doing a miracle for me. Kogo feels she survived to warn others about domestic 

violence. 57:55 i know if a man threatens you, you should take the threat seriously. Her husband is now charged with trying to kill her.  

It's a situation she never thought she'd find herself in...and hopes other domestic violence victims learn from her mistake.> 

 

4/14/11  12pm 

Colby community college is shutdown today...all because of threats a student made on face book. The police and sheriff's department 

were contacted this morning shortly after the threats were found. The college's emergency response team made the decision to close 

the campus a couple hours later. Here's what we know...the colby police chief says the student was having problems at the school.. 

And was withdrawn from classes yesterday.. They know where he is because he's been constantly updating his facebook status... But 

he hasn't been arrested. Police will present evidence to see if there's enough to file charges... All activities on the campus have been 

cancelled tonight, including the student spring formal. 

 

4/15/11  5am 

The defense will start presenting its case this morning... In the murder trail against alejandro betancourt. 

     Betancourt is accused of taking part in the shooting death. Of 13 year old miguel andrade.  The key issue in betancourt's trial is if 

he knew there was going to be a shooting or not.  On thursday, prosecutors brought forward a witness who says "yes," he knew.   

Betancourt's friend gregory patton testified as part of a plea agreement he signed with proscutors.   Patton told jurors he and betancourt 

stayed in the car.. While two others fired multiple shots into the wrong person's front door.   He said it was clear the defendant knew 

there was going to be gunfire because he told patton to listen for it. "i heard shots." how many?" "i'd say close to ten, upwards of that."   

"edward makes a statement like he got him and alex just takes off."  >  betancourt's defense attorney went line by line through patton's 

statement to police, trying to show jurors the inconsistency of his story before and after striking the deal with prosecutors. 

 

4/18/11  5am 

New this morning...kansas taxpayers are paying thousands of dollars for the legal fees and expenses of former attorney general phill 

kline and two of his aides.   The topeka capital-journal found the state has paid more than four-hundred thousand dollars to defend 

kline in his ethics fight with the state.   The accusations stem from kline's  nvestigations of the planned parenthood clinic in overland 

park and george tiller's abortion clinic in wichita.  The state also paid more than 125-thousand dollars in fees and expense for kline's 

aides in related ethics cases. 

 

4/19/11  6am 

Wichita police need your help finding a person who exploded a device near downtown. The blast happened early saturday morning... 

Underneath kellogg near the water walk and gander mountain... Eyewitness new reporter brian heap talks with police... And a woman 

who heard the blast..."burn marks on this concrete pillar tell you a little about what happened.  Wichita police say someone used a fire 

extinguisher to build a bomb.  They placed it here next to the pillar and lit the fuse." "just a big old explosion and shook the windows 

and i‟m like 'are they shooting out there? What are they doing?'" holly miller was knocked out of bed early saturday by an explosion 

about three blocks from her home. "i‟ve lived here 8 years, yes that concerns me." wichita police say someone set off a homemade 

bomb near one of the concrete pillars that supports westbound kellogg.  The explosion was so strong it left a large hole in the 

ground...and fired a piece of shrapnel at least 500 feet into a nearby hotel. "if it would have gone off somewhere else, there would 

have been potential for a lot of other damage." what's down there?  Just kellogg bridge.  What are they trying to do, blow up kellogg?" 

structural engineers were called out saturday to make sure the overpass is still safe.  Police aren't calling this an act of terrorism, but 

they're concerned just the same. "i have no reason to think that.  Who? I have no idea. Their intent? I have no way of knowing that.  I 

will say it was dangerous and it was intentional and we are following up on that to answer a lot of these questions." "a fire 

extinguisher is an unusual item for someone to be walking around downtown wichita with...and police are hoping you may have seen 

someone who was carrying this either late friday night or early saturday morning.  Reporting from downtown wichita, brian heap 

kwch 12 eyewitness news." 

 

4/20/11  5am 

In the crimewatch... Wichita police need your help finding copper theives.   They say theives broke into a pair of buildings along 

southwest boulevard and stripped them of copper wiring and plumbing fixtures.  Damages estimate at more than two-hundred-

thousand dollars to the vacant warehouses.   Investigators say high prices for copper and other metal have driven a spike in thefts like 

this.  They urge people to keep a watchful eye... Especially around vacant homes and buildings. 

 

4/21/11  12pm 

A salina south high school student was arrested after a female student says she was raped in a school restroom. According to our news 

partners at the salina journal...a 16 year-old boy was arrested for incidents that are said to have occurred on april 5 and april 13, 



 

 

according to police. The teenage boy was booked into the saline county juvenile detention center on charges of rape and attempted 

aggravated sodomy and two charges of unlawful restraint. 

 

4/22/11  5am 

These two men will go to trial in the death of a five year old clearwater girl. Mathew noel and ronald bevan waived their right to a 

preliminary hearing thursday.  The two were in separate vehicles on kellogg in february when one of them went over a barrier... And 

hit an oncoming car.  Amber randolph was in that car.  She was killed. Bevan is charged with one count of second degree murder 

while driving under the influence.  Noel is charged with involuntary manslaughter 

 

4/25/11  12pm 

A home-owner says he was defending his property...firing a shotgun at a group of burglars...wounding at least two -- one of those: 

critically hurt.it happened in the small town of milton around 2-40 this morning---that's in sumner county. The sheriff's department 

there says the homeowner found four individuals breaking into his property and fired a shotgun at them. The suspects then fled in two 

different cars. Later, sedgwick county authorities found two of them in one of the cars just after three this morning at k-42 and 119th 

street. Both were taken to a wichita hospital, but one was treated and released into police custody. The other was admitted into i-c-u in 

critical condition. Police say the homeowner has also been taken into custody for aggravated battery. Eyewitness news reporter kim 

hynes is in sumner county...she says the homeowner has posted bond....and is out of custody.    

 

4/26/11  6am 

Jury selection is underway for this man. Prosecutors say eli (e-lie) betancourt shot 13-year-old miguel andrade (awn-draw-day) last 

year. Prosecutors say betancourt, his brother alejandro and two other men intended to shoot someone else... But went to the wrong 

house instead -- shooting andrade ten times. Jurors found alejandro betancourt guilty of first degree murder earlier this month. He'll 

receive the mandatory life sentence next month. One of the four men testified against him as part of a plea deal. The other suspect is 

still awaiting trial. 

 

4/27/11  5am 

Prosecutors could seek adult charges... Against a 15-year-old charged in juvenile court in an easter shooting...17-year-old tyree bell 

was shot and killed sunday morning...police say the suspect was upset that bell was having relations with his sister...that sister was 

also hurt in the shooting.  While the suspect's charged as a juvenile... Prosecutors have set a hearing to determine if he could be 

charged as an adult. 

 

4/28/11  6pm 

New at six... A school resource officer asks a student to pull up his sagging pants... The struggle that followed... Left the student with 

a fractured wrist... The derby police chief says when the student refused to pull up his pants...the 17 year-old started yelling 

obscenities... Investigators say another officer tried to escort the student to the school office... But the student resisted... During a 

struggle, one officer tried to use a tazer on the student, but it didn't make contact. After the struggled continued on the ground, police 

say the student had to be treated for a wrist fracture and scrapes… derby police will conduct an internal investigation, which is 

department policy in use-of-force incidents... New tonight at ten... Hear from the student about what he says happened. 

      

5/2/11  10pm 

Two brothers -- the same verdict. Today -- a jury found a wichita man guilty of killing a 13-year-old boy. Jurors convicted eli 

betancourt of first-degree murder in the death of miguel andrade last summer. Prosecutors say the shooting was out of revenge...but 

the shooters had the wrong house. Four men were charged in the crime. Both eli betancourt and his brother alejandro were found 

guilty. A third suspect awaits trial. The fourth took a plea deal and will testify against the remaining suspect. 

 

5/3/11  6 pm 

A man is arrested... After a collision between a truck and a motorcycle on kellogg overnight..  The crash happened around 4-15 this 

morning near the central business district exit... Police say the 58-year-old motorcycle rider was going to work when the crash 

happened... He was taken to the hospital where he remains in critical condition...  Police say the driver of the truck was arrested on 

suspicion of drunk driving and outstanding warrants. 

 

5/4/11  5pm 

A salina woman says she knew something was going on, but no one would help. Police just arrested one her neighbors, .. 52 year old 

jamie serda. Serda is already a registered sex offender. Now he's accused of doing it again, .. Charged with multiple counts of 

aggravated sodomy and indecent liberties with a child.  His neighbor tells eyewitness news reporter karl man she tried telling 

authorities he was dangerous.  

 

5/5/11  5am 

A wichita homeowner won't face charges after shooting at an intruder. We first told you about this story yesterday morning. Police say 

someone with a gun walked into the home in the 600 block of north brookfield just after ten tuesday night. The homeowner grabbed 



 

 

his gun and shot at him. Police say the man took off..and it looks like he wasn't hit because they found the bullet in a tree. Police are 

still looking for him. 

 

5/6/11  10pm 

A bill bringing kansas into compliance with national reporting regulations for sex offenders advances in the house. That's the latest 

from topeka. The house passed the senate bill that sets national standards for registering. Currently offenders in kansas have 10 days to 

report to law enforement when they move, change jobs, or got to a new school. The bill shortens that to three days.  Complying with 

federal standars makes kansas eligible for 300-thousand dollars in federal funding. 

      

5/9/11  5am 

There's no word of any arrests after a deadly double shooting early saturday morning.  The shooting was just before three o'clock 

behind a club near 13th and hillside.  Witnesses told police they saw a white and black honda suv pull up behind the club, and 

someone from it fired shots at three people. A 22-year-old man died at the hospital. A 25-year-old man was hit in the arm and knee. 

He's expected to be ok. Wichita police are expected to release more details today. 

 

5/10/11  10pm 

We begin the crime watch with a teenager stabbed in the back.  Tonight -- that teen is in serious condition at a wichita hospital. The 

teen was hurt during a fight outside the parklane alley apartments near lincoln and oliver this afternoon. Investigators aren't sure what 

started the fight... But a neighbor stepped in and helped keep the suspect from running away.<sot verbatim: "the guy was trying to get 

up and my husband kept holding him down."> police took the 18-year-old suspect into custody. Investigators say neither the victim 

nor the suspect is talking so they hope eyewitnesses shed light on what happened. 

 

5/11/11  6am 

A wichita teen remains in serious condition at a hospital after he was stabbed in the back.  The teen was hurt during a fight outside the 

parklane alley apartments near lincoln and oliver tuesday afternoon. Investigators aren't sure what started the fight..  But a neighbor 

stepped in and helped keep the suspect from running away. "the guy was trying to get up and my husband kept holding him down."  

police took the 18-year-old suspect into custody. Investigators say neither the victim nor the suspect is talking so they hope 

eyewitnesses shed light on what happened. 

 

5/12/11  6pm 

Two sexual assaults in the same derby neighborhood in just over a month...the latest happened last night... When police say a woman 

was attacked in her garage... For people in the glen hills subdivision... The case is similar to a rape that happened in early 

april...eyewitness news reporter brian heap has been there all day... Talking with police and neighbors. 

 

5/13/11  10pm 

Murder charges were filed today against the husband of vahsti seacat. She was killed two weeks ago in a house fire in kingman. Since 

then officials have been investigating the death. 35-year-old brett seacat escaped that same fire with their two kids. He was arrested 

and charged with first degree murder and three other charges. Eyewitness news reporter kim hynes has been following this story from 

the beginning. She joins us now live with reaction from around town. 

 

5/16/11  5pm 

Police are looking into a weekend robbery spree in south wichita. Investigators say two convenience stores and a dollar store were 

held up within eight hours. A robber hit a pair of quik trips on east lincoln and at harry and hillside late saturday and early sunday.  

Then robbed a clerk at the dollar general at boulevard plaza shopping center. All three stores are within a half mile radius and the 

description of the robber is similar. 

 

5/17/11  6pm 

Shots fired at a car.. Which then hits a telephone pole...  And a bus full of school children sees it all unfold... The incident happened 

yesterday afternoon in topeka at the intersection of 45th and croco.  Students on the bus from shawnee heights reported seeing 

gunshots exchanged between two cars... The superintendent says no students were in direct danger and they were all delivered to their 

homes safely.  Topeka police are investigating if the shooting was connected to a weekend homicide... <"we will not tolerate any 

retaliatory shootings... We will come after you.">  so far topeka police have not made any arrests in connection with either shooting. 

      

5/18/11  5am 

Counselors will be available at dodge city high school today for students who want to talk about the homicide of a peer. Investigators 

say 17 year old diego enriquez-enriquez died from blunt force trauma to the head. It happened early saturday morning in the 100 block 

of mccaustland number one road. The teen was at a party with 40 to 60 others. Friends say they were shocked to hear about his death. 

Police say they need the help of witnesses to figure our why it happened. “whenever you have a 17 year old die, in a community this 

size, or in any community...it's troublesome”  “he really wasn't a troublemaker...he was a good friend too.” Authorities say they know 



 

 

underage people were drinking at the party, but say that's not their main concern right now. They want anyone with any information to 

call police. You can the dodge city police department's contact numbers on our website at kwch dot com. 

 

5/19/11  6pm 

Some maize students could face suspension... Not for what they were selling, but instead what they called it... The maize school 

district says that fifth graders were selling a mixture of kool aid and sugar on the bus... And calling it "happy crack."  an e-mail was 

sent out to parents informing them about what happened...the district says it's still investigating because more students may be 

involved. <sot verbatim: administrators are working with students today to figure out exactly what was going on how many students, 

how many busses were involved  > school policy says that simulating criminal behavior could mean suspension or expulsion. 

 

5/20/11  6pm 

Wichita police investigate after a 17-year-old says he was sexually assaulted by someone in the sim park area... Investigators say the 

boy met a 39-year-old man on broadway... The two went to the park... And there was an offer for money to "role play". Police are still 

investigating what that means... But say it didn't have anything to do with sex.  The teen was able to later point out the suspect... Who 

has been arrested.    

 

5/23/11  10pm 

Derby police meet to give people there... A sense of security. The public meeting came after a second woman was attacked in a 

neighborhood.  The woman was sexually assaulted by an unknown suspect.  Police think it could be connected to a a rape case that 

happened in the same area. The meeting today was to teach people about crime prevention, including how to secure their homes.  The 

suspect has not been caught. <sot verbatim: 9:41:56 - the speculation is they think its somebody in the neighborhood because they're 

always on foot so it just makes you concerned - 7 sec.  >  the police chief says he doesn't want people to be paranoid.  He's just hoping 

to prepare them with advice on crime prevention. 

 

5/24/11  6pm 

Saline county sheriff's deputies use pepper spray on a group of teens...   Our news partners at the salina journal report the deputies 

were responding to a loud party shortly after midnight...  Investigators say several teens ran into a building, held the door shut and 

refused to come out.  Deputies threw pepper spray pellets under the door.  Some of the teens were cited for consuming alcohol. 

 

5/26/11  6pm 

Drug activity and gunfire lead the state to suspend the license of a wichita day care home... Police requested the suspension for little 

stepping stones daycare near central and edgemoor. According to the report from the department of health and environment, police say 

drug activity was seen at the home, a gun was fired nearby... And bullets hit the home while children were there.  An investigation is 

underway. 

 

5/27/11  6pm 

A man killed when he's hit while stopped along kellogg... The driver admits she was distracted by her cell phone...   But today... A 

judge rules that driver, kassidi barrett, is not guilty of vehicular homicide in the death of tusten edwards...  Eyewitness news reporter 

melody pettit  was in court today.  She joins us live to explain the judge's decision.   

 

5/30/11  6pm 

In tonight's crime watch...  A mcpherson man found dead... His car burned nearby... And investigators believe 30-year-old justin milne 

may be the victim of foul play. Mcpherson police started looking for milne sunday...  That night... Officers in marion county found 

milne's s-u-v on fire near marion reservoir...  A man was arrested in the case nearby... This afternoon investigators say milne's body 

was found in a secluded campsite in marion county... New tonight at 10... Eyewitness news reporter rebecca gannon has reaction... 

And the latest on the investigation. 

 

5/31/11  6pm 

Earlier on saturday... Investigators say a deadly shooting near harry and rock started with an argument at a restaurant.  After the 

argument... Police say a 39-year-old was chased by a group of suspects... Then shot four times.  Investigators say he was a gang 

member.  So far no one has been arrested. 

 

6/1/11  6pm 

A mcpherson man makes his first appearance in court today...  Dustin t. Smith is charged with first degree murder...in the weekend 

death of justin milne....  Police say milne was shot several times...   His body was found monday at a campsite near marion reservoir... 

Not far from where his burned s-u-v was found the day before.  Smith is expected back in court next month. 

 

6/2/11  6pm 

But first... We're following a developing story...  Wichita police say two suspects in a deadly shooting have been arrested... Police 

asked for the public's help locating shannon hutchinson and amy newell...  Within the last half hour... Police tell us the couple was 



 

 

found in the norton county town of edmond...  Investigators say the couple was involved in a deadly shooting tuesday night near 13th 

and west street...  Police call it a botched drug deal.  So far hutchinson and newell have not been charged. Police say they'll release 

more details tomorrow morning.  Expect us to let you know what those are. 

 

6/3/11  6pm 

With guns drawn... Sedgwick county sheriff's deputies serve a warrant in the hilltop neighborhood in wichita - they were looking for a 

man...wanted for distributing drugs. Investigators say...the man climbed through the attic and entered the other part of the duplex -- 

deputies had to go inside to get him. He then told them there were more people inside...but that wasn't true. No-one was hurt. 

 

6/6/11  10pm 

We continue the crime watch with a plea from wichita police. They want anyone who knows what happened to a homeless woman to 

come forward. A passerby found the naked body of janis sanders in an alley south of downtown over the weekend. Investigators say 

she was badly beaten. Police say she recently lost her home and frequently walked in the area where her body was found. 

 

6/7/11  10pm 

The family of a wichita woman killed over the weekend -- says it needs your help. <sot verbatim: 7:10 "someone took it upon 

themselves to take a life of someone who wasn't ready to go."> amanda sanders is the daughter of janis sanders. The 44-year-old was 

found dead over the weekend south of downtown. Police say she was murdered. Amanda says she isn't getting enough information 

from police about how the investigation is going. She disputes police reports claiming her mother was homeless before she died. <sot 

verbatim: 10:10 "that's why i did this so people would see she did have family. She wasn't just some homeless woman with no one 

who cared for her. They would see and have some sympathy and call the tip line.">  an autopsy will determine how sanders died -- but 

police say she was badly beaten. Funeral services are pending. 

 

6/8/11  6am 

The family of a wichita woman killed over the weekend -- says it needs your help. "someone took it upon themselves to take a life of 

someone who wasn't ready to go." amanda sanders is the daughter of janis sanders. The 44-year-old was found dead over the weekend 

south of downtown police say she was murdered. Amanda says she isn't getting enough information from police about how the 

investigation is going. She disputes police reports claiming her mother was homeless before she died. "that's why i did this so people 

would see she did have family. She wasn't just some homeless woman with no one who cared for her. They would see and have some 

sympathy and call the tip line." an autopsy will determine how sanders died -- but police say she was badly beaten. Funeral services 

are pending. 

 

6/9/11  5am 

In our crimewatch.... Sedgwick county authorities are looking for two men accused of trying to kidnap a teen. They're looking for men 

who fit these descriptions. The driver is between 18 and 20 with dirty blond hair, long bangs and a piercing on his right ear. The 

passenger is described as being around the same age wearing a ball cap with the white letters d-c. The teenage girl says the two men 

pulled up in a pick-up truck and tried to get her inside in this neighborhood in the 22 thousand block of west 61st street. That's near 

andale. The girl says the pickup was an older black model with faded paint and dark tinted windows. It also had a dent along the 

bottom of the driver's door. You can find that description again on our website.  If you have any information call police. 

 

6/10/11  5am 

Police arrest a possible suspect in a newton bank robbery. The white eagle credit union was robbed just before 4-30 thursday 

afternoon.  Authorities say a woman came into the bank and demanded money.  A woman matching police description was arrested in 

hesston.  The case is being investigated by the newton and hesston police department as well the f-b-i and harvey county sheriff's 

office. 

 

6/13/11  6am 

<  Neighbors couldn't believe it--police say they've never worked a case like it.  A man doing lawn maintenance outside of hawker 

beechcraft--struck and killed--his body carried on the roof of a van for two a half miles to the home of a wichita doctor.  Now...three 

days later--police learn the victim likely died on impact.  5:56 his injuries were of such that chances of survival would have been 

impossible he sustained massive injuries throughout his whole body.   (standup)   we're learning more about how the accident 

happened...early on it was unclear whether the victim was in the street or the yard when he was struck..police now say it appears the 

van jumped this curb and hit the man while he was in the grass.  Why he kept driving...remains a mystery. 11:28 people do a lot of 

things we don't understand i can't comment on that because i just don't know.  So what happens now?  What charges could doctor 

mohammad sarrafizdeh face?  7:58 this is shocking circumstance people are wondering how someone could drive with someone on 

the roof but prosecutors are limited by what the law says..   And former deputy district attorney kevin o'connor--whose not involved in 

the case-- says shock won't be considered   27:47 you can't decide what someone is guilty of or should be charged with based on the 

shock value of the case.  O'connor says while it's hard to believe....28:14 this could be as low as a misdemeanor vehicular homicide.  

Police are waiting for blood tests--but don't suspect the doctor was intoxicated.  And if the man died on impact--it could be considered 

-- an accident.  29:02 the autopsy may be very important was he dead on impact or could medical intervention have helped that could 



 

 

be key in what the driver gets charged with.  And charges could be weeks away.  In wichita, michael schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness 

news.> 

      

6/14/11  5pm 

Wichita police say a voyuer is out there -- after someone turns in a camera from a y-m-c-a locker room. Police say it was found at the 

north y-m-c-a near 96 and woodlawn. Officers won't say which locker room had it. They describe it as a recoding device, and a black 

hanger. The y-m-c-a says it has checked all other locker rooms in all other facilities, and hasn't found any other recording devices. 

 

6/15/11  10pm 

We now know the name of the woman shot to death in Hutchinson it‟s the latest on breaking news we brought you last night. Police 

say someone shot 27-year-old Jennifer Heckel while she was home with her five year old son. Investigators spent the day trying to 

piece together what happened in the 5-hundred block of Coronado. They focused a lot of time searching a tree row next to Heckel's 

home.      Police say there are no suspects... But are not concerned about this being a random act of violence. A family friend says it's 

tragic and she's praying for Heckel's husband and son. “they are an amazing close wonderful family, parents friends and it shouldn't 

have happened." police aren't sure when more information about the shooting will be released. Anyone with any information about the 

case is asked to contact Hutchinson police. 

 

6/16/11  6am 

Neighbors call 9-1-1 after hearing a gun shot... Tonight... Hutchinson police are still searching for answers about who shot and killed a 

woman... Police found 27-year-old jennifer heckle dead inside her home last night... Eyewitness news reporter kim hynes has the 

latest... Stand up in/36:00 hutchinson police and the kbi continue to search for evidence, trying to figure out what led to the shooting 

death of the 27 year old woman living in this home. Nats:  chain saws investigators focused much of their attention on the tree row 

next to the house.  They  cut down trees and used a metal detector searching for evidence.  Tuesday night they arrived here and found 

jennifer heckel dead.  Someone shot her while she was home with her five year old son.  A family friend says she and everyone who 

knew heckel are struggling to deal with what's happened. 15:17 it's tough for the family, lots of prayers for the father and son.  It's 

tragic. Stand up out/37:50 hutchinson's police chief says right now there are no suspects but he also says there's not a continued threat 

for the public.  In hutchisnon, kh. 

 

6/17/11  6am 

continuing our crime watch.... wichita police say they'll have an update today on the investigation of a hidden camera found at this y-

m-c-a. A member of the north branch AT k-96 and woodlawn found the device in a locker room on tuesday. The y-m-ca says they will 

now make regular camera checks in the future. 

 

6/21/11  5am 

a man is arrested, ... accused of beating this woman to death.  we told you about janis sanders' murder earlier this month. her body was 

found beside this home at lincoln and washington. police say the 44 year old was naked and badly beaten. a 45 year old man was 

arrested friday, .. and booked into jail for first degree murder. 

 

6/23/11  6am 

this moundridge woman is indicted on federal bank robbery charges. 51 year old vicki arce (r-c) is charged with four counts of bank 

robbery and one count of attempted bank robbery. The charges stem from robberies and robbery attempts that occurred this month in 

newton, mcpherson, south hutchinson and wichita. If convicted she faces as long as 20 years in federal prison. 

 

6/24/11  6pm 

Clear skies. Temperatures in the 80s.. Wichita's old town will be busy place tonight. It may also be a busy places for thieves. Police 

have a warning for people heading to a movie or out to drinks or dinner. Lock your car doors and protect your valuables because 

crooks are busy. Police say they've identified a hot spot for car break-ins.   In may, police had more than 60 reports of theft in this six 

block radius. Most of them happened in the old town district and involved people stealing from cars. Factfinder 12 investigator Brian 

heap is live in old town with a closer look at the problem and the solutions. An unlocked car door is like an open invitation for thieves. 

Police say criminals have been finding a lot of them in the old town area recently. another thing they love to see are valuables out in 

the open.  If you left a necklace and sunglasses on the seat...or a laptop on floor...what else might be inside your car? Don't tell 

Rebecca Simpson there's a crime problem in old town. "we opened a  year ago, today's our one year birthday party and we're having a 

big trunk show." her hand-made clothing boutique is doing well and she's thrilled to live in old town as well.   "i think the biggest 

thing is when people leave their cars, they just need to have some common sense about what they do.  They have to do that at Wal-

Mart or at the mall anyway.  You know, take your keys with you, lock your door, pay attention to who is around you." Simpson says 

she's not worried about old town getting a bad rep because there's so much to offer.  "it's safe down here, we just need to do things that 

make it a little harder for people to do bad things."  she'll keep cranking out good clothes...just make sure you keep the bags in the 

trunk. 

 

6/27/11  12pm 



 

 

A former western Kansas school board member has been charged with hiding a camcorder in the women's bathroom at a water 

conditioning business he owns. 56-year-old john Scheopner was arrested last week on four counts of use of a concealed camcorder to 

eavesdrop and two counts of intimidating witnesses. Scheopner served on the garden city school board for 14 years, including a stint 

as vice president, before he resigned in may. 

 

6/28/11  5am 
we continue the crime watch in Wichita this morning... A man pleads guilty to receiving child pornography. 26-year-old Shane 

Mcclelland admits to communicating with two 14-year-old girls via cell phone and computer. The girls were in New York. He asked 

for and received explicit photos from them. Prosecutors want him to spend more than 21-years in prison. Mcclelland will be sentenced 

in September. He has a prior conviction for aggravated indecent liberties with a child.  

 

6/29/11  10pm 

New at ten... The fbi admits members of the Westboro Baptist church trained with agents this past spring. The sessions were 

discontinued after the assistant director of the fbi criticized the decision. The bureau has brought in different groups before. It once 

invited the k-k-k. The fbi says the goal is to expose law enforcement to these organizations, see what they're about and train on how to 

respond. 

 

 



 

 

 

Community 
 

4/1/11  5am 

Just by getting to the nit championship game...the shockers have done something few other missouri valley teams have. Here's a look 

at past n-i-t winners from the missouri valley conference including wichita state.  Bradley was the last team to be in the championship 

game and win it all.   That happened back in 19-82.  Tulsa is the only other team to play in the missouri valley conference and make it 

to the championship game.  They did that back in 19-81. 

 

4/3/11  10pm 

A haircut... For a good cause. The paul mitchell school held a cut-a-thon this afternoon.    All the proceeds go towards the children's 

miracle network.  Organizers say this is just one way of giving back to the community.  "part of paul mitchell's philosophy is giving 

back and being a contributing factor in your own community so not only do we teach haircutting skills but also teach them how to be a 

viable asset in their own community and just to give back and just to think globally instead of just individually."    the money they 

raised today will all stay in the wichita area. 

 

4/5/11  6pm 

Today's election is the last... Before kansas voters could see a change in what they need to bring to the polls... The legislature has sent 

a bill to the governor that would require voters to show a photo i-d when the vote... Starting next year... Starting in 2013 people 

registering to vote for the first time would have to show proof of citizenship... The measure was designed by secretary of state kris 

kobach... Who says it will fight voter fraud... But opponents worry it would keep qualified voters from casting a ballot...“if you're a 

registered voter i think you don't need that photo id. The photo id is more to keep out illegal aliens and i don't think they 're voting.“ “i 

think it's a great idea. It prevents voter fraud and i think there is a lot more going on than people realize.” Governor sam brownback is 

expected to sign the bill... If he does... Kansas would be the 10th state to require a photo i-d at the polls. 

 

4/6/11  5am 

If you received an email from dillons, walgreens, best buy, target, citibank-dot-com, or one of a dozen other places recently... Pay 

attention to it.  Your email address and name may be out in cyber-space.  That shouldn't be a big problem for most people.  You may 

see more spam.   But the bigger concern is fake emails, made to look like the real thing.   To protect yourself, bill ramsey with the bill 

guy technology solutions says to look for two simple things. 

<sot verbatim:  sot 7 bill 5.00.49  bad grammar is one of them, two - go straight to the site.  Don't click the link, actually type - go to 

the site, and go to the link from there.  And then you know you're in the right place. 58> For more information on this, go to our 

website --   k-w-c-h-dot-com. 

 

4/7/11  5am 

Traffic will move normal through south wichita again today.  A water main break sent a gusher of water into the air last night around 

47th and hydraulic. There was so much water -- traffic had to be diverted. The break caused the street to flood. It's not known if 

construction in the area caused the break. The gusher has been capped. 

 

4/11/11  6am 

Lake afton is a place where john nutter and his family call home. <1027 h6 5:08:03 - 5:08:05> i actually stay on the lake 9 months out 

of the year. And he used to do all his grocery shopping at the bait shop... <1036nj 5:15:09 - 5:15:15> you can buy hot dogs you can 

buy hamburger patties, buns, all that kind of stuff   the bait shop also was where visitors to the park could pay for their camping and 

boating permits...   But the count  decided to close it last week ... A decision that's frustrating regulars. And now that white's is closed 

in goddard, there's no grocery store until you hit wichita. <daver 107163 5:38:04 - 5:38:16> there are still ways for people to pay for 

permits to get into the park, like this self pay station that's at the bait shop. But not everybody's satisfied with that because on days like 

sunday there's no more envelopes <10448t 5:22:32 - 5:22:43> nobody wants to put cash in a slot where the county doesn't know where 

it came from and are they going to get in trouble being out on the lake and can't prove they paid their fees  day trippers like monique 

james and her husband... Say its disappointing enough... They'll go to a different camp ground...<5:06:00 - 5:06:09 1024xw monique 

james / drove up and saw store closed>  i think it would be to their best interest and if they have goods to sell too i mean they're going 

to be making money off it i would think. But the county says the store is costing money.  It says closing the ones in lake afton and at 

sedgwick county park will save approximately 80 thousand dollars a year...  But officials admit the decision will be an inconvenience. 

<nutter 10448t 5:19:14 - 5:19:18> they're not the ones that are out here and utilize that day after day after day. An inconvenience that 

makes staying at the lake a little less easy...at lake afton, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

 4/12/11  6am 



 

 

Wichita police call them the eyes and ears of the department. They are the people living in the neighborhood... And without them... 

Police may not have caught four men they believe broke into several homes. Eyewitness news reporter denise hnytka shows us this 

successful neighborhood watch. Authorities in marion county are investigating the death of a two year old. They were called to a 

home in peabody saturday afternoon. The sheriff says the toddler had been put down for a nap.. And wasn't breathing when his parents 

check on him later. An autopsy is planned in wichita to determine the cause of death. 

 

4/13/11  5am 

Country superstar kenny chesney will be in wichita tonight.  It's all part of his goin' coastal tour.  Opening the show for him is billy 

carrington and uncle kracker.  The concert is tonight at seven o'clock.  Coming up in our six o'clock hour, we are giving away our last 

two tickets to tonight's concert.  Make sure you watch to find out how you can win. 

 

4/14/11  12pm 

A 4½ ton jade buddha statue is in wichita for nearly a week as part of an effort to spread a message of world peace.  The 8-foot-tall 

carving is on a world tour before it gets installed at a buddhist temple in australia. It will be displayed at wichita‟s oldest buddhist 

temple, phap hoa temple, through tuesday. An opening ceremony is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon. 

 

4/15/11  5am 

The town of geuda springs is a small one...less than a hundred people live here...but more than two hundred come to it every day to 

not just get their mail...but to also see their friends. 0007zu dean richards / citizen 6:55:32 - 6:55:41> that's the heart of the town is our 

post office and we'd love to keep it if the lord's willing. The residents received this letter last week from the postal service letting them 

know the heart of the town might be closing. There's many reasons outlined in the letter.  One is declining demand.   Another is 

because the office doesn't currently have a post master.  That's because the job remained empty since connie shelton retired in 2008. 

<0005d5 connie shelton / former post master 6:39:34 - 6:39:40> it was just where everybody met up with everybody else <00470q 

7:13:42 - 7:13:59 daver stand up> many of the residents of geuda springs and the surrounding community get their mail from these 

post office boxes because they live outside of the route. They're concerned that if this post office closes they'll need to travel to oxford, 

kansas, which is more than 10 miles away to get their mail. <6:45:21 - 6:45:23 connie shelton> our older people <6:45:30 - 6:45:41>  

they're all on pretty much fixed incomes, just as i am now to think that i'm going to have to drive 12 miles one way, and then 12 miles 

back. It's not just the price of gas that's worrying people either. <6:47:42 - 6:47:48 connie shelton> what happens six months to a year 

down the road if they decide to do something with the oxford post office?  The small town that wants to save it's heart...in geuda 

springs, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news 

 

4/18/11  5am 

In all his years preparing taxes for people...chris merchant has come across some *unusual* write offs. 

14:41 it's an interesting business.   Some legit and some not so much.   It's easy for him to tell the difference...but can you?   How 

about dog food? (bell ding ding ding!)   Turns out this one can be a true deduction. 10:10 i would have said no at first, but he was a 

hunting and fishing guy and the irs allowed it.   How about your deceased mothers dentures? (buzzer)   yup, someone actually tried to 

write that one off...8:08 that's where we had to draw the line 

 That didn't work, but that same guy successfully deducted his deceased mothers prescription drugs 

7:48 he had a letter from a medical company that he donated her medication.   Okay last one...an exotic dancers *ahem* scantily clad 

clothing? (ding ding ding)   as scandoulous as it sounds...this one is actually legit. 

11:46 it's their job   c-d's for dj's, a set of golf clubs for a professional golfer, and even a guitar for a country singer...they all are 

approved write offs.   There's a lesson to be learned here...merchant says to keep meticulous records and take *everything* you think 

could be a deduction and let a professional help you decide if the i-r-s would allow or frown on it. 2:38 because you never know...you 

should take everything.   In wichita, melody pettit, kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 

4/18/11  6am 

We'll find out tomorrow morning if chief meteorologist merril teller keeps his mustache or shaves it. Just go to kwch-dot-com to find 

out if merrill‟s mustache stays or goes. 

 

4/20/11  5am 

New this morning... Butler community college students help a wichita teen to move around her home.   Hana (ha-nuh) choi was 

paralyzed in a drunk driving crash last year.   The crash killed her mom, twin sister, and younger brother.    Since then hana has been 

in physical therapy. The choi family is getting help from these engineering students at butler community college.  Last night, the 

students presented ideas to a construction company about making the choi's home wheelchair friendly for hana.   They're starting with 

the kitchen and bathroom.   Student kelby kimberblin say the project gives him hands-on experience with a real design... Plus, a 

chance to give back. 

<sot verbatim:2.37.11  things can change so fast and it's just been a great opportunity to give something to someone who's lost so 

much. 2.37.21>   there's still much left to do with the project   the construction company and family still have to pick a design they 

like best... Then it will need to be constructed. 

 



 

 

4/21/11  12pm 

Today marks the tenth anniversary of the hoisington tornado. In 2001, an f-4 tornado ripped through the town destroying homes and 

businesses. The storm killed one man and injured nearly 30 others. The tornado tore tore a path two blocks wide and two miles long.  

It destroyed 182 homes, 12 businesses and tore a roof off the hospital.  And eyewitness news is there.... “i‟m eyewitness news reporter 

dave roberts.  This is la look at hoisington today.  But ten years ago it looked extremely different.  I'll show you how it's been rebuilt..” 

Again...that's coverage from hoisington tonight at five and six.  

 

4/22/11  5am 

Residents who have unfinished business with the city of salina can clear their tickets next week without the fear of being arrested. The 

city is waiving the 50 dollar warrant fee and not arresting people wanted on "fail to appear" and "fail to pay" warrants if they appear in 

salina court next week. Our news partners at the salina journal have a complete list of names. You can find a link to it at kwch dot 

com. 

 

4/25/11  12pm 

Strong storms rolled through south central kansas this morning...bringing some much needed rain. But it also brought some 

lightning......which may have been the cause of this house fire. The fire broke out in the 12-thousand block of east four oaks just after 

four this morning. Officials say lightning may have struck the garage. The fire then spread to the home, causing minor damage there. 

Fire officials haven't told us how much damage the fire has caused. Two people in the home made it out safe. 

 

4/26/11  6am 

A fire early monday morning causes 300-thousand-dollars to this million dollar home. Most of that damage was to the garage. Crews 

were called to the home near 37th street north and 127th street east just after four this morning... Investigators believe lightning started 

the fire. 

 

4/27/11  5am 

Saint vincent de paul church took a direct hit from the tornado. This sanctuary stands where the original church once stood. The 

church has grown in the two decades since. The congregation hung pictures of the destruction, and the tornado, along the rebuilt walls 

to remember. <father mike 1:28:38 "i don't think god caused a tornado to come to andover. /// 50 but i think god, knowing there would 

be a tornado here, gave us the grace and strength to move through this tough time. 00> when the church rebuilt is also added 

something --  a basement, under the sanctuary. 

 

4/28/11  6pm 

More than 70 years ago...germany was taken hold by nazism ... Led by adolf hitler...  The fascist party killed more than six million 

jews and started world war two...  Today, a child of those times spoke at brooks middle school about growing up and discovering that 

her father was one of hitler's willing followers...  New at six... Eyewitness news reporter dave roberts shows us what she hopes the 

younger generation can learn from the mistakes of the past. 

 

4/29/11  6pm 

63-thousand dollars in cash in a hidden compartment of a car... That's what the seward county sheriff's department says a deputy 

found... During a traffic stop on highway 54 yesterday... Here's a look at the cash... During the stop... Investigators say the deputy 

became suspicious of answers being given by the driver and passenger. They say further investigation with the help of the k-b-i 

uncovered the hidden compartment and cash. A 29-year-old man was arrested on an unrelated outstanding warrant... No charges have 

been filed in connection with the stop. 

 

5/2/11  10pm 

Coalition forces hunted osama bin laden and al qaeda for almost a decade. Nearly 15-hundred americans gave their lives in 

afghanistan. 23-year-old army sergeant tyler juden of winfield was one of them. A sniper --  juden was killed by a rocket propelled 

grenade in 2-thousand-9. Juden's mother says while she doesn't feel joy at bin laden's death -- she does take satisfaction in knowing 

her son's mission was accomplished. "i know some people felt really happy about that fact that he was dead. I don't know that i felt 

that way at all.  I just felt that many of those guys and girls and whoever had fought this war were glad that this had happened." 

eyewitness news also spoke with sandy nettleton. Her son, sergeant eric nettleton died in afghanistan this past january. She's glad her 

son didn't die in vain -- but wishes he could have been the one to call her with the news. 

 

5/3/11  6pm 

New at six... Some upgrades are coming to the wichita ice center... Today the wichita city council approved 316-thousand dollars in 

improvements for the facility... Among them... A new heating and air system, new flooring, fresh paint and improved locker rooms.  

The improvements came out of negotiations between the city and genesis health clubs... Which recently took over as the center's new 

management company. 

      

5/4/11  5pm 



 

 

Wichita firefighters say the damage is extensive. This home was in flames when they arrived this morning. They had trouble getting to 

the second story. The porch and stairs leading the floor were on fire. Neighbors came out to see what was happening.  “it was 

crackling so loud, we live right over here, and the heat from it we felt like we were on fire. It was scary.” No one lives at the home. 

Firefighters say it looks like it was being remodeled. 

 

5/5/11  6am 

A central kansas family asks for your help. Their five year old daughter is sick-   stephanie is fighting cancer for a second time. She 

was first diagnosed two years ago with leukemia. Now the cancer is back and stephanie's going through chemotherapy. But she needs 

a bone marrow transplant- and her mom and dad aren't a match. There's a drive this weekend in hutchinson to see if someone else 

might be. <sot verbatim: well it's important you come out, this could be your child lying on the table right now > the drive to find a 

match is this friday and saturday in hutchinson at the anchor inn. Friday from 6 to 9 and saturday from 11 to 3. They especially need 

african american and hispanic donors. The test is simple- just a swab of your cheek cells. 

 

5/6/11  10pm 

A leopard grabs a boy who got too close to his enclosure. These photographs were taken just seconds after it happened.  They show a 

boy on the ground, and a man wrapping his shirt around his wounds.   The call came out around one this afternoon. The woman who 

photographed those pictures says she heard screams coming from the exhibit. Here's a map of the zoo  and here's a closer look at the 

asia region and where the leopard exhibit is located. Eyewitness news reporter rebecca gannon shows us how it all happened. 

 

5/9/11  5am 

Flags across the state will be flown at half-staff again today. It's in honor of representative rocky fund who died late last month after a 

battle with cancer. The republican from holton was buried may 2nd.  The governor praised fund for his service in the u.s. Air force and 

for the work he's done in his northeast kansas house district. 

 

5/10/11  10pm 

It  is 100 acres in the center of town. And it's at the center of a debate. More than half of that land in el dorado is used as a park. The 

rest is earmarked for flood control... And something else. Eyewitness news reporter rebecca gannon takes us to butler county.  

 

5/11/11  6am 

Yardwork.  For homeowners and some businesses it's a necessary evil. But a company is hesston is trying to make the job a little less 

work...one lawn mower at a time.  I got a look behind the scenes at hustler turf equipment... To show you how its made in kansas...but 

along with the green chances are you'll see a little yellow. We're just a big white building right off the side of the road.  And hustler 

turf equipment, in hesston, keeps getting bigger. Inventor of the zero turn lawn mower, hustler manufactures 30-thousand mowers 

each year.  When you first come in it's pretty overwhelming.  Mowers are stacked high off the ground and hanging in the air...a 

hundred people work at the plant to make the high powered machine for commercial and residentail use. With the assembly line that 

we have set up its about every five to six minutes that we have a new mower coming off the line.   Before it hits the line...mowers take 

their shape *here*. We start off with flat sheets of steel....and you walk through and you see it being fabricated, welded. Steel is 

cut...then bent using a machine. It's guided by human hands...each bend must be precise or the operator starts over.  The pieces are 

welded together, making up the mower's base before being hung on a paint line that moves seven feet a minute and runs 20 hours a 

day.  A powder coat system paints the pieces in seconds.  The powder is actually bonded to the metal so if you get a chip in it rust 

won't leak underneath the paint like it does with a normal paint system it comes out of the paint booth and goes into an oven where the 

pain is cured at 350 degress.  Folks here at hustler call this the race track. This is where the mowers are finished being assembled, 

during peak season they can produce more than two hundred a day.   Assemblers work in pairs...one on each side of the 

mower....attaching belts...pulley covers and wheels then they marry the deck to the tractor chasse.  It might look like the same mower 

going down the line but theres eighty different variations of some of them the mower's engine is bought from a distributor but 

assembled at hustler. Everyday off every line a random machine is pulled. A quality control check that is done on all six lines before 

its wrapped and shipped. It's a good feeling when you're driving down the street and you see something you built out there.  And 

hustler makes sure its mowers are easy to spot. This is one of hustlers seventy different product line models completed. Once they 

leave here they will be shipped all over the country and worldwide. In hesston kara sewell kwch 12 eyewitness news  in hesston kara 

sewell kwch 12 eyewitness news.  

 

5/12/11  6pm 

It's just across the highway from waterwalk... Now a downtown wichita hotel has a new name. The original residence inn on south 

main is being revived as a "hotel at waterwalk" by developer jack deboer... The hotel is set-up for both short term and extended stays. 

Deboer says the renovations were all done by local workers. 

 

5/13/11  10pm 

After four years of searching and working...  A second lords diner is ready to serve wichita's hungry. The new location is on south 

hillside...near 31st street. And as eyewitness news reporter megan strader shows us... Directors are expecting a very different crowd 

when the doors open on monday. 



 

 

 

5/16/11  5pm 

It was a bit of march madness in may -- basketball equipment up for sale  today, the salvation army began auctioning off items left 

over from its involvement with biddy basketball. 

Items included bleachers, scoreboards, backboards, as well as office equipment.  Proceeds from the sale will help support other 

salvation army efforts. "with the economy we have a lot of programs where demand is up considerably so we're having to look at this 

as a means of being a ble to make sure we can focus on those core ministries" the salvation army announced earlier this year it was 

ending its involvement with biddy basketball, but another group has since stepped in to save it. 

 

5/17/11  6pm 

The city of wichita will wait for private development... Before investing more tax dollars downtown.  Today the wichita city council 

approved a new incentive policy.  In the past the city would build things like parking garages and better landscaping... Hoping 

development would follow.  City leaders say that policy served its purpose... And now the city can wait for developers before making 

an investment. 

      

5/18/11  5am 

In the aviation watch. The city approves a measure to give more than two and a half million dollars in incentives to hawker beechcraft. 

Sedgwick county will consider an incentive package next week. The state has agreed to chip in 40-million dollars. 

 

5/19/11  6pm 

Hundreds of people line up to get a taste of wichita's history...  But the special return only lasted for two hours...  While white castle 

started its hamburger business in wichita...  The air capital hasn't had one in decades...  And it just closed again.  Eyewitness reporter 

rebecca gannon is live with white castle's brief return. 

 

5/20/11  6pm 

A north wichita burger shop owner gets grilled on facebook... People accuse him of discriminating against a blind customer and his 

service dog. Sot: ron @ 07:56 "it made me feel very unwanted." track: ron farthing says he feels discriminated against...after a trip this 

week to his favorite hamburger shop.  Farthing says the owner of mr. Bud's carry-out wasn't happy about the hair his service dog "mr. 

Ed" supposedly left behind on a previous visit...and let him know about it. Sot: ron @ 08:06 "i just went back out to the car and was 

trying to respect the man's wishes.  He didn't want hair in the building so i took the dog back out to the car." track: farthing then took 

his "beef" to mr. Bud's facebook page and posted a copy of the state law regarding treatment of the blind.  It didn't take long for other's 

to pile on...with statements like "come on mr. Bud's you're totally wrong"  or "people who complain about people with service dogs 

need a good swift kick in the rear." stand up: "we tried to get mr. Bud's side of the story.  Owner noel smith twice agreed to talk with 

us on camera and then declined late this afternoon, saying his attorney had advised against it.  But that hasn't stopped him from 

commenting on facebook." track: mr. Bud's writes: "i have nothing to be ashamed of, i never said they had to leave or leave the dog 

outside for that matter."  "i had a dustpan full of dog hair last time they were in.  I was thinking of the rest of my customers."  track: 

regardless of who's right...online feuds like this can have a damaging effect on businesses. Sot: deanna @ 24:30 "definitely don't 

ignore it and don't think it's just going to go away." track: branding and marketing expert deanna harms says social media can be make 

or break for businesses.  She always recommends business owners engage with frustrated customers, but try to steer the conversation 

away from the web and make a private apology.  Sot: deanna @ 25:32 "you just want to be acknowledged, your feelings to be 

acknowledged.  You want to be recognized and a little i'm sorry can go a long way."   sot: ron @ 09:00 "i don't want anything from 

him.  I won't go back.  That's fine.  There's plenty of other places to eat.  I'm not telling everybody not to eat there.  Farthing says he 

just doesn't want this to happen to anyone else.  Track: brian heap factfinder 12 investigators. 

 

5/23/11  10pm 

Those sounds came from joplin missouri -- where an e-f 4 tornado killed 116 people -- the sounds **are scary -- and so are the 

sights...there...and in the town of reading...check out this video --   it's new tonight...   A security camera inside a grain elevator caught 

a look of the tornado that hit reading --   the camera withstood the winds...just long enough to give everyone a glimpse inside the 

devastation.   Now... The national weather service in topeka is reviewing the video...for wind speed information.    The tornado in 

reading killed one person --   it damaged more than a hundred homes ...and businesses all over downtown...   Eyewitness news 

reporter michael schwanke spent the day there... And continues our coverage 

 

5/24/11  6pm 

When a doctor and nurse team from wichita heard about the disaster in joplin... They asked each other... When can we go. Both have 

experience dealing with trauma... But they say nothing could have prepared them for what they saw. Eyewitness news reporter denise 

hnytka has their reactions...new at six 

 

5/26/11  6pm 

Aaron profit says it's still surreal to see the video--evidence of what he lived through. 57:05 it takes you back more than the pictures 

does.  Profit--and seven other  family members--including his aunt phyllis, were in joplin for a high school graduation--right after they 



 

 

stopped for some frozen yogurt. 3:51:00 as soon as we walked in they said welcome to cherry berry's and the light went out.   But they 

had no idea what was coming next...not until an employee got a cell phone call and warned customers they were in the path of a 

tornado. 55:19 we all got down we felt the pressure the walls came down the ceiling came down we were getting crushed like a can 

that's what it felt like. This is before the tornado--  this is after--profit and his family--all eight of them...plus other customers huddled 

in the bathroom...covered their heads...and prayed.  54:13 i was calling on the lord  56:30 if we didn't go to that bathroom we wouldn't 

be here today.  The entire family emerged from the rubble...with only a few bumps and scrapes--and got their first glimpse at what 

they lived through 58:41 i looked and saw nothing standing it took my breath away.   And it  left them feeling...56:25 blessed blessed 

blessed the lord was with us all the way.   Michael schwanke...kwch 12 eyewitness news.> 

 

5/27/11  6pm 

An off duty highway patrol trooper dies in a motorcycle crash on u-s 50 near emporia...   The patrol says 30-year-old beau wallace 

died last night... After a car pulled out in front of his motorcycle... Hit the passenger side of the car.   Investigators say he was not 

wearing a helmet.  He died at the scene...  The 17-year-old driving the car was treated for minor injuries. 

 

5/30/11  6pm 

Your trash can may be extra full after hosting a memorial day bar-b-que.  And if some elected officials get their way...more of that 

trash...will soon be recycled.  A group of wichita and sedgwick county leaders recently toured a single stream recycling facility in 

south hutchison.   New at six... Eyewitness news reporter kim hynes explains... They're looking for new ideas to change the trash 

system...a system residents are divided on. 

 

5/31/11  6pm 

Concerts... Parades... Funnel cakes... And fireworks...   But that's not all you'll find at this year's wichita riverfest...   A new date.. And 

new venues.  New- is the key word when it comes to this year's celebration downtown...  Friday's the day that everything kicks off... 

Eyewitness news reporter denise hnytka shows us what's going on downtown... To get ready for it. 

 

6/1/11  6pm 

Another former president... Will pay a visit to wichita...  Today the wichita metro chamber of commerce announced that president 

george w. Bush will speak at its november meeting.  The 43rd president will follow in his father's footsteps...  Former president george 

h-w bush spoke to the chamber in 2005.  The meeting is november third...  Tickets start at 45 dollars...  The deadline to buy them is 

october 14th.  Go to k-w-c-h dot com to find out how to get tickets. 

 

6/2/11  6pm 

Better highways and more four-lane expressways will come to western kansas...  New at six... The governor announced the projects as 

part of the state's new 10-year transportation plan.  In the southwest... U-s 50 will become a four-lane expressway from dodge city to 

cimarron...  And u-s 54 will become a four-lane expressway northeast of liberal...  In the northwest... Projects will modernize u-s 281 

in russell county... K-27 in wallace county... And k-383 in phillips and norton counties. Earlier this week the governor announced 

projects for south central, north central and southeast kansas.  Go to k-w-c-h dot com to see maps for *all* the projects. 

 

6/3/11  6pm 

They've recovered from starvation and abuse...and now they're looking for homes. Tomorrow is your chance to adopt a horse...we first 

told you about this horses earlier this week - the sedgwick county sheriff's department has seized about 150 animals since last 

year...when a new animal cruelty law went into effect.  Hope in the valley takes in some of the worse cases of neglect and abuse..and 

helps the animals recover.  The group has 20 horses up for adoption- you can met them starting tomorrow morning at four -- if you're 

interested get all the details at kwch-dot-com. 

 

6/6/11  10pm 

There's not enough money to go around. As a result -- fewer mentors will be matched in sedgwick county. Programs like big brothers 

and big sisters stand to lose 10 percent of its funding this week. The county is no longer receiving as much grant money. Eyewitness 

news reporter kim hynes takes a closer look at what this means for the non-profit... New at ten. More kids will end up waiting to be 

matched with a big brother or big sister because of potential funding cuts.  It's one of six non profits facing reductions in sedgwick 

county. More bowling is just one way big brothers big sisters will try and raise more money.  It stands to lose 154 thousand dollars in 

county funding this week. “it will reduce the number of kids we're able to help”  sedgwick county receives a crime prevention grant 

each year.  But this time it's 650 thousand dollars less than normal.   “we are kind of backed into a corner.” Since the county has less 

money...six crime prevention programs like big brothers big sisters will likely lose all funding or part of it. “our concern is cutting all 

the prevention funding and what that's going to affect long term.” The cuts mean 254 children won't be matched...like this big and 

little.  Big brothers big sister's president says long term...that could cost the county more. “we want to help them before they get into 

the juvenile justice system.” County commissioner jim skelton agrees the situation isn't ideal...but they don't have a choice. “if we 

don't have the money, we can't give what we don't have” county commissioners on vote on the funding wednesday.  Kh kwch 12 

eyewitness news.> 

 



 

 

6/7/11  10pm 

A fire breaks out at a west wichita house overnight...killing a man and his son who went back inside the house. Bruce wilkinson tried 

to save his father don -- but neither man made it out safely. Live tonight...eyewitness news reporter rebecca gannon joins us with the 

latest... 

 

6/8/11  6am 

The city also agreed their council members will *not* get a raise. The group voted it down tuesday. The mayor and council members 

have not gotten a raise since 2008. They say they don't think it‟s right to take a raise since city workers aren't getting one. 

 

6/9/11  5am 

You have a chance to make a new friend, and help out some stressed animals. The kansas humane society right now has several 

animals available for adoption from oklahoma. They include joe, this jack russell terrior, who survived last month's tornado that 

destroyed the animal shelter in guthrie, oklahoma. Initially, a dozen of the oklahoma dogs and cats were shipped to wichita. Most of 

them have been adopted, leaving joe and three cats still available. And they are anxious to meet you. <sot verbatim: you can see the 

stress, i mean they had a long journey. They went through a big storm and then they travelled all the way to kansas, so. But once they 

got settled in, they're kind of settling down, they're ready to go to a new home  > since i'm sure you're wondering about the cats' 

names, they are kippy, zippy, and cuppy. 

 

6/10/11  5am 

Before the weather hampered all the fun at riverfest last night. Downtown wichita froze for two minutes.   It's called a freeze-mob.  

More than a 100 people froze in place for two minutes on the douglas bridge at riverfest early last night... And displayed the word 

stop, written on their hands.  All to raise awareness of a cause.  <sot verbatim: 17.45  i think there's a growing number of people of 

people who realize human trafficking is happening in our city.  We are actually the #5 departure city in the country.  That mean four 

other cities have more people taken from them, into trafficking, than wichita. 59>   participants say it worked out so well... They may 

try it again today...   Weather permitting. 

 

6/13/11  6am 

Sot 1 6:46 i went hysterical, poor little thing what's happened?  Charlene friesen was working in this store when the accident 

happened...  She heard it, ran outside, and saw the girl underneath this empty grain truck. Sot 1  6:37  i wondered if she was going to 

be ok.  Officials say the truck was making a right hand turn from main onto second.     The girl was riding this bike on a sidewalk 

when troopers say the girl failed to yield and ran into the truck. Official 12:59 the brakes work we're not sure if she didn't see it or she 

wasn't paying attention we don't know yet.  Officials say the girl hit behind the cab of the truck and the axles...the vehicle ran her over. 

Sot 1:  5:48  very sad to see a little girl like that.  Police aren't releasing the girls name but say she died at the newton medical center. 

Official we're inspecting the semi to make sure it was working correctly. 

 

6/14/11  5pm 

A car with a body inside is found in a lake near Topeka, .. It may have been there for years. Authorities say the car was last registered 

in 1984. The car was pulled from Shawnee lake over the weekend. The car may be a 1974 Oldsmobile. It has a Wisconsin license 

plate with a 1984 registration sticker. Wildlife and parks discovered the car last summer, .. But didn't pull it out until now. Sonar 

equipment showed there was a lot of silt in it, .. So they knew it had been there for a while. There's another car in the lake too, .. And it 

could date back to the 1950's. Sonar shows the car has tail fins.  Authorities don't know if they'll be able to pull it out. It's location 

makes it harder to get to. 

 

6/15/11  10pm 

The professional part of the Wichita open golf tournament kicks off tomorrow. But while everyone will be watching the golfers and 

the shots.. Eyewitness news reporter Rebecca Gannon took some time tonight to focus on what they're standing on... Underneath the 

drives -- the putts - and the tees... “first of all, i don't know about perfect.  We do our best to strive for perfection.” Sit the greens. It 

may not look like much -- sitting there silently. But rebelliously, almost imperceptibly, it is growing. “when you move out here we're 

mowing greens at 100,000th of an inch.” Chad Stearns supervises each rough, each fairway, each blade of grass on the Crestview 

country club. Well... He tries. “my job is to create the best playing conditions possible” but for the professionals descending upon 

these lush and expansive greens... This is much more than just grass.  It is a variable... And this green keeps them from a hundred 

thousand of a different kind of green. Well, it's one thing. “all in all, the course is in perfect shape.  If you don't play well this week, 

it's your bad, not course.” The water hazards and Kansas winds would be another. “the greens are the best I‟ve ever seen them.” And 

this course is earning a reputation for being one of the best kept courses on this year's nationwide tour. “perfect, absolutely perfect.  

No complaints.  I don't think you'll find one guy all week to complain.  Even if you're a bad putter, you're going to enjoy it this week” 

so when you watch the Wichita open this week... And you watch the swings, and the putts, and the players,  also notice where all that 

happens it's on Chad Stearn's turf. In Wichita, rg, kwch 12 ewn. 

 

6/16/11  6am 



 

 

A tanker carrying milk crashes on i-135 at the park city exit. Highway patrol troopers say a van heading in the opposite direction 

crossed the median and hit the semi.  The truck rolled. Two people were inside. The driver, betty jean mcclain,  was taken to the 

hospital in critical condition. She and the driver of the van are now listed in serious condition.  

 

6/17/11  6am 

Girls With Guitars - Forget synchronized dance steps you might expect from a band called Girls With Guitars. Instead, think bluesy 

guitar solos. Girls With Guitars, lead by 22-year-old Samantha Fish, is a trio that will perform in Wichita on Wednesday. 

 

6/20/11  10pm 

A wichita business should find out tomorrow whether its license will be revoked. The city questioned pure entertainment  in april 

whether it had the proper insurance. It's the same inflatable company where a five year old died in 2-thousand-10. Eyewitness news 

reporter megan strader shows us why many organizations are watching tomorrow's decision closely...in our continuing coverage. 

Marquis murphy is in the business of teaching people to be smart with their money.the non-profit he runs relies on the help of 

businesses, like pure entertainment, to help raise funds to operate. “ to allow us to have projects and events at very low cost and a lot 

of times at no cost.” But if you look closely at the flyer for his programs next event with the inflatable company... You'll see question 

marks for a date...that's because pure entertainment's future in the wichita city council's hands.back in april duane zogleman received a 

letter from the city saying his business's license could be revoked due to a question about proper insurance.”With the documentation 

that we have, we hope that the council will see that we are in compliance, that this hasn't been an issue and for us to move on.” Pure 

entertainment previously lost it's license following the accidental death of child at the facility in 2010. Zogleman says his business is 

in full compliance and always has been.and he won't be alone when a final decision is made tuesday.murphy and other non profits plan 

on going to the meeting to support a business they say is vital to the city. “we would not be the organization that we are if it were not 

for their support.” Support they hope, will continue. In wichita, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/21/11  5pm 

Take a look. You'll soon be able to legally drive 75 miles per hour on these kansas highways. I-70 from the colorado border to just 

west of topeka is one stretch. Eye-135 from 85th street north to i-70 is included. The turnpike is another big one.  You'll be able to go 

75 from the oklahoma state line to k-7 in wyandotte county. The new speed limit goes into effect on july first.  K-dot will start 

changing the signs the day before in hopes of having all the signs updated before the start of the holiday weekend. 

 

6/23/11  6am 

It's been a long time since luann mccurley was a member of argonia's e-m-s service.....but that doesn't mean she forgot its 

importance...<luann mccurley sot 20:08:50 - 20:08:54> yes, years ago. I was an emt for about seven years the state requires that all e-

m-s crews be ready to go at a moment's notice <sot luann mccurley 20:09:55 - 20:10:00> just recently there was an accident here 

outside of town and they were there immediately <daver stand up 003119 20:19:00 - 20:19:07>  but the ems here in argonia does not 

have enough volunteers, and that quick response time, could take a lot longer <sandy martin / argonia ems 20:26:19 - 20:26:22> you 

need about 15. According to the kansas e-m-s association, two volunteers need to be on call all the time, seven days a week...and when 

there's fifteen volunteers, no one will need to work a double shift in any particular week...that's not the case in argonia...there are only 

seven volunteers.. One of whom is only available half the time...<sandy martin 20:34:05 - 20:34:14> people get sick, people move, 

people age, you know people just get tired. This is one of those things that burn out is a real issue city officials are reaching out to 

surrounding cities for help...which could mean increased response times since those ambulances are miles away they also reached out 

to sumner county and state e-m-s board... Argonia hopes the county could create a service for rural areas...but the state needs to 

perform a study of the area first... And its creation could cost about 180-thousand dollars. <20:31:23 - 20:31:38> we're going to have 

to wait for all the data to come in i think the county is pursuing the state regionalization study and they're looking in to that at that 

point you'll have to wait for all the data and then we'll have to wait for all the data from there and even though it might cost a lot of 

money...the alternative could cost a life...in argonia, dave roberts, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/24/11  5pm 

for specifics on fireworks safety -- and rules for shooting them off... Head to K-W-C-H DOT-COM. While you're there... Jot down 

recipes... And find out where to get the cheapest gas. Just click on Fourth of July. 

 

6/27/11  12pm 

Fireworks go on sale today in Wichita. Last year was the first time in 30 years that fireworks were allowed in unincorporated areas of 

Sedgwick County. They may be shot from July first through the independence day holiday. Roman candles, regular firecrackers, 

consumer-sized mortars, sparklers and smoke bombs are allowed.  Not legal are bottle rockets or high powered firecrackers like m-

80's. Fire officials want to remind you to be safe when using fireworks. Last year 33 people in Wichita were hurt because of them. 

 

6/28/11  5am 

What started as a simple idea... Made it to the real world for latchkey students at Wichita‟s college hill elementary Monday. They've 

opened this lemonade stand... First grader Mallory Floyd‟s family knew some of the victims of last month's tornado... She wanted to 

do something to help... So she and her classmates brainstormed and decided to put up a lemonade stand. In return for donations of 



 

 

cash or school supplies... You can get a cool cup of lemonade... Floyd says it feels good to help out..."it makes be feel good about 

myself, what I‟m doing, it makes be proud about myself" the lemonade stand will be open all week from 9-30 in the morning to 4-30 

in the afternoon. College hill elementary is located at 211 north Clifton. 

 

6/29/11  10pm 

The hot -- dry weather means some residents near Wichita may be asked to conserve water. That's because the city of Augusta gets 

some of its water from two nearby lakes.   The lakes are extremely low right now because of the weather. Augusta also provides water 

to the city of Mulvane. Both communities are asking residents to be aware of the situation... And to start conserving water. “make 

people conscientious of it and  let's start thinking about it and hopefully we can avoid the worse case scenario which would be some 

type of mandatory watering restrictions and conservation." restrictions could include not watering your lawn every day. City officials 

in both communities say there's no reason to panic...but conserving now will help. 
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4/1/11  5am 

A non-profit speech rehabilitation clinic struggles to survive..."erin is hope" is an intensive clinic that helps special needs kids learn to 

speak.   It combines medical and educational services through physical, speech, and writing therapies.  Officials say tens of thousands 

of dollars are tied up in delayed payments from insurance companies... As well as a 42-thousand dollar dispute with medicaid.  Which 

means no cash flow.  They've had lay-offs and cutbacks and say they will do anything just to stay open. The hardest thing for us is that 

we have a big waiting list and until we are able to get our cash flow back online those children are having to wait.>  the organization 

has talked about picketing and protesting the insurance companies in topeka. 

 

4/3/11  10pm 

Another jump in gas prices...   But the increase may actually *help* the local economy.    This wichita gas station is now at 3-58 a 

gallon.   Triple-a reports the increase is because of rising crude oil, unrest overseas, and summer travel...   And while the price at the 

pump is hard for most people, a local professor says the rise in cost can be a good thing for kansas. It will drive good behavior cars 

and demand for ethanol.> harris says it's good for the local economy because oil and gas is a big source of income for kansas...   The 

state is the 6th largest oil producer in the country.   For the latest on gas prices be sure to check out kwch dot com.   There you can 

find ways to save on prices and current prices in your area.   Just look under our gas prices page. 

 

4/4/11  5am 

Continuing coverage in libya...  U-s warplanes will fly strike missions in libya until at least monday night.    American forces had 

planned to end missions on saturday, but nato requested a 48 hour extension after bad weather hampered operations over the weekend.   

Nato is helping rebels by targeting forces loyal to libyan leader moammar qaddafi. 

 

4/6/11  5am 

President obama is putting the pressure on law-makers to hammer out a budget deal. Sot: president obama 

No one gets 100 percent of what they want. The president says he'll summon congressional leaders to the white house every day until 

an agreement is reached.   But time is running out.   If a budget is not passed by  midnight  friday, the federal government will be 

forced to shut down. House speaker john boehner says both sides are still far apart. Sot: rep. John boehner / r - house speaker) -  (:25-

:34) "we're not gonna allow the senate nor the white house to put us in a box where we have to make   a choice between two bad 

options."  (bridge: joel brown / cbs news / washington) - (:34-:43) "democrats agreed on 33 billion dollars in budget cuts, a little more 

than half of what the gop was asking for. But republicans say it's still not enough." (sot: rep. John larson / d - connecticut) -  (:43-:53) 

"they talk about compromise but   their goal is to shrink government up so small they can drown it in a  bathtub."  

The gop floated the idea of short term plan to keep the government running, but the white house rejected it.  

If the government does shutdown, not everyone stays home.   Most of the nation's 4.4 million federal employees are considered 

essential and will continue to work. But hundreds of thousands of "non essential" workers will stay home.   Social security checks will 

still be mailed, but federal tax refunds could be delayed. And the pentagon says it hasn't figured out how pay would be affected for u.s. 

Troops....including the 146,000 service members in iraq and afghanistan. Joel brown, cbs news, washington.> 

 

4/7/11  5am 

A government shutdown doesn't actually mean the entire government will shut down. You will still have to file your taxes next week 

no matter what happens. However -- your refund will likely be delayed. Social security checks would still go out.. So would medicare 

payments... New applications will likely have to wait... As would applications for new passports. National parks, museums and 

monuments would close... Costing local communities millions of dollars. You would still get your mail. The u.s. Postal service is 

owned by the government but self-funded... So operations would continue uninterrupted. For more on what a possible shutdown 

would mean... Go to the top stories section of k-w-c-h dot-com. 

 

4/11/11  6am 

Congress will vote this week on the budget compromise reached friday.   That will likely be just the beginning of a lengthy fight 

between congress and president obama.   It's likely the rising national debt will be at the center of the battle.   The president will give a 

speech wednesday.  In it he'll outline his positions on reducing the federal deficit and the country's debt.   This includes cuts to 

medicare and medicaid. <sot verbatim: cg already on screen from fox news sunday sot: (david plouffe/president obama's advisor) 

"he'll lay out his approach this week in terms of the scale of debt reduction he thinks the country needs so we can grow economically 

and win the future, a balanced approach." >   president obama's administration says the government won't be able to borrow more 

money next month unless congress raises the debt limit.  Republicans say that's not the way to fix things. They say the administration 

needs to take a more aggressive approach and slash spending. 

 



 

 

4/12/11  6am 

More kansas farmers are planting corn... But they say they need rain now... Or they could risk losing everything. One local farmer 

says from here on out every day without rain is a loss in yield. Wheat crops are already showing signs of extreme stress and damage. 

Wheat is in it's peak growth stages...a critical time for water and if the weather doesn't cooperate soon...it could be a total loss. 

“basically it's an abandoned situation. We're not there yet if we get some rain soon the wheat will recover well" the weather concerns 

comes at a time when farmers are seeing a trend to plant more corn. Kansas farmers are expected to plant more acres in corn this 

spring than any year since 1936. But if the wheat crops fail...farmers say corn yields won't do well either. 

 

4/13/11  7am 

President obama will lay out his new plan for reducing the federal deficit today.   In a speech this afternoon, he's expected to call for 

changes to medicare and medicaid, and tax increases for the wealthy.  The president's proposal is vastly different from the one 

republican congressman paul ryan unveiled last week.  Mr. Obama will give congressional leaders a preview of the speech at a white 

house meeting this morning.  Republicans have already warned any plan that increases taxes is a non-starter."we have a spending 

problem.">   the u-s is heading for a record budget deficit this year - an estimated 1.5 trillion dollars... That includes the 38-billion in 

spending cuts congressional leaders agreed to last week. 

 

4/14/11  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon... We're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is down 5 at 12-2-66.. And the nas-daq is 

down 10 at 27-52. We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 

 

4/15/11  5am 

In the consumer watch... Kansans continue to pay more for gas... But the higher prices won't just cost you more at the pump... Several 

companies are adding fuel surcharges to help offset rising costs.  Lies trash service says its fuel bill jumped 18 thousand dollars in one 

month because of the cost of diesel.   So it started a 25 cent per month surcharge .if we don't increase, we're going to have to absorb it 

and maybe not be able to operate our business. >  countryside lawn and tree is in the same situation.  It will charge customers an extra 

few bucks for all calls to cover the cost of gas.  The owner says right now if he buys the same amount of gas as last year....it will cost 

an additional 80 thousand dollars.   Find the cheapest gas near you... And learn new ways to save at k-w-c-h dot com... Click "pain at 

the pump". 

 

4/18/11  6am 

It's tax day!  The government gave three extra days because of a holiday in washington d-c.   Local tax places say they are already full 

of appointments for today and expect even more walk-ins.   We talked with one local accountant who says he has seen some *unique* 

things people try to write off.    They include golf clubs and dog food -- all of which ended up being legitimate deductions. "take 

everything you think might be a deduction and let a professional decide because you never know..."   the deadline is midnight 

tonight...but officials warn if you are not e-filing...the post offices won't stay open that late. 

 

4/19/11  6am 

The united way takes appointments this week... For the may session of its laid off workers center... The center provides assistance and 

information for people who have lost their jobs... You can set up an appointment by calling the united way at 211 anytime between 

eight and five this week. The deadline to sign up for the may session is friday... Go to k-w-c-h dot com for details on what the center 

offers. 

 

4/20/11  5am 

Continuing coverage on a story we brought you tuesday...  Mcdonald's says their hiring blitz was a success.  The restaurant chain set a 

goal of hiring 50-thousand people nationwide -- including 250 in the wichita area.   Bob lane owns 14 mcdonald's in wichita.  He says 

each store has already hired 5 or 6 people and expects more to be hired in the coming days.  Lane says each store had around 30 

people fill out applications and take part in interviews. 

 

4/21/11  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon...we're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is up 38 at 12-4-91.. And the nas-daq is up 15 

at 28-18. We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 

 

4/22/11  5am 

President obama wants to find out if criminal activity could be to blame for the nation's high gas prices. He's ordered the justice 

department to look for any fraud or manipulation in oil markets. The average price for regular gas now stands at 3 dollars and 84 cents 

a gallon. That's about 30 cents higher than a month ago... And almost a dollar higher than a year ago. Wichita gas averages to 3-58 a 

gallon. 

 

4/25/11  12pm 



 

 

For our eye on your money this noon...we're taking a look at the markets. The dow jones is down 36 at 12-4-70. And the nas-daq is up 

1 at 28-20. We'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 

 

4/26/11  6am 

Aviation leaders and governor brownback meet to discuss the future of wichita‟s role as the air capital.  Jobs were a large focus during 

monday‟s summit at the national center for aviation training. Specifically -- how to keep them -- and how to create new ones. "it's a 

business you lose by lack of attention to it, where it's just an atrophy over time, and we're not going to let that happen"   wichita‟s 

aviation companies say they're constantly being courted by other states offering incentives to relocate. They cite louisiana‟s push to 

get hawker beechcraft last year.  The governor plans to hold more summits with business and community leaders in the future. 

 

4/27/11  5am 

More tax dollars won't be invested into downtown just yet.the city of wichita says its going to wait for private development before 

doing that. On tuesday, the city council learned about the new incentive policy for revitalizing downtown. In the past the city took the 

position...build parking garages and improve landscaping...hoping development will happen. The city says that policy served its 

purpose but now it will wait for projects to come to them. The new policy sets out criteria for developers and the kind of projects the 

city is willing to invest tax dollars. <sot verbatim:11:29 "what does the public gain at this investment of public dollars. We're looking 

at that with a very high priority."> the city says the goal is to also use public dollars to connect different projects and areas of 

downtown. 

 

4/28/11  6pm 

As the price at the pump keeps going up... Drivers are looking for ways to save...there are things you can do to make sure your car is 

getting peak fuel mileage...  Mechanics say it's as simple as keeping up with routine maintenance... Change your oil, keep your tires 

inflated... And make sure your car is aligned... <"a lot of people don't think about having their car aligned saving you at the pump, but 

if you have less rolling resistance to your vehicle, it's obviously going to save you at the pump.">  experts also recommend driving the 

speed limit... Setting your cruise control on highways... And turning off your car instead of letting it idle at long stops... Find more 

ways to save in the pain at the pump section at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

5/2/11  10pm 

The president of cessna steps down.  Jack pelton worked at the plane maker for more than a decade. A company spokesperson says the 

decision was mutual agreement between pelton and scott donnelly, c-e-o of parent company textron. In a statement -- the company 

says "with the industry beginning to show signs of recovery, both scott and jack thought it was the right time for change in leadership 

and a fresh look at the business". Donnelly will run cessna until a new ceo is named. 

 

5/3/11  6pm 

As gas prices keep going up... No doubt your looking for every way you can save on the road...  Experts say both the  weight of your 

car... And the *way* you drive can affect your fuel mileage...  That means laying off the gas with slow, steady acceleration... And 

making sure your not hauling around unnecessary cargo...<:45 "every 5 miles that you drive over 60 mph adds 24 cents a gallon to the 

cost of fuel" :51 1:13 "for every 100 lbs that you leave in your car, you're adding some extra, you're going to reduce your fuel 

economy " 1:21>  so where will you find the cheapest gas?  Try wyoming... With an average price of 3-59 a gallon...  But many states 

are already paying well over four bucks for a gallon of regular unleaded... Including new york, california and illinois. 

  

5/5/11  12pm 

General motors is recalling about 154-thousand chevrolet cruze cars. G-m says it wants to check some of the vehicles to make sure the 

steering shafts were installed properly.  About 150-thousand cars are involved... No crashes or injuries have been reported. Last 

month, more than 25-thousand cruze were sold. 

 

5/6/11  10pm 

Kansas lawmakers adjourn till monday without reaching an agreement on the state budget. Talks broke of today after sides from both 

the house and senate met. There are still dozens of differences to resolve over the spending plan for the next fiscal year. Lawmakers 

can't wrap up their business for the year until negotiators agree on a budget. Monday will be the 87th day of the session out of 90 

scheduled. 

  

5/9/11  5am 

The state legislature has until thursday to settle on a budget for next year. Both houses agree that millions of dollars need to be cut so a 

surplus can be left over.  But there is disagreement over how much is being cut and from where. One area where cuts will be made is 

to education. The senate says it wants to cut only the amount that the governor is asking. But the house feels those cuts can go deeper 

“at some point you have to say you want to fund these things, we'd love to but we can't afford to fund everything.” As far as funding 

for education... The house is proposing cutting state base aid per student by 250 dollars. The senate wants to cut education by 226 

dollars per student. 

 



 

 

5/10/11  10pm 

We know there will be positions cut... But how many teachers will lose their jobs remains unclear. The questions come after the 

wichita school district announced the third phase of budget cuts. It includes 186 positions... Nearly 100 of them teachers. 

Superintendent john allison says it's realistic many of them will be re-assigned based on other openings within the district. It won't be 

until june third until he has a better idea of how many positions will be open through attrition. <sot verbatim: 10:20 "we still have 

standards we still have to focus on the core areas. Thats why areas have been hit across the board.">  the latest round of cuts will save 

the district 15 point five million dollars. 

 

5/11/11  6am 

C-team sports and elementary strings weren't the only cuts in "phase 3"... As we mentioned... Those include 186 positions...  94 of 

them are teaching positions. Prices for sporting events will go up one dollar.. Blackbear bosin academy will close and the program 

moved to jardine middle school. Night custodial services will be reduced... And 10 high school librarians will be replaced with eight 

library clerks.  See *all* the cuts proposed for wichita schools at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

5/12/11  6pm 

What else is in the budget? It retains a 50 million dollar surplus... Which lawmakers say should help avoid making mid-year cuts if 

revenues come in below expectations. It also preserves wichita's fair fares program... And will issue 34-million dollars in bonds for 

statehouse renovations. It also includes money for the kansas arts commission... But governor brownback has said he'll line-item veto 

that... And turn the organization into a private, non-profit group. 

 

5/13/11  10pm 

Cuts to public schools,social services, and general government administration. Those are just some of the ways kansas is erasing a  

short fall of 500 million dollars. Kansas passed the state budget shortly before dawn this morning. In a statement governor sam 

brownback praised the legislature for getting their work done on time and under budget.  Legislative democrats held a news 

conference today and took issue wit the governor's perceived successes. <sot verbatim: the ending balance wasn't important. What was 

important was to make sure we didn't lay off teachers, we didn't close schools, we didn't increase class sizes. > both chambers will 

return june first for the ceremonial closing of the session. 

 

5/16/11  5pm 

The u-s government can't borrow any more money...unless congress raises the debt ceiling. The u-s hit the ceiling today... At 14-point-

3 *trillion* dollars.. The treasury department put a hold on spending -- including suspending contributions to federal workers' pension 

plans. The idea is to keep the government running until august - lawmakers have until then to work out a plan that would raise the debt 

ceiling...we've heard from both u-s senators in kansas this afternoon...senator jerry moran says...he's notified the president that he will 

not vote to raise the debt ceiling without a significant reduction in spending senator pat roberts say...he'll  continue efforts on behalf of 

the people of kansas to reign in wasteful spending and bring down the national debt. 

 

5/17/11  6pm 

The wichita city council approves a 2 and a half million dollar incentive for hawker beechcraft.  The money is part of a larger state 

incentive package worked out last december...  The state, city and sedgwick county came up with 45 million dollars to keep the 

company from moving its operations out of wichita.  The state will provide 40 million dollars... With the city and sedgwick county 

chipping in 2-point-5 million each.  The county will vote on its portion next week. 

 

5/18/11  5am 

Sedgwick county commissioners will vote today on wheter to provide funding to improve dangerous intersections. The changes will 

require millions of dollars. But there is a lot of debate over who should pay.  Wichita police say there have been 11 accidents at 

kellogg and eye-2-35 so far this year. The city of wichita wants sedgwick county to pay 11-million dollars for the construction to 

make it better. The state would pay the remaining one-hundred-16 million dollars, and it would be done in four phases. The city 

argues it's spent millions improving kellogg and the county should chip in on the project that impacts the region. But county 

commissioners say it's not their responsibility. Drivers don't care who pays for it, as long as it gets done. “how many wrecks are you 

going to have at the intersection before you realize a life is worth more than $11 million” if the funding is approved...the state wouldn't 

start on it until at least 2013.      

 

5/19/11  12pm 

No decision is final, but the cheney school district may cut softball and middle school wrestling...  The sports are on the chopping 

block as the school board looks to cut 300-thousand dollars from the budget.  Cheney added softball just four years ago-but this may 

be the last year the girls get to play here.   The board meets tuesday on the budget--  it also plans to eliminate some part-time positions 

and others through attrition.  

 

5/20/11  6pm 



 

 

They are two very new, and very rare faces to see in kansas...  This month... Tanganyika wildlife park in goddard welcomed two white 

tiger cubs.  They were born to parents skyy and gilbert... And are skyy's first cubs. Park officials say both the mom and the cubs are 

doing well...  Right now they're being cared for in the park's nursery... But that won't last too long. <6:34:27 "once they start getting a 

couple of months they start getting pretty good size at that point we'll really start limiting contact with them to where we're not really 

in cages and stuff like that with them anymore" 6:34:39>  the park  says white tigers haven't been seen in the wild since the 1950's...  

All of the white tigers alive today are believed to be in captivity.  Go to k-w-c-h dot com for more pictures of the cubs... And to find 

out how you can see them in person. 

 

5/24/11  6pm 

The city of wichita needs to cut more than a million dollars this year...and millions more next year. The city expects a one and a half 

million dollar deficit for the rest of this year.  It's also predicting a more than two million dollar budget shortfall for 2012 and more 

than five million for 2013.  Some of the area hurting the most are central inspection and the transit system. <sot verbatim:11:16 those 

are departments people are asking more of transit and inspection across the city.  So we're going to have to make decisions there and 

make some cuts where necessary.  In some cases it's going to be awfully hard.  > the city manager will put out his budget 

recommendation in july on how to deal with the shortfalls. 

   

5/26/11  10pm 

Triple says most people will be traveling by car this holiday weekend.  Gas prices are slightly down from what they were a few weeks 

ago.  The current national average for a gallon of gas is three-80.  In wichita the average price is three-65.   Head to kwch dot com to 

find the cheapest gas where you live.   Just look for our pain at the pump section. 

 

5/27/11  6pm 

Some new construction projects in dodge city... Could help ease the city's housing shortage...  A 32-unit apartment complex will open 

on the city's north end in june...  And construction is done on another complex on the city's south end.   Still... City officials say more 

affordable homes are needed.   A 2008 study found the city needed to build 200 units a year to keep up with demand. 

 

5/30/11  6am 

The state flower is in demand this season.  Officials say the price for sunflowers have doubled because of tight stocks and delayed 

planting.  Crop rpices are now 30 to 35 dollars per hundredweight mark.  Ag officials say kansas farmers will plant 132-thousand 

acres of sunflowers this season.  They also say the competition for sunflower oil and bird feed has instentified. 

 

5/31/11  10pm 

Cessna has a new c-e-o tonight.  The plane-maker's parent company named scott ernest to the top job today.  He comes to cessna after 

29 year's with g-e's aviation division.   Ernest replaces jack pelton who retired earlier this month. 

 

6/2/11  6pm 

The state's money trouble will have state workers and lawmakers paying for their own water.  Starting july first... State officials will 

have to pay for their own water and water coolers at the capitol. Previously taxpayers foot the bill.  The state says the move will save 

taxpayers about 100-thousand dollars a year. 

 

6/3/11  6pm 
Sedgwick county lowers appraisals in hilltop after receiving several complaints.  As we told you back in march...many home values in 

hilltop jumped between 19 and 80 percent. Residents appealed those increases because the rest of the county stayed flat or saw 

decreases. The appraiser says the information presented made the county take a second look at all 305 homes in hilltop. In the end..it 

lowered the values of 242 by an average of 15 percent. But some say that's still not enough. <sot verbatim:matt foley/21:25 i'm 

disappointed in the results. Mike/6:05 based on the information we've gathered, we're confident our values are fair. > rent prices and 

what the inside of homes look like in hilltop are part of the reason the county lowered values. 

 

6/7/11  10pm 

The kansas wheat harvest is getting an early start this year. About half the state's crop has matured early... But not in the best 

condition. Fifty-four percent of kansas wheat is now rated poor or very poor. But as eyewitness news reporter megan strader show us... 

Some sumner county farmers are surprised with what they're getting. New at ten. 

 

6/8/11  6am 

The kansas wheat harvest is getting an early start this year. About half the state's crop has matured early... But not in the best 

condition. Fifty-four percent of kansas wheat is now rated poor or very poor. But as eyewitness news reporter megan strader show us... 

Some sumner county farmers are surprised with what they're getting. A few other people had started so we went and tried it. That was 

on sunday... “we cut till after 9:00 last night.” By tuesday - jay zimmerman had already cut a good portion of his wheat crop, days 

before he figured he would get *started.  “i thought it would be the later part of this week but if things go well, we might be done by 

the end.” Like many farmers, zimmerman didn't have the highest expectations heading into harvest. Drought conditions across the 



 

 

state have done a number on the wheat crop. “two passes up and back will get you about 8 acres.” But zimmerman is getting right 

around 40 bushels on each of those acres...a hair below average, but better than expected. “right now the price will make up for some 

of that.” High prices...and high temperatures - but the heat only has him worrying about the crops he'll harvest in a few months. “milo, 

neighbors got corn, and soybeans so that's sucking a lot of moisture out of the ground. That can change....what he's cutting now is set - 

so zimmerman says you just have to learn to accept what you have. “you always wish there was more but your glad when its done.” In 

sumner county, megan strader kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/9/11  12pm 

For our eye on your money this noon... We're taking a look at the markets.  The dow jones is up 117 at 12,164.  And the nas-daq is up 

16 at 2,691 we'll take a look at the rest of the markets in a moment, but first... 

 

6/10/11  6am 

After several airlines changed their baggage policies for servicemen and women this week, airtran is now on board. On thursday, the 

airline announced it is waiving baggage charges for "members of the military who are traveling on active duty orders."  also on 

thursday, american airlines said it's changing its check bag police for military personnel from three to five free checked bags. The 

changes come after soldiers returning from afghanistan complained delta charged them nearly three-thousand dollars in excess 

baggage fees. The group said their military travel orders allowed them to carry up to four bags, but ended up having to pay out of 

pocket for the fourth piece of luggage.   

 

 

6/13/11  6pm 

There's just not enough work to fill the gap. Boeing wichita is set to start modification work on the 35 billion dollar tanker project in 

2014.  But today - it announced it's eliminating 225 jobs. Eyewitness news aviation reporter megan strader is live at boeing to explain. 

 

6/14/11  5pm 

Cutting 225 jobs... Just months after getting a multi-billion dollar contract. That's the news coming out of Boeing Wichita tonight. The 

company sent out a news release this afternoon saying the cuts will help the company reduce costs and improve productivity. 

Eyewitness news aviation watch reporter Megan Strader is live at Boeing with the details.  

 

6/15/11  10pm 

Sedgwick county commissioners approve cuts to crime prevention programs. It's a story we've followed for the past week. The county 

is losing more than 600-thousand dollars in grants. Commissioners say without the money -- they had no other choice. Big brothers 

big sisters is among six groups losing funding. They've asked for private donors to help make up the difference. 

 

6/16/11  6am 

Sedgwick county commissioners approve cuts to crime prevention programs...  That includes money for big brothers, big sisters and 

girl empowerment. The county's losing more than 600-thousand dollars in state grant money... Several commissioners said the vote 

came reluctantly, but the economy leaves them little choice.  They asked for private donors to step-up to help organizations make up 

the difference.  Go to our website for a list of those losing funding. 

 

6/17/11  6pm 

in tonight's aviation watch...  60 boeing employees receive layoff notices... It's part of the first phase of reductions announced earlier 

this week... The company is cutting 225 jobs in wichita by the end of the year... Some will come through retirements or transfers... 

Boeing says it's the result of contracts ending and not enough new work to support the staff size. 

 

6/21/11  6am 

In the aviation watch... negotiations kick-off between spirit aerosystems and engineer union speea...  a contract covering about 23-

hundred spirit workers expires july 11th... Both sides say they are confident an agreement can be worked out... despite the recent 

economy... <sot verbatim: 9:17 "we've been very fortunate over the last few years while the economy was in the tank. It's starting to 

rebound. We've got Spirit and Boeing which were fairly stable during that time. Things are looking better but we've still got a long 

way to go" 9:32> before monday, Small committees of speea and spirit representatives have been working on smaller details. The two 

sides will work to come to an agreement on a final package. 

 

6/23/11  6pm 

A city loan will help a closed dodge city restaurant re-open... The state closed el charro several months ago... Because the previous 

owners failed to pay back sales taxes... Now the new operators have received a 21-thousand dollar loan to help re-open the restaurant. 

They will have seven years to re-pay the loan, with interest. They are also requesting other money from both dodge city and ford 

county. 

 

6/24/11  5pm 



 

 

The competition to get into a top college gets tougher every year. With the economy struggling -- many people are going back to 

school  eyewitness news correspondent Alexis Christoforous explains how universities are going after students -- and how it backfired 

for one teen...in tonight's consumer watch. Nicole Ederer was a sophomore in high school..when colleges started reaching Out to her. 

(at first it was kind of a joy and excitement.) It made me feel honored over the next year...some of the most prestigious schools in the 

country flooded her with letters and emails, inviting her to apply. “there was mail every day for Nicole. We had huge garbage bags 

full.” Encouraged about her prospects, Nicole‟s family spent about 900 dollars on applications. Both Duke and Columbia sent her so 

much mail - she thought it was a sure thing. “i got rejected and it was a sense of Shock. (  i turned a little numb at first. I didn't really 

understand.)” Mimi doe counsels families through the college process and says schools are marketing to students more than ever. 

“Students are encouraged to apply to a college even if their scores and grades aren't in range.” Although Columbia told us... we only 

reach out to students  who..would likely be competitive for admission. The marketing has helped boost applications to record 

numbers..which means more students competing for each spot -  and colleges rejecting more applicants than ever. “they want to 

appear more selective and  So they're selecting fewer candidates from that pool” duke reaches out to about 30-thousand prospective 

applicants each year...but there are only 17-hundred spots in the freshman class. The university told us...our  publications... Have 

helped us attract one of the most exceptional groups of undergraduates in the world. Even though Nicole didn't make the cut, she's 

excited about going to the university of Maryland in the fall.   (and she's warning the next class of high school seniors not to read too 

much into their mail.  

 
6/27/11  12pm 

From dressing crazy to spending crazy amounts of money... A former Wichita businessman spends millions on a single photo. The 

winning bidder, billionaire William Koch, paid 2-point-3 million dollars. This 130 year old photo is the only authenticated picture of 

legendary outlaw Billy the kid. It was expected to sell for around 300-thousand dollars at auction. 

 

6/28/11  5am 

It's the beginning of the end for Boeing‟s 7-8-7 dreamliner... At least in terms of testing. The aviation watch takes us to South 

Carolina...where one of the test planes landed at Boeing‟s new plant Monday. The company says it's now started the final phase of 

testing..  And pending government safety approval -- the first plane will be ready for delivery by September. The final round of testing 

includes flying long distances on one engine. The goal is to make sure a dreamliner can land safely if one of its two engines fail. 

 

6/29/1  10pm 

Kansas lawmakers quickly criticized the president's comments about corporate jets. In a statement... Wichita mayor Carl Brwer says... 

General aviation is a crucially important part of our national economy and an economic engine for thousands of communities across 

the nation...  Many of which would lose local manufacturing jobs or local business growth if faced with additional tax burdens. Mayor 

brewer says he supports white house efforts to double exports -- namely in aviation --  over the next five years. He again invited the 

president to Wichita to see the aviation industry up-close. The president came under fire two years ago when he criticized the use of 

private jets by ceo's. 

 

 



 

 

 

Education 
 

4/3/11  10pm 

The wichita board of education wants to hear from you.  Board night out will take place tomorrow night. 

It's a community forum.   The school board along with the superintendent will be present to meet with the community.  Board night 

out is at southeast high school and south edgemoor from six-30 to eight pm. 

 

4/4/11  5am 

The wichita board of education wants to hear from you.   Board night out will take place tonight.  It's a community forum.  The school 

board along with the superintendent will be present to meet with the community.  Board night out is at southeast high school at 903 

south edgemoor from six-30 to eight pm. 

 

4/6/11  5am 

Three open positions--two familiar faces.   Barb fuller and jeff davis--both elected to another term.  58:29 i don't want to give up 

now...it's about what we can do under these circumstances. Education is very important to me i need to do what i can to help.  The 

newcomer to the board this year--is at large candidate sheril logan.  3:36 i want to give back i really want to give back i feel like i have 

knowledge and experience that can help the board that's what i want to do.  The board faces a 30 million dollar deficit--these three 

candidates will be forced to cut jobs--and programs. People will be hurt--but it's also why they say--it's critical to have the right people 

making those decisions. 

58:49 it's already started there are a lot of hurt feelings already. 1:24 we're to the point where we're going to cut jobs that's tough.   In 

wichita, michael schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness news> 

  

4/11/11 5am 

Two high school students from nevada die while scuba diving on a field trip in california this weekend.   Friends spent sunday making 

memorials at this school in reno.  The accident happened saturday during a yearly scuba diving field trip to monterey, california.    The 

fire chief says 19 divers went down -- but only 17 came back up.   After a 45-minute search -- rescue divers found the bodies of two 

17-year old males... Both were players on the football team.  Crews performed c-p-r, but neither teen survived.  Friends say the 

accident is shocking.  "i didn't think this would happen ever. Like, my friends, two of them being passed away you know, it's just 

really tragic." >  students plan meet early this morning to place candles and flowers at the two boys' parking spots. 

 

4/12/11  6am 

The wichita school district will now start looking at what it calls "phase three" of budget cuts. In phase two, the district plans to cut 13 

million dollars.. And eliminate 72 jobs. Last night, superintendent john allison broke down the details to the board of education. “that 

includes mts facilitators, it impacts family engagements, the grants office, curriculum structure and support services, jrotc support, 

library and media services and administrative and clerical” those areas allison just mentioned are the majority of the job cuts…here's 

the breakdown. Of the 72 job cuts, 49-and-a-half will be instructional, the areas you just heard allison name off, four-and-half will be 

administrative and 18 will be non-instructional. Monday's meeting drew a large crowd, and brought several heated speakers to the 

podium. Their concerns went beyond job cuts... Parents don't want cuts to academic programs. “what i do not see in the cuts is to 

athletics. I believe athletics is important and do not feel it's any more important than activities that stimulate the mind” “when you're 

cutting as deep as we're cutting, there's going to be a lot of things that people don't like, unfortunately. At this point we're looking at 

those and we haven't made those cuts yet. So we'll be making that decision.” The district has more than 15-million-dollars left to cut 

from next year's budget. We're told things are only going to get worse.. Because these cuts will be at the building level... Meaning it 

will impact teachers. 

 

4/13/11  5am 

The state of the budget cuts...it's a presentation superintendent john allison can do from memory....and one board members hear a lot 

about from those the cuts impact. A lot of times they'll give us an idea we haven't thought about before because, literally as the 

superintendent said last night everything is on the table.> lynn rogers addressed the board of education meeting monday night, 

thanking people for their input...and throwing in a request. I guess i just want those people to have those suggestions to stand up to 

them and tell me what they're thinking so we can have an honest dialogue.> board members say they often get anonymous calls and 

letters, keeping them from being able clear up confusion people have about how the budget works. - the budget is very complicated, 

there's lots of different funds there's money that comes from the federal government, there's money that comes from the state, there's 

money that comes from grants and in a lot of cases the things people think we should cut and save a lot of money end up not being 

very much.>   that's why meetings like this community stakeholder meeting are helpful - every person represents a potential money 

saving idea....   One the board can respond to listen to...respond to....and possibly act on to make our schools better. - those kids today 



 

 

in second grade are literally ten years away from being our workforce and it's not that far away.>   in wichita, megan strader kwch 12 

eyewitness news.> 

 

4/18/11  6am 

Wichita's superintendent goes back to the board of education tonight with more cuts. The wichita eagle reports that john allison's 

"phase three" recommendations include six-million-dollars in cuts from title one.  That's the program that gives additional money to 

schools with high poverty rates.   The wichita school district has to cut 30-million dollars from next year's budget.   Allison told the 

paper he wants to cut from title one programs because of a loss of federal stimulus money.   More than half of wichita's schools 

receive title one funding. 

 

4/19/11  6am 

Another nasty weather system is threatening to spawn more tornados across the nation's mid-section. The storm comes as residents 

from oklahoma to north carolina are still trying to clean up from last weekend's deadly string of tornados.  The violent twisters killed 

more than 40 people. The storms also threw debris around and damaged many buildings. Michelle ratica's roof was damaged in the 

last storm. "they‟re saying more rain's on the way so we're trying to do anything we can do to prevent further water damage."  

meanwhile in oklahoma, fema and disaster relief organizations are expected to be on the ground all week.  

 

4/20/11  5am 

And today... It's been 12 years since the deadly massacre at columbine high school in denver, colorado.  In 1999, two teen gunmen 

wearing trench coats opened fire in the school building.  They also threw homemade bombs in the halls.   The gunmen killed twenty 

five students and teachers before turning the guns on themselves.   Since then schools across the country have changed their safety 

procedures to better protect their students. 

 

4/22/11  6am 

From water-saving toilets to power-saving light bulbs -- today is the day many of us think about ways to save the earth. It's earth day -

- celebrated every april 22nd since 19-70.  

 

4/26/11  6am 

Tornadoes in central arkansas could be what caused part of this ceiling to be torn off. It happened at the auditorium for north pulaski 

high school in jacksonville. School officials say it appears that the roof came off first, then the side of the building was pushed out into 

the parking lot.  The science room in the back lost one wall and the roof is sagging. Derek scott with the school district says the 

damage could have been much worse. "i was very happy that it happened at night. There were no students involved, no parents 

picking up children, no teachers, no staff, nobody was here when it happened. That was a blessing. I can't ask for more than that."  the 

school will be closed today. 

 

4/28/11  10pm 

The altercation happened after school yesterday. It started when an s-r-o told him to pull up his baggy pants. He refused...but says that 

shouldn't warrant violence. Eyewitness news reporter kim hynes has the teen's side of the story and reaction from derby police. It's 

new at 10. 

 

5/2/11  10pm 

It didn't start as a way to mark the search for osama bin laden- but it ended up that way- for 3-thousand 4 hundred 54 days, teacher 

gary weddle didn't pick up a razor-- first because he was absorbed in the news after the 9-11 attacks, then vowing to hold off until bin 

laden was captured or proven dead. He thought it would be a month or two. Weddle says he cried when he heard the news last night- 

then started shaving. His school honored him today for his faith, patriotism and endurance. 

 

5/4/11  5pm 

The wichita school district says layoff notices will begin going out this week. Its part of the districts final phase of cuts. With about 

nine million dollars left to cut from next year's budget, .. Teachers will be affected - but we don't know how many teachers and other 

school staff will be cut. Expect us to be at the school board meeting monday night... When the superintendent announces the latest. 

 

5/5/11  5pm 

It may not look like much -- but this is what happened at a goddard school this afternoon... After a car crashed into it...the accident 

happened as a student was leaving the parking lot - now investigators are trying to figure out why live now from goddard 

high...eyewitness news reporter megan strader has the latest. 

 

5/6/11  10pm 

So what is the districts policy when it comes to supervision during field trips. We asked that question.usually they have one adult for 

every three or four students. That's teachers parents and paraprofessionals that are recruited. That was the case for today. <sot 

verbatim: alicia thompson/ asst. Superintendent for elementary schools 30:17 rob2 from what i understand the child was under 



 

 

supervision and the child was with 2 other students as well as with a parent." 30:25 > the district says if they don't have enough adults 

they won't take the field trip. 

 

5/9/11  5am 

We're expected to learn more today about the details of the phase three cuts for wichita public schools.  Layoff notices began going 

out last week. The phase three cuts are likely to include teachers. It's unknown how many will be affected. That's something that we 

could find out at tonight's school board meeting. The district still has to cut about nine million from next year's budget. 

 

5/10/11  10pm 

Out of the classroom and on to the picket line. One elementary school in hutchinson saw kids holding a mini-protest over some 

teachers being moved to other schools. Eyewitness news reporter karl man has the story -- new at ten. 

 

5/11/11  6am 

Last night... The district announced its final "phase three" cuts to deal with their money trouble..  In addition to jobs... The cuts also 

include elementary school strings... And c-team sports for high school underclassmen. Eyewitness news reporter denise hnytka shows 

us how those departments think it will impact their programs. They're all the extras... That round out a child's education...  Whether its 

on an athletic field... Or a musical ensemble... Wichita schools say they're valuable programs. A program that connects kids to school, 

teaches life lessons of leadership, teamwork all of those things.  Athletic director bill faflick calls the latest district cuts... The most 

significant for athletics. The department recently reached an all time high... For participation numbers.... With 7-thousand student 

athletes. Now the proposal is for c-teams... For freshman and sophomores to be eliminated. To know the only obstacle is financial is 

difficult. The district may also cut entry level strings... The fifth grade program... As well as some support positions for middle school 

band. Students get their connection through us, and any diminished options are disappointing and sad. Coordinator of fine arts... 

Shawn chastain... Says it hurts the future of the programs... Because early success.... Leads to a student staying with a program... Long 

term. The beginning level feeds into our highs school level ad again we have a strong program. And even with budget cuts... Both 

directors say they want to keep their programs strong. Denise hnytka kwch eyewitness news. 

 

5/12/11  6pm 

Schools will continue to feel the state's money trouble. Under the plan... Districts will get 232 dollars less per student... Than they got 

at the start of the last fiscal year. The cuts are something many districts have been planning for since governor sam brownback 

released his proposed budget in january...the newton district will lose one-point-four million dollars... And is dealing with it mostly 

through attrition... But the superintendent says, that can't go on forever. <2:36:46 "i'm worried that there's still no long term solution 

from topeka why wouldn't we be thinking about a failsafe measure so we don't find ourselves in this situation again and that doesn't 

seem to be in the cards right now" 2:36:58> schools for fair funding, an organization of 63 kansas school districts, is already suing the 

state over school funding. It argues cuts to education violate the state constitution. 

 

5/13/11  10pm 

Losing a son in iraq...prompts a father to go back to school.  And today bob fucheon graduated from wichita state. His son alex died 

four years ago after his humvee blew up. Funcheon says afterwards he felt a calling to help soliders when they come home. He says 

many of them suffer from post traumatic stress disorder and he wants to spend his time with them. He studied for the first time in 

decades but made it through and received his diploma today. <sot verbatim: (1)34:43 excited, glad that school will be in the rear view 

mirror.  I'm looking forward to getting out there and working with the population i want to work with. > funcheon has an interview 

lined up but is still looking for a job. He's willing to move for the opportunity to work with soldiers. 

 

5/17/11  10pm 

Pam pollard got into teaching later in life 6:09 i really wanted to work with kids  and she got that chance--but after three short years in 

the haven school district--her principal delivered news she was dreading. 10:33 i can't say it was shock i knew they were going to get 

rid of the non-tenured teachers.   And just like that...pollard was out of a job. 10:07 you're really not ready for it.  She'll join many 

other kansas teachers this year who are cut because districts like haven have no other choice--they're out of money--and teachers are 

where most of the budget goes. 13:05 are you mad...no i can't be mad it's something that happens.  As she grades some of her final 

stacks of homework--pollard can't help but worry about what it means for the students who mean so much to her. 13:47 it's going to be 

harder for teachers to get to every single student she worries that with all the talk about finances...the most important part is sometimes 

forgotten. 14:55 i think they look at it the financial side and not always see how it's going to affect the children.  In reno county, 

michael schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness news> 

 

5/20/11  10pm 

It's a score that opens up all kinds of possibilities- including money for college.  And for one michigan family- it's a double 

celebration.  Twin brothers scott and peter su earned a perfect score on the exam used for college admissions-  each got a 36 on the a-

c-t. The both felt confident after taking the test--but didn't know how well they did until the envelopes arrived with their scores. <sot 

verbatim: "while i'm reading it scott opens his and i'm like you better get a 36 cause i just did." (edit)"peter and scott have been an 



 

 

absolute pleasure to have in class and they're really what any teacher goes into education for  >  the brothers say they both enjoy math 

and science and like the same computer games.  They both plan to study engineering. 

 

5/24/11  6pm 

Tonight's severe weather changing plans for many events... The southeast high school commencement at koch arena is still a go... But 

will be shortened...  District staff say a shelter plan is in place and they are closely watching the weather... Also wichita state, friends 

and newman universities all closed this afternoon. Some state quarterfinals for high school girls soccer have also been cancelled... Go 

to catch it kansas dot com for details on those 

 

5/26/11  5pm 

The town of mount hope will soon lose its school... All because of continued money trouble...  The school board for the haven district 

voted to close mount hope elementary last night...  The district says it will save hundreds of thousands of dollars...  But the move 

disappointed parents like betsy michels... She says the school's good reputation was one of the reasons she moved to mount hope... <"i 

love everything about the school, the kids all go here and they live right around here so they, so it'll be easier for her to know the 

people she goes to school with and plays with"> michels says she'll be driving her daughter to andale next year for her first year of 

kindergarten...  Along with closing the school, seven teachers in the district will not be returning because of the cuts. 

 

5/31/11  5pm 

<natural 3 seconds of gun shots>   a teacher in mexico is honored for her bravery-   keeping her kindergarteners calm and on the floor- 

while a gun battle goes on right outside her classroom.  Martha alanis says the school is in a high risk area--so they often have drills 

like this.   She tried to distract the kids from the noise of the gunshots by singing.   Lanis says she recorded it all on her cellphone 

because she's in charge of the school safety program--and her boss always asks her to have evidence. 

 

6/2/11  6pm 

What makes up a professional dress code...  That's the debate holding up contract negotiations for garden city teachers...  Now the 

district and teachers union will bring in a federal mediator...   District leaders want administrators to define a "professional dress 

code"... Which would be similar to rules for non-teaching staff...  They aren't allowed to wear jeans.  But teachers don't like it... They 

rejected a proposed contract that would have banned jeans.   Negotiatiors on both sides say money is not an issue in the contract... 

Because the district faces significant cuts in state aid. 

      

6/6/11  10pm 

Time is running out. This summer wichita schools will cut 30 million dollars from next year's budget. Tonight -- parents and educators 

give their feedback to board--in hope of saving the programs important to them. Eyewitness news reporter michael schwanke has the 

details from north high...until now we haven't heard much from the public...at least not in the school board meetings.  But now that 

programs have been named...people came out to voice their concerns before a final decision is made. “i realize cuts need to be i 

encourage you to find alternative sources to fund these programs.”  Every person who stood at the podium knows what the district 

faces--a 30 million dollar deficit that will affect every school at every level. From athletics, to music--even school librarians. “school 

library specialist are needed in every district.” Parents--and former educators made pleas to the school board--their hope...to save 

programs that are important to them.  “as i know you're aware there are 1,000 kids in the 5th grade strings program that is a lot of lives 

being affected.” “as the quality of the middle school programs go down then the high schools will follow then the community 

programs“  “like many of you who are speaking i ache with you over the cuts having to be made.” There was no vote at the meeting 

and the cuts right now are only recommendations....the board can ask the superintendent to come up with new ideas...but he's told us 

that no matter what the classroom will be affected. At north high, michael schwanke kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/9/11  6pm 

It's a trend some parents don't like. But this trend has more to do with what schools are doing -- than the students.  A number of 

districts in kansas now require random drug testing for high school and middle school students. Derby is now one of them. What's the 

reason? Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit finds out. 

 

6/10/11  5am 

It's a trend some parents don't like.  But this trend has more to do with what schools are doing -- than the students.  A number of 

districts in kansas now require random drug testing for high school and middle school students.  Derby is now one of them.   What's 

the reason? Eyewitness news reporter melody pettit finds out. 

 

6/13/11  6am 

For months the wichita school board has talked about where to cut... But now it has money... To put back in the budget... 2 point six 

million dollars.  It comes from medicaid and special education funding the district wasn't expecting.  The board was expecting to hear 

superintendent john allison's ideas on how to use it... But he asked for an extra week... Before presenting them.  Allison said... He 

didn't want to introduce any options that weren't fully investigated.  When you talk about 100 schools, any little thing has a ripple 

effect. Allison wants to look over all areas that might be affected by his proposed cuts- from staff to music to athletics.  Though he 



 

 

says... 2 point six million dollars won't come close to solving the district's money trouble... A 30 million dollar shortfall. I think some 

folks think it's a huge amount but compared to the amount we had to cut its very small unfortunately.  Denise stand up: allison says he 

wants to use it on something with sustainability. Not something that will be back on the chopping block next year if they are in the 

same budget situation. At north high, denise hnytka kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/15/11  10pm 

New at ten... The Kansas board of education rejects a plan to fingerprint all teachers. Since 2-thousand-2... New teachers have had 

their fingerprints on file with the state. However -- 42-thousand teachers licensed before then do not. Under the proposal -- the state 

would have known immediately if a teacher had been arrested. Right now -- the department of education relies mainly on news reports 

to find out if a teacher has gotten into trouble. 

 

6/16/11  6am 

The kansas board of education rejects a plan to fingerprint all teachers. Since 2-thousand-2... New teachers have their fingerprints on 

file with the state. However -- 42-thousand teachers licensed before then do not. Under the proposal -- the state would have known 

immediately if a teacher had been arrested. Right now -- the department of education relies mainly on news reports to find out if a 

teacher has gotten into trouble. 

 

6/17/11  6pm 

600 new students... In just three years...  Now the dodge city school board is once again discussing how to deal with the need for new 

facilities... One idea being considered would transform comanche intermediate center into a middle school... Instead of teaching 5th 

and 6th graders... It would instead house 6th, 7th and 8th grades. But the plan would cost the district nine million dollars... Not easy to 

come by in the current economy. <Dodge City Public Schools is a growing school district. We are lucky to be one of the few in the 

state that continues to grow and in the past we've had a couple bond issues to try to pass four additional school facilities. Those haven't 

been successful; partly because of the economy, to a large degree because of the economy. >  5th graders would relocate to existing 

elementary schools. If approved... The resolution would go into effect for the 2012-2013 school year. 

 

6/20/11  10pm 

New at ten... Wichita schools restore millions in funding  tonight -- board members approved superintendent john allison's 

recommendations. The 2-point-6 million dollars added back to the budget come from reimbursements from the state. There will be no 

furloughs for staff... 28-teaching positions will be restored to elementary, middle and high schools with the greatest need... Some 

music positions will be restored... And high school c-team sports will continue. The board will receive the entire proposed twenty-11... 

Twenty-12 budget next month. It will be adopted in august. 

 

 

6/21/11  6am 

Wichita schools restore millions in funding for next year's budget. Board members approved superintendent john allison's 

recommendations. The 2-point-6 million dollars added back to the budget comes from reimbursements from the state. There will be no 

furloughs for staff... 28-teaching positions will be restored to elementary, middle and high schools with the greatest need... Some 

music positions will be restored...  And high school c-team sports will continue.  The board will receive the entire proposed budget 

next month. It will be adopted in august. 

 



 

 

 

Environment 

4/1/11  5am 

A month-long burn ban begins today.   It affects 16 counties in kansas, including sedgwick... April is when range burning usually 

happens in the flint hills...  But the smoke travels into neighboring counties and states... And affects the air quality... To help keep 

ozone levels in areas like wichita at federal standards... The ban limits outdoor burning and even outdoor chimineas.  It does not 

include barbecue grills.  See a list of what burning is allowed at k-w-c-h dot com. 

 

4/3/11  10pm 

 And check out this video sent to us from another storm chaser.  This is near perry in northwest kansas.  This is what's known as a 

gust-nado.   It's a small circulation caused by gusty winds of a thunderstorm.   There were several reports of damage in northeast 

kansas.    Here in sedgwick county...west star is reporting around 12-hundred people are without power.   For more on tonights storms 

we turn to meteorogist ross jannsen. 

 

4/5/11  6pm 

A train with mechanical problems likely caused a fire that forced the evacuation of the entire town of satanta sunday... Officials in 

stevens county say the train sparked a fire along tracks surrounded by pastures and grasslands... Tumbleweeds and 60 mile per hour 

winds spread the fire... Which eventually forced the evacuation of around 12-hundred people in haskell county.  The fire destroyed a 

home and more than a dozen outbuildings... No one was seriously hurt in the fire. 

 

4/4/11  5am  

 Many parts of kansas got hit pretty hard from last night's storms.   Large pieces of hail came crashing down in emporia last night.   

This is some video storm team 12 chaser lance ferguson captured just before nine o'clock.. 

     He says there was at least quarter size hail falling. Last night's storms caused many power outages across the state.  Good 

news....westar says most places have power back this morning. 

 

4/6/11  5am 

Officials in stevens county believe they know what caused a grass fire haskell county sunday.   They say a train with mechanical 

problems likely sparked a fire along the tracks surrounded by pastures and grasslands.   It forced forced the evacuation of the entire 

town of satanta.    Tumbleweeds and 60 mile per hour winds spread the fire... Which eventually forced the evacuation of around 12-

hundred people in haskell county.  The fire destroyed a home and more than a dozen outbuildings... No one was seriously hurt in the 

fire. 

 

4/7/11  5am 

A young gray seal soaks up the sun in maryland. Animal control says a second seal in north ocean city was also found on the beach--

neither appeared to be hurt. Authorities were out reminding people to stay away from any beach marine animals. 

 

4/11/11  5am 

Parts of north dakota and minnesota continue to be under a flood threat.   The national weather service says the river crested saturday 

night in fargo at more than 38 feet -- the fourth highest level in history.   Residents are building levees and pumping water away from 

homes.   Over 600 national guard members from north dakota and minnesota are pulling flood duty on both sides of the river. Sot 

verbatim: every year's different. What was different about this one is that it came up a lot faster than anyone here was prepared for. So 

from that perspective it's worse. 

      Fargo and the town of moorhead have permanent and temporary dikes and levees to at least 41-feet. 

 

4/12/11  6am 

The crisis at japans‟ crippled nuclear power plant is officially on par with chernobyl. The severity level was raised from 5 to 7 - the 

highest level and equal to the 1986 disaster in the former soviet union.  The new rating reflects the initial severity of the crisis, not the 

current situation. It also comes just a month after the devastating earthquake and tsunami. 

 

4/12/11  12pm 

Storms are already beginning to crop up in the northern part of kansas. And severe weather is expected later this afternoon for south-

central and south-eastern portions of the state. Storm team meteorologist rodney price has the latest... 

 

4/15/11  6am 

Meanwhile severe weather kept many other parts of kansas on high alert thursday. Throughout the afternoon many counties were 

under a tornado watch. Storm team 12 chaser scott roberts catches this funnel cloud near cedar vale late thursday afternoon.   The 



 

 

system produced numerous funnel clouds including this one that another storm chaser caught in greenwood county.   There were no 

reports of injury or property damage from this storm.   There were also several reports of funnel clouds in north central kansas.  At 

four o' clock thursday afternoon more than 40 counties from the oklahoma border to the nebraska line were under a tornado watch. 

 

4/19/11  6am 

It's the beginning of the end. The third and final phase of cuts for wichita schools as the district tries to trim 30 million dollars from 

next year's budget  last night the board held a special meeting. Superintendent john allison says the district will cut about six million 

from title one funds. 11 of the 55 schools that qualify will lose that money next year...the rest won't get as much. The schools include 

jackson, beech, minneha (men-nuh-ha), lewis, brooks, benton, kensler, chisholm trail, coleman, ok (okay), and earhart (air-heart).  

Federal title 1 money is used to serve schools that have 75 percent of more of their student body on free or reduced lunch status. “these 

are the kids who come from a one parent home or a home that may not have the opportunities a middle class or upper middle class can 

afford so these are the kids that come to us with the most needs.” The superintendent plans to make his final recommendations, which 

will include job cuts, at the may ninth meeting. The district still needs to cut about 9 million dollars more. 

 

4/20/11  5am      

Farmers say it's now or never when it comes to their wheat crops. The plants are at a point where they need the most moisture... And 

with much of the state in a drought, rain is needed more than ever. Mark bergkamp says he's already accepted his crop will be 

anything but a bin buster. 7:52 - back in december we could be worried and in january and february about the lack of moisture but 

now its kind of getting to the point where i guess i would equate it to the eighth inning of a ball game of something like that   the 

further west you go in kansas...the worse the condition of the wheat is. 

 

4/22/11  5am 

Fire crews finally catch in break in fighting wildfires across the texas. More than one and a half million acres burned...and two 

firefighters have been killed. A dip in the temperature and some badly needed precipitation allowed firefighters to get a handle on one 

of the larger fires. More than 800 fires have burned the state since the beginning of the year. 

 

4/25/11  5am 

Tomorrow marks the twentieth anniversary of the deadly tornado in andover. 13 people were killed when the twister hit on april 26th, 

19-91.the town's only warning siren failed. The tornado was measured as an f-5. Eyewitness news is taking a look back at that day. 

We'll have special reports during the newscasts on tuesday. We also want to hear your stories and see your pictures from that day. Just 

head to kwch dot com and click on the banner at the top of the page. There you'll also see stories from that day as well as photos. 

 

4/26/11  6am 

New this morning... Severe storms rip through arkansas (ar-kan-saw) killing five people and causing widespread damage. The 

governor also declared a state of emergency. Emergency officials in northwest arkansas say a man and woman died after floodwaters 

swept their car off the road. That happened yesterday in madison county. And in washington county, a second woman died after 

floodwaters also swept her car off the road. In central arkansas.. Emergency crews are expected to resume clean up this morning. 

Officials say a tornado ripped through a small town an hour north of little rock. Two people died in that storm. It also tossed debris 

around and smashed the windshields of these suvs. 

 

4/27/11  12pm 

Another night of deadly weather hits the south and east...and the storms aren't over yet...at least six more people died in storms and 

heavy flooding last night in both arkansaw and mississippi. One of those who died:   a police officer shielding his daughter during a 

camping trip.  He died when a limb hit him in the head. The daughter wasn't hurt. The line of storms  also damaged more than 100 

homes in texas.  

 

4/28/11  10pm 

The storms in the southeast have many people in our area pitching in to help out. More than 40 crews from weststar left this morning 

to help restore power in the affected areas.     The red cross in kansas is also helping out. An emergency response vehicle left hays and 

stopped in wichita today. It's headed to alabama to help with recovery efforts. 

 

4/29/11  6pm 

High winds fueld another fire north of hutchinson this afternoon...... This one broke out around 11 in the sand hills state park near 

medora. Eyewitness news reporter brian heap is there live with the latest. 

 

5/3/11  6pm 

One of those who remembers that night well is chance hays, a meteorologist with the national weather service. He told us he can still 

picture the huge cloud approaching the wichita area.  He then rushed back to the weather service office.  Hays says it was a busy night, 

and as with all storm events, he and his colleagues were learning how to do their jobs better. <sot verbatim: "we also learned that the 

partnership between the media and national weather service was crucial because we're finding that a lot of people don't have a weather 



 

 

radio and that the media can play a huge role in getting the word out to the public." > speaking of recent tornados in the southeast u-s, 

hays says people there had warnings 25 to 30 minutes in advance, and still many didn't take shelter. He says its important that people 

take responsibility to heed the warnings. 

 

5/4/11  5pm 

Caught on tape, .. Rescuers save a 93 year old woman from rushing flood waters. And the army corps of engineers blows more holes 

in levees. Here's the latest on the flooding in missouri. The national guard raced to save a 93-year-old woman when floodwaters 

washed out this missouri road. One of the guardsmen pulled her out of her sinking car.. And brought her to safety.  Residents are 

evacuating all along the mississippi river in missouri and southern illinois as the water rises. Hundreds have gone to local shelters. "it 

was a spur of the moment thing - no one was ready or prepared for this at all ." kieva ellis and her child are from cairo , illinois.. A 

town that appears to have been spared after the army corps of engineers blasted holes in a levee on the river.. Diverting flood waters 

into farm land. This is what the area near cairo looked like before the levee break - and  this is what it looks like now. The immediate 

threat   in this area is over .. . But the worst could  be ahead for  people living further downstream. Army engineers say more levee 

blasts may be necessary . Days of rain   are   pushing   the mississippi to record levels.  The rising water is now heading south..   

Towns and cities in tennessee and mississippi are bracing for would could be the worst flooding since the 1930's.  Residents are 

loading up sandbags ..  And  bringing them to homes in low lying areas. "prepare for the worst but expect the best." the river is 

expected to crest in memphis, tennessee a week from today. Kendis gibson, cbs news, ? Missouri. 

 

5/5/11  10pm 

<sot verbatim:i want to know who made the stupid decision, i want to know why it was made, and what the excuse is for destroying 

perfectly good trees.   > pat lehman says-people in her west wichita neighborhood had no notice this was going to happen- crews just 

showed up and started cutting down trees. She called us with her questions-we went to the city.  A spokesman explains- this is a result 

of the new orleans levee failure after hurricane katrina. The army corp of engineers has new standards for levees- removing trees along 

the west drain of the flood control project in wichita will keep them from falling and causing damage- the city also says it will help 

maintain the banks of the west drain. 

 

5/6/11  10pm 

The city of wichita cut down dozens of trees by mistake it's a follow up to a story we brought you last night. As we told you...the city 

cut down trees near 37th street and north arkansas. Neighbors called us outraged because they say the trees were promised to them. 

Years ago, the city agreed to keep the trees to block the view and dust from a nearby concrete plant. But the city says public works 

didn't know that when it started cutting the trees. It thought the trees were on city property and they were trying to clear the stream for 

storm water collection. <sot verbatim: 31:56 we not only should have talked to neighbors, we should not have cut down all of the 

trees. > the city plans to replant 15 trees to try and make up for the mistake. 

 

5/10/11  10pm 

The rain will be better late than never for many kansas farmers. Today -- the u-s department of agriculture approved a federal drought 

declaration for 21 counties in western kansas. 18 surrounding counties will also receive assistance. The declaration makes it easier for 

farmers to receive low-interest emergency loans. The declaration comes a grass fire burns in the impacted area. The fire has burned 

20-thousand acres of the cimarron national grassland in morton county since sunday. Firefighters have the fire contained. So far -- 

there are no injuries and no serious damage to buildings. 

 

5/12/11  5pm 

An intense area of low pressure in northwest kansas is responsible for some scattered showers and thunderstorms this evening.  A 

tornado watch is in effect for far northern kansas until 10 p.m.  The watch includes clay center, beloit and belleville.  The storms 

should weaken considerably after sunset. Clouds will be increasing across eastern kansas tonight and a spotty shower or two will be 

left over in the northeast.  Overnight lows will dip to the upper 30s and lower 40s in the west. Upper 40s to lower 50s are forecast in 

the east. On friday, look for decreasing clouds in the west but the clouds will persist in the east.  Spotty showers are possible for parts 

of eastern kansas, closer to the area of low pressure.  Highs tomorrow will be well below normal as we reach the lower to middle 60s.  

Typical highs are in the mid 70s. More sunshine is in the forecast for saturday but highs will stay in the 60s.  More clouds are set to 

move into the west saturday night with some sprinkles or very light showers possible.  Those clouds will hang around on sunday and 

once again highs are forecast to only reach the 60s. A warming trend is anticipated for the early part of the work week. 

 

5/13/11  6pm 

The u-s department of agriculture will conduct a wildlife hazard study at the hays regional airport... It's trying to determine if a fence is 

needed along the runway.  Airport officials say there are animals like deer and pheasants living near the runway... That could collide 

with aircraft. The federal aviation administration should pay for most of the study.  

 

5/16/11  5pm 

Thousands leave their homes not knowing if they'll have anything to come back to-  they're packing up what they can and escaping 

flood waters headed their way. The army corps of engineers is diverting water from the mississippi into the morganza spillway-- more 



 

 

than 40 million gallons of water per minute. The water is headed for small communities in hopes of sparing cities like baton rouge and 

new orleans. “they're not going to let these cities drown. They're going to drown us poor people." (edit)"pray to the lord it doesn't 

come up any higher than three or four feet. I'm protected up to about four feet."  he plans to return-- he just hopes his house is still 

there when he does. 

 

5/17/11  6pm 

Kansas hasn't seen a winter wheat crop this bad since june of 1996...  That's according to the kansas agricultural statistics service...  It 

reported about 55-percent of wheat in poor to very poor condition...  Nearly a third is only in fair condition.  The biggest problem is 

lack of moisture.  The drought conditions keep expanding in kansas... The u-s drought monitor lists most of the state with some level 

of drought...  The worst is in the far southwest corner... Where some rain last week was too little to reverse the decline of the crop. 

 

5/18/11  5am 

Governor sam brownback wants the state to attract more tourists to the flint hills. The governor told this to about 100 people at the 

flint hills visioning summit tuesday. But not everyone is happy- that's because he stopped plans for a wind farm in cowley county --the 

governor did that by expanding a protected area of the tall grass prairie...south of highway 400 as you see on this map. That means...no 

wind farms can be built in the area- and developers say...that could cost hundreds of thousands in lost revenue and kansans support a 

wind farm in the flint hills -- 72 percent said so in our exclusive fact finder 12 scientific survey... 21 percent oppose building the wind 

farm in the area. An economic and financial literacy summity is happening tomorrow at the wichita airport hilton. Congressman mike 

pompeo will be there. Leaders will focus on findings from a recent economic survey of kansas high schools. 

 

5/19/11  10pm 

New at ten...  A fire at a tank farm west of cheney is out. Lightning hit a tank battery at southeast 20th street and southeast 130th 

avenue this afternoon.  No one was hurt.  The tanks contain oil, gas and other hazardous materials.  Authorities say lightning hits tank 

farms in kingman county alone several times a year.  Fire crews are keeping one unit on the scene tonight to make sure there are no 

flare ups. 

 

5/20/11  10pm 

No one will argue...we need the rain.  But every time there's a downpour...residents in one north east wichita neighborhood worry 

about flooding. It started a few years back because of new development...and with more construction planned...they've gone to the city 

for help.  Eyewitness news reporter kim hynes shows you the problem and what's being done about it.  

 

5/23/11  10pm 

Storms are slowing the search for survivors in joplin, missouri. The death toll from yesterday's storm continues to climb...  But so does 

the number of people pulled from the wreckage -- 17 were found alive today.   It's the deadliest single storm since 1953 -- before most 

homes had shelters or weather radios.  Eyewitness news correspondent liz zamora has the latest. 

 

5/24/11  6pm 

We do know of some damage tonight in reno county...  Emergency management officials say some trees and power lines are down 

from turon to hutchinson...  Westar energy currently lists more than 500 customers in reno county without power at the moment.   A 

roof was also blown off a home at 56th and dean road...   There are no reports of anyone hurt. 

 

5/27/11  6pm 

Camping, cooking and boating... They're all part of memorial day weekend plans for thousands of kansans...  But mother nature cut 

those traditions short at local lakes today...  Eyewitness news reporter karl man went to cheney lake... Where the wind was driving 

people away. 

 

5/30/11  6am 

A severe storm rips through west michigan sunday.  It toppled trees, tore off roofs, and left more than 25-thousand homes without 

power in battle creek. Some think a tornado caused the damage, but that has not been confirmed yet.  Witnesses said they saw the 

storm clouds swirling in a rotation as they blew through the business district...<sot verbatim:sot-mos woman: "oh, lord. You could see 

the clouds; you could see the funnel spinning. And it was wide, it was a big storm. I've never experienced it in my life.">   damage 

was also reported at the city's memorial cemetery where many veterans are buried.  The cemetery was just decorated for memorial day 

weekend. 

 

5/31/11  5pm 

For many here in land-locked kansas...a trip to a white sandy beach by the ocean sounds like a great idea --  but here's one thing we 

don't have to worry about -  jelly fish.  Beach goers in florida found out about them...the hard way this holiday weekend. 

 

6/1/11  10pm 



 

 

Severe weather also the talk in massachusetts tonight.  This twister was spotted in the city of springfield.  At least four people were 

killed from storms in western massachusetts.  Many others were injured.  The twister did some damage in the downtown springfield 

including toppling an 18-wheeler.  There were also reports of marble sized hail as the storm moved through.  The states governor has 

declared a state of emergency. 

 

6/2/11  6pm 

This is just an example of what fell during severe weather in kansas last night...  The north-central and northeast parts of the state saw 

hail, high winds and even tornadoes...   Some of the worst of the damage in abilene... Where hail smashed windows and tore apart 

trees...  Today... Folks there are cleaning up... As storm team 12 reporter karl man shows us... Many are taking it in stride...that's new 

at six... 

 

6/3/11  6pm 

Too much rain too fast caused flooding concerns in parts of kansas this week -- and one group of people was right in the path of a 

rising river. They're homeless...living in tents by the kansas river in topeka -- reporter lauren seabrook was there as police found a 

tent...almost underwater. 

 

6/6/11  10pm 

If the skies in kansas look a bit different this week... A giant wildfire on the other side of the country is the reason. Smoke from the 

arizona fire may cause orange or pink sunrises and sunsets. The fire has burned nearly 400 square miles. So far -- no one's been hurt. 

Crews from as far away as new york are fighting the fire and several smaller ones. The current weather pattern is carrying the smoke 

as far east as iowa. 

 

6/7/11  10pm 

Bulldozers clear brush and trees in an attempt to save two arizona towns from a large wildfire. Late today -- authorities ordered 2-

thousand people in one of the towns to evacuate. <sot verbatim: "we think you have 24-48 hours - but the way this thing is working 

you may not have that much time."> thousands of people have already left their homes. The fire has burned nearly 500 square miles -- 

100 in the past day alone. There are no serious injuries. The wildfire is now the second largest in arizona history. 

 

6/8/11  6am 

The environmental protection agency raises new objections to an oil pipeline that cuts through kansas. The keystone xl pipeline 

expansion stretches from canada to the gulf of mexico. The epa is worried about the risk of oil spills...and the pipeline's impact on 

drinking water and the environment. The epa wants the state department to take a closer look at the dangers. The state department has 

jurisdiction because the pipeline crosses the u-s border. A final decision on whether the project will continue is expected by the end of 

the year. 

 

6/9/11  10pm 

<natural sound    go down...get in...> this is what it was like at riverfest tonight as people are moved into century two's basement. The 

sirens sounded and organizers moved people to shelter right away. The sirens went off in downtown wichita right before seven o'clock 

this evening -- ruining the evening's events -- storm team 12 reporter michael schwanke was there tonight as people were released 

from shelter. 

 

6/10/11  5am 

The latest this morning...  On a heat burst early thursday in wichita. The unusual storm systems caused some damage across the city.  

The living water worship center at piatt and elm had most of its shingles ripped off.  They were scattered across the ground... Right 

next to a fence that had collapsed.  Repair work started immediately at mayberry middle school where strong winds tore off the 

auditorium roof.  The heat burst drove temperatures up to 100 from 85 degrees. 

 

6/13/11  6pm 

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE... DISRUPTED IN WESTERN KANSAS... AND IT'S ALL BECAUSE OF WILDFIRES IN NEW 

MEXICO. This week amtrak suspended its passenger train service between newton and albuquerque... Officials with amtrak say 

wildfires in new mexcio are too close to tracks used by the Daily Southwest Chief. Because of that... The train will run a detour route 

and miss stops in western kansas, parts of southwest colorado and northeast new mexico. The detour will be supplemented by buses. It 

will be used until the full route can be reopened. 

 

6/15/11  10pm 

A battery plant in Salina fails to meet environmental standards on two occasions. K-d-h-e says the exide technologies plant exceeded 

air quality rules for lead. The agency says it's helping the plant comply with federal requirements. There will be a public meeting on 

june 28th at the saline county sheriff's office. It will focus on air quality around the plant. 

 

6/16/11  6am 



 

 

A battery plant in salina fails to meet environmental standards on two occassions. K-d-h-e says the exide technologies plant exceeded 

air quality rules for lead.  The agency says it's helping the plant comply with federal requirements. There will be a public meeting on 

june 28th at the saline county sheriff's office. It will focus on air quality around the plant. 

 

6/17/11  6am 

The weather may have you listening for tornado sirens. People in andover...may have to listen very closely. The town has quadrupled 

in size in the last 20 years...  And while it is growing quickly... Eyewtiness news reporter melody pettit shows us how the city has had 

to change its emergency plan to keep up.. 

 

6/20/11  10pm 

Thousands of firefighters are now battling wildfires in six states. The largest has blackened more than a half-million acres in Arizona.  

While that fire is now more than half contained... Crews have their hands full in Texas.  More than 20 fires are burning across the lone 

star state. Firefighters say whenever they put one out -- another seems to flare up.  "it's just been long, hot days and everybody put in a 

hell of an effort to get all this under control where it's manageable."  wildfires are also burning in new Mexico, Colorado, California 

and Georgia. The drought has a led to dry and dusty conditions across much of the plains and southwestern united states. 

 

 

6/21/11  6am 

A strong line of thunderstorms moved through nebraska monday, too. It spawned tornadoes, hail and even put the college world series 

on hold for a bit. <natural sound:omg that thing is incredible!>   a dark tornado heads straight for a train... Causing it to derail on the 

outskirts of bradshaw -- which is an hour west of Lincoln. The tornado damaged grain bins and power lines. There are no reports of 

injuries.  This tornado was on the ground for at least ten minutes.  meanwhile an hour north... storm chasers also catch this tornado 

moving across a highway near silver creek, nebraska. Seconds later, the twister rips apart this shed just before 6-30 last night.  the 

national weather service is reporting no injuries with that tornado. 

 

6/23/11  12pm 

In north dakota, residents prepare for record floods. Evacuation sirens went off in minot (my-not) last night. 11-thousand people there 

have been told to leave... As the river started flowing over levees. The nearby souris (sir-ihs) river is expected to crest this weekend. 

 

6/24/11  6pm 

The situation has gone from bad to worse in Minot, North Dakota. Here's the latest tonight. The Souris (suhr'-is) or mouse river 

reached an all time high today -- shattering a record that stood for 130 years. It's expected to rise another 6 feet before cresting over 

the weekend and falling early next week. Officials expect to lose thousands of houses and hundreds of businesses. Nearly a third of the 

city's 40-thousand residents have evacuated. And they're not the only ones. Find out how Kansans are helping animals in need new 

tonight at six. 

 

6/28/11  5am 

Kansas' emergency operation center will soon be running 24-hours a day, 7-days a week. It will remain that way as long as the 

Missouri river continues to rise. Having the center open will make it easier to monitor water levels and stay in touch with county 

officials. Doniphan, Atchison, Leavenworth and Wyandotte counties are all threatened by the flooding. Heavy winter snows, quick 

snowmelt and spring rains have pushed the river above flood stage. 

 

6/29/11  10pm 

T's the heart of a New Mexico community. It's also home to both low level and high level radioactive waste.  Tonight -- a massive 

wildfire remains on the doorstep of the Los Alamos national laboratory. Eyewitness news correspondent Sandra Hughes has the latest 

on what's being done to keep the facility and its content -- safe. Firefighters are cutting back trees and brush.  They're trying to create a 

buffer zone of open space - to protect residential areas and the Los Alamos national laboratory. “as far as our houses, our residents, 

our county, the lab - we are in the best shape we've been in since this thing started. “The governor has ordered air quality testing in 

conjunction with the epa.  The Los Alamos lab has already analyzed a sample and found nothing dangerous.    Officials say the air - 

and the complex - are safe. "I don't believe there is any specific danger to the public from our activities at Los Alamos. The danger is 

that fire on the mountain. “some longtime residents are reassured. "the truth is those people who work there are my neighbors, they 

live next door to me, I know who they are." "late in the day a dangerous situation was discovered.  An open natural gas line, very near 

the ridge where the fire could crest.  Emergency crews were dispatched and they tried to cover the hole for protection. “some evacuees 

are staying in temporary shelters.  They're concerned about what they'll find when they return home. “do i have a home to go home to 

?" "what do we do till then and how do we go about our lives?" this fire has grown to more than 100 square miles.  And with the July 

fourth  holiday weekend approaching... The governor is asking people to refrain from using fireworks, and potentially making matters 

worse. Sandra Hughes, cbs news, Los Alamos, New Mexico. 

 
 

 



 

 

 

Health & safety  
 

4/1/11  5am 

A missing snake is back at her home at new york's bronx zoo. The deadly egyptian cobra was found coiled in a dark corner of the 

zoo's reptile house thursday. The snake gained national attention after going missing last week.  It even got its own twitter page. 

 

4/3/11  10pm 

Denise- the area was under a red flag warning because of the warm temperatures and high winds.  That's what helped this grass fire 

spread.  At one point... It threatened 250 homes, schools, and businesses. This is video shot by one of our storm chasers in haskell 

county.  You can see how much smoke is hanging in the air.  Fire crews not only battled the fire... But dealt with multiple flare ups 

caused by the changing winds.  Residents were asked to evacuate to the nearby town of sublette.   They are now allowed to return 

home... Although one area on highway 56 is still closed. 

Emergency crews say two homes were lost in the fire... And another was burned.   No injuries have been reported. Denise? 

 

4/4/11  5am 

Patients at a southwest kansas hospital and long term care center are expected to return to their facilities today. 

It comes following a massive grassfire in haskell county. Fire crews say the fire is under control. It started near satanta sunday, but 

high winds fueled the fire forcing it to spread near sublette.   One-thousand acres and three homes were burned.   One-thousand people 

from both towns were asked to leave because of a massive grassfire. 

The fire threatened 250 homes, schools, and businesses.   This video is shot by storm team 12 chaser ed o'neil in haskell county.  You 

can see how much smoke is hanging in the air.   Residents are allowed to return home... Although one area on highway 56 is still 

closed.   No injuries have been reported. 

 

4/5/11  6pm 

High wind may have been a factor in a crash that killed a 30-year-old airman from mcconnell air force base... Tech sergeant harold 

young died sunday in the accident south of dexter... Investigators believe he and two other riders came out of a protected area and 

were struck by a strong cross wind... It shoved their motorcycles into a ditch... The two other riders are in critical condition. 

 
4/6/11  6am 

Drinking everyday is no biggie..at least that's what some teens think.   A new report by the partnership at drugfree-dot-org says teens 

don't see the big deal about downing five  or more alcoholic drinks nearly every day.  The study also shows the use of marijuana and 

ecstasy among kids grades 9 through 12 is up.  The teens say the top reasons for drinking were "because it is fun" and "so they won't 

feel left out." 

 

4/7/11  5am 

If you're driving and come up on smoke, don't drive into it. The kansas highway patrol says you should slow down and check 

conditions... If the smoke is heavy... Pull over and turn on your flashers  if fire approaches... Don't try to outrun the fire... Instead... 

The patrol says you should turn off your car, roll up your windows and get as close to the floor as possible. 

  

4/11/11  5am 

A large wildfire in ellsworth county prompts the governor to declare a state of disaster emergency.   Saline (suh-leen) county is also 

included in the declaration.   The state has also requested help from fema. A wildfire burned several thousand acres sunday and 

threatened towns in both counties.   Crews spent sunday containing a large grass fire near kanopolis. These photos were sent in from 

viewers.  The fire burned more than two-thousand acres. 

     It started up around two sunday afternoon and this is what it looked like around five.  Some homes were in danger.   Firefighters 

from the counties of saline, lincoln, and ellsworth were called to the scene. 

 

4/14/11  12pm 

A couple of costly canines are recovering from a second round of special surgery. Their owners have happily spent over 25-thousand 

dollars to give their pooches new hips and a fresh start in life. 

 

4/15/11  6am 

Just want to wake up and it's all a dream.  The sudden death of 13 year old anthony and 17 year old tyler armstrong is all too real for 

their family. 40:34 didn't want to believe it...no, no, no ?? 40:17 mom told me they were in an accident and boys didn't make it. 27:54 

they were our best friends.   Kylie and jessica were extremely close with their brothers - 25:42 anthony the baby, he was spoiled by all 

of us.    25:18 tyler always make you laugh smile  tyler was killed just two days before prom...  He was supposed to be fitted for a tux 



 

 

the night he died.   His classmates at fairfield high school found their own way to honor him. 6:32 they made him the honorary prince 

of prom.   They gave tyler's mom this crown.  The small school--closed the day of the funeral...and gave a bus-ride to any students 

who wanted to go...7:28 it was an amazing thing     the family says more than 400 people were there. 31:19 couldn't believe how much 

they affected so many people.   Sitting hand in hand...the family knows this kind of pain.   21 years ago...the eldest armstrong sibling 

died. 1:00 he was 2.5 years old and had spinal meningitis.   The two teens were buried next to their brother...  The family who has now 

buried three children...has only one message. 35:04 you've got to live life to the fullest without limitations because you never know 

what can happen.  In hutchinson, melody pettit, kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/18/11  5am 

A grenade found along the arkansas river is safely removed sunday. The wichita bomb squad was sent near hydraulic and i-135.   

Police say a man was picking up fishing lures along the river when he found a piece of metal sticking from the ground.  He pulled on 

it and discovered it was a grenade.   The mcconnell air force base bomb unit was also called in. 

  

4/19/11  6am 

Another nasty weather system is threatening to spawn more tornados across the nation's mid-section.  The storm comes as residents 

from oklahoma to north carolina are still trying to clean up from last weekend's deadly string of tornados.  The violent twisters killed 

more than 40 people.  The storms also threw debris around and damaged many buildings. Michelle ratica's roof was damaged in the 

last storm. "they're saying more rain's on the way so we're trying to do anything we can do to prevent further water damage." 

meanwhile in oklahoma, fema and disaster relief organizations are expected to be on the ground all week.  

 

4/20/11  5am 

New this morning.. Wichita police spent the night investigating a deadly car accident in north riverside. A driver died after crashing 

his car in to a tree around 12-45 this morning.. In the 16-hundred block of north woodland. Wichita police say the driver was speeding 

when he lost control, crossed the street and hit the tree.the driver was pronounced dead at the scene.  No one else was hurt. 

     

4/21/11  12pm 

A left turn leaves a one man pinned and seriously hurt. It happened at the intersection of 13th and st. Paul around 9 this morning. 

Police say witnesses saw a dodge durango turn in front of a yellow v-w. That caused the v-w to crash and pin the driver. The impact 

then caused the durango to hit a third car. The driver of the v-w was taken to via christi at saint francis in serious condition. The driver 

of the durango...and a 2-year-old girl also in the vehicle...were also taken to st. Francis with minor injuries. No one else was hurt. 

 

4/22/11  6am 

There's not much left of the patrol car officer eric little drove while on duty. Officer/7:01 i was very glad i was not in that car. Because 

officer little knew the accident was going to happen...as he assisted a stranded motorist on kellogg wednesday night. Officer/5:59 once 

i saw it coming and saw it was not changing lanes to move out of the path, i knew it was going to hit. A car going at least sixty miles 

an hour slammed into the back of his parked patrol car...pushing it more than 100 feet. Officer/5:37 it was very loud. Witnesses say 

the driver...was texting.  And we found...that driver isn't the only one. Mos/18:41 i do sometimes, occassionally not going to lie. 

Mos/19:37 i text a lot when i'm driving back and fourth. Driver's know it's dangerous... Mos/20:20 they say it's worse than drunk 

driving, texting and driving b/c half the time you're looking down like this and it's not very good. Stand up:  18:14 officer little says 

anytime he stands out here on kellogg, he's worried.  So he hopes this accident shows drivers they have to pay attention behind the 

wheel. Mos/ 20:28 it's probably going to scare me, but i don't know if i'm going to stop.the accident didn't stop officer little from doing 

his job.  He has a new patrol car...and will be on the lookout for thos texting behind the wheel.  Kh eyewitness news. 

 

4/25/11  5am 

One person is dead after a two vehicle accident in mcpherson county. Authorities say it happened just after three sunday morning 

about a mile east of canton. 49-year-old james stang was traveling eastbound when another car going westbound crossed the center 

line and hit his vehicle...killing him. The driver of the other vehicle was taken to a wichita hospital and is fair condition. 

 

4/26/11  6am 

A consumer watch alert for you this morning... Nissan recalls nearly two-hundred-thousand s-uv-s because of a steering problem.  The 

recall affects the 96 to 04 pathfinders and the '97 to '03 infiniti q-x-4. The automaker says corrosion could break a steering column and 

cause the driver to lose control. Traffic officials have only received 35 possible reports.  It doesn't say if anyone's been hurt. 

 

4/27/11  12pm 

Take your walking shoes to work today. It's national walk at lunch day today. You can take part in a rally and walk at noon at the 

kennedy plaza at century ii. The first 250 participants to stop by the blue cross blue shield table will receive a free event t-shirt.  After 

a brief rally at kennedy plaza, participants will walk along the river before ending up back at kennedy plaza. National walk at lunch 

day us a national program which reminds people to take time during their lunch break to start walking towards better health. 

 

4/28/11  6pm 



 

 

A wichita baby nearly drowns in a bathtub...tonight... That child is expected to be okay... Because of the actions of a sedgwick county 

deputy…     investigators say it was just an accident... But quick c-p-r helped save the 11-month-old at an oaklawn home late last 

night… eyewitness news reporter melody pettit talked to the deputy who made it just in time...new at six. 

 

4/29/11  10pm 

The  winds forced fire crews in reno county to fight not one but two grass fires today. The fires forced some homes to be 

evacuated...eyewitness news reporter dave roberts explains what crews did to contain the fires. New at 10. 

 

5/2/11  10pm 

A young mother dies in a house fire. Tonight -- her loved ones and investigators want to know why. The fire broke out saturday 

morning in kingman. Vashti seacat died. Her husband and two sons made it out safely. Seacat served her husband divorce papers two 

days before the fire. The police chief says right now there's no evidence pointing to the fire being suspicious. But he did call in the 

kansas bureau of investigation to assist with the investigation. Those who knew seacat say they're struggling not only with her loss... 

But also the loss for her two young sons. She treasured and loved her boys a lot, very devoted and really dedicated to teaching them 

the right way live. The fire investigation will take several days to complete. 

 

5/3/11  6pm 

Wichita police want you to be safer behind the wheel... They're concerned about the number of traffic deaths this year... So far in 

2011... There have been 13 deadly crashes on wichita roads... Police say seven involved drunk drivers.  Investigators say road 

conditions were rarely a factor...  In addition to d-u-i, they say many crashes involved drivers speeding or failing to yield...<7:13 

"collisions will happen every day, that's just a fact of life <cover & connect> what the public can do is focus on slowing those vehicles 

down, driving while sober, doing things that will reduce the impact of those collisions when they do occur" 7:29>   last year there 

were 28 traffic deaths in wichita... 21 involving alcohol.  In addition to asking the public to watch their driving to police say they'll 

also continue conducting special traffic and d-u-i enforcement operations. 

 

5/4/11  5pm 

Many are worried bin laden's death will trigger terror attacks ...  Especially in new york. Police received 3 times as many calls about 

suspicious packages on monday than they did last monday.  Most suspicious packages turn out to be backpacks or briefcases  that are  

left unattended.  Security officials say the best defense against another attack... Is a public willing to keep its eyes and ears open. 

 

5/5/11  10pm 

It's a story we first told you about last night at 10.  A wichita state fan is talking about being hit by a line drive during a shocker game. 

It didn't look good last night.16-year-old susan lick-teig was hit directly in the face. She says it happened so fast. Tonight her family 

thanks the medical professionals who acted quickly and the fans around them.<sot verbatim: susan 2.25.32  when i was on the 

stretcher and they walked me up the steps, i heard everyone clapping. 38> susan is back home. She has a broken nose and lost a couple 

of teeth. Her doctors say it will take about two or three weeks for hr body to heal. 

 

5/6/11  10pm 

A lawrence seventh grader is hurt after falling during a school field trip.  Officials say the she tumbled down a 10 foot steep hill this 

morning.  She was rushed to the hospital after being rescued by firefighters. Students were hiking the hill as part of an annual fossil 

field trip. <sot verbatim: {kim bodensteiner} 12:51:58 the students were coming down the hill and were trying to come down and the 

little girl sort of tripped or rolled over and twisted her neck in someway in that fall. > her injuries are considered non life threatening. 

 

5/9/11  5am 

No one was hurt when a train derails in ellis county sunday afternoon. 13 loading cars went off track about two miles west of victoria. 

The ellis county emergency management office says it happened just after two o'clock. The train carrying grain was heading east went 

it derailed. 

 

5/10/11  10pm 

It's just a brochure -- but the tips and advice inside can be a life-saver... It's a warning...about being outside in the heat too long. It may 

be only may...but authorities are spreading the word already ... Heat exposure killed a roofer in butler county monday...when 

temperatures climbed to 100 degrees...new at 10 -- eyewitness news reporter michael schwanke explains why roofers were caught off 

guard. 

 

5/11/11  6am 

Work begins next week on k-96. K-dot crews will begin working on the median in-between the highway from i-135 to rock road. 

They're installing cable barriers there. They've already marked out where they'll go.  The barriers help prevent head-on collisions. K-

dot says drivers should be prepared for an occasional lane closure. 

 

5/12/11  5pm 



 

 

Taking birth control could affect the type of man you're attracted to. A new study says the pill, and other hormonal contraceptives, 

affects a woman's desire. The study shows that when a woman is fertile, she's more prone to look for a man with more masculine 

features. But the pill changes that, .. Making less-masculine men seem more attractive. Researchers say it's important to remember that 

this is just one study and more information is needed on whether the pill is a turn-on, or a turnoff. 

 

5/13/11  10pm 

The search continues for a man who disappeared on the marion county reservoir. 71-year-old tim kliewer hasn't been seen since 

thursday when his catamaran capsized.  Strong winds kept authorities off the lake today.  They did search the shoreline and used 

binoculars to look on the water. <sot verbatim:      1 sot:  10:38  we believe him to be in this part of the lake.  With wind conditions 

and where he typically sails at. >  friends say kliewer is a regular at the lake.  He was a retired pastor from trinity mennonite in 

hilsboro.  It was just two weeks ago that another pastor was on the water at marion reservoir. Pastor carl elder of the apostolic father 

tabernacle church in hutchinson drowned in rough waters. The 70 year old was on a campout with his church members. 

 

5/16/11  5pm 

A woman stranded for 49 days in the nevada wilderness was led there by a g-p-s. We're learning more about this couple's trip. We first 

told you about them last week at five. Rita chretien was rescued from this van 7 & 1/2 weeks after following gps directions to a dead 

end. Her husband is still missing. He took off more than a month ago looking for help. The couple wanted to take a scenic route, ... 

And relied on their g-p-s. 

 

5/17/11  10pm 

<track: from a chair in front of his house, louis washington keeps one eye on his grandkids and the other on his street. Sot: cut 20 @ 

7:56 "i'm a disabled vietnam vet so i'm home all the time.  So i figure it's my obligation is to help watch out for the neighborhood."  

sot: cut 41 @ 26:01 nats lid opens "a couple of basic tools anybody can use to protect their residence.". Nats close lid  track:  to help 

washington get things safer... Sot: cut 22 @ 09:35 "i see there's a nice vulnerable point over here with this open window.  This makes 

for a prime target." track: we asked private security expert bruce reesman to do a security assessment inside and out. Sot: cut 64 @ 

31:40 "the toys outside the gas grill, the open window" track: ...all things that are invitations for thieves... Sot: cut 31 @ 13:25 "they 

just open it up and walk straight on in. Track: right away reesman notices no padlock on the side gate.  And a need for more motion 

activated lights like the one out front... Sot: cut 31 @ 14:45 "so no matter where they go they're going to light up the area.  Bad guys 

don't like to be seen.  As soon as you light it up, they go away."  track: reesman says most break-ins happen between mid-morning and 

mid-afternoon...and these days crooks just kick in the door. Sot: cut 31 @ 14:04 "if we put a larger plate on, which goes all the way 

down and covers both the handle lock and the dead bolt and gives more area for them to break-in.  It takes more force and it's less 

opportunistic for them to get in." track: reesman recommends a door jammer for added security... Sot: cut 50 @ 28:49 "for about $20 

it's one of the best things you can do for your home security." sot: cut 44 @ 27:00 "door jammer is adjustable, it goes under the door 

handle and kicks in place on the floor."  track: thieves still like windows too...sot: cut 34 @ 16:39 "looks more like a trailer hitch pin 

track: reesman says drill a hole in the window frame and insert a pin or screw to keep the window from opening.  Sot: cut 64 @ 33:18 

"you're trying to make it look, or be, more difficult to break into than your neighbor's house or two streets over so they'll go elsewhere 

to do their thieving." track: walking through the neighborhood, reesman spots potential problems like large bushes that provide cover. 

Cut 72 @ 40:40 "see the basement windows of the church and what not.  That's one i would worry about.  You want those cut back so 

you can see the window from the street."  cut 74 @ 42:47 "i've got the protection of this to shield me from the street.  Kick in this 

window in and just climb right  in."  "yep, happens all the time." track: the bottom line...don't be complacent and build strong layers of 

security. Cut 78 @ 45:05 "that's what you have to practice.  Without those you might as well just leave your front door open and save 

the damages." track: as for louis washington, he'll keep a good book handy, and stay alert in his yard. Sot: cut 20 @ 8:20 "i pray a lot 

so i'm hoping that god is out watching over us, you know.  So if god can't do it well the only thing we can do is protect ourselves."  

track: brian heap, factfinder 12 investigators.> 

 

5/18/11  5am 

New details this morning about this fiery crash in west wichita. Wichita police say a suv leaving the ballpark didn't see a motorcycle 

rider.. Causing the two to crash and catch fire. The accident was near 13th and ridge around 9 o'clock last night. Viewer linda winter 

sent us these pictures... The 21-year-old motorcycle rider was taken to the hospital with minor injuries. Police say the vehicles were 

not speeding. 

 

5/19/11  5pm 

The ultimate goal is preventing risky behavior and teen pregnancy by giving kids accurate information. That's why the health 

department in wood county wisconsin is taking questions by text.  No names needed--no face to face conversation. Teens can text 

questions about sex, s-t-d's and relationships and get an answer from a health professional.  Many parents think it's a good way to get 

the information.   <sot verbatim: text and talk to someone that doesn't know them, isn't going to pass judgment on them.(edit)    kids 

have a hard time carrying on a conversation. Texting is the easiest thing for them.  >  the health department says the texting program is 

a resource to help teens navigate tough issues--  but one thing it won't do-answer how to questions. 

 

5/20/11  10pm 



 

 

Factfinder 12 took a closer look at equine herpes.  It's so easily spread that a piece of equipment such as a saddle or stirrups can 

transmit the virus from horse to horse.  Humans -- while not susceptible to the disease -- can be carriers.  It can also be spread through 

the air for a short time -- such as in a stable. There are no vaccines to prevent equine herpes.  For more on equine herpes and how to 

keep your horse safe -- head to k-w-ch dot-com. 

 

5/23/11  10pm 

As volunteers streamed into reading today...  Kansans are also helping joplin. The city's hospital took a direct hit from yesterday's ef-4 

tornado.  Via christi health says its hospitals in pittsburg and wichita have treated 79 people.  Wesley medical center is treating two 

patients from joplin. Both are in critical condition.  Three wesley employees left in an ambulance last night to help with search and 

rescue efforts.  So are wichita's hospitals prepared for a direct hit? Officials at both via christi and wesley say staff train for just such 

an emergency. Factfinder 12 found out the hospitals monitor weather radar 24 hours a day.  Alerts are quickly shared by overhead 

announcements or emails.   If a tornado is coming -- nurses and staff move patients to interior hallways or bathrooms -- just as they 

did in joplin.  Patients who can't be moved from their beds are sheltered in place -- meaning staff close window shades and cover 

patients with blankets and pillows to protect them from debris.  <sot verbatim: <cindy sot @ 07:19 "your biggest fear is losing your 

power, losing your back-up power, how to prepare for those major things that happen to a facility.  And again we have a lot of those 

things thought out, practiced out in our in-service days." jeremy sot @ 34:48 "no matter how much drilling you do i don't know that 

you can be completely prepared.  You do your best to mock it and make it as realistic as possible but when it's reality it becomes a 

little more difficult.">   the hospital in joplin is nine stories tall..   The same as saint francis.  Wesley has ten floors above ground.   

Both hospitals say a major challenge if a tornado hits will be getting doctors, nurses and other personnel not working to the hospital. 

 

5/24/11  6pm 

Do you know where you'll take shelter if a storm hits?  Some are using social media to get the word out about public shelters.  The 

temple baptist church in the delano district says it's basement can handle a few hundred people.  People living across the street usually 

take shelter here...but the pastor used twitter today to offer the shelter up to anyone who needs it.  <sot verbatim:7:29 i wanted to use 

twitter to let get the word out, because we can sustain more people than just in the immediate block.   We could put 200-300 people 

down here, it may not be comfortable but we'll get to know each other.  >  the sedgwick county emergency management director says 

if your shelter is not at home...you need to be able to get there within five to seven minutes of a warning.   Otherwise the lowest and 

most interior part of your home is the best. 

 

5/26/11  10pm 

A hutchinson teen dies in this crash just west of salina this morning.  Our news partners from the salina journal sent us this photo.  

Three other girls in the car were hurt.   The teen killed was identified as 15-year old journi maas.  She was not wearing a seat belt 

when she was thrown from the car. 

 

5/27/11  5pm 

Many parents and children think energy and sports drinks are the same - and a  good way to give kids a boost when they're playing 

sports.  But the american academy of pediatrics says that's not the case.   A new warning for parents in the healthwatch. 

 

5/30/11  6am 

While many pools are opening this weekend... Thousands are forced to shut down.  This after a massive safety recall of pool drain 

covers. 

 

5/31/11  5pm 

A warning today to watch how you use your cell phone. In the healthwatch-  the world health organization says a review of all 

available scientific evidence suggests cell phones be classified as possible carcinogens-and radiation coming from the phones could 

possibly cause certain brain cancers. There are an estimated five billion cell phone subscriptions world wide-  experts recommend 

using a head set or speaker phone as a precaution. 

 

6/1/11  10pm 

It  looks like a toothpick dipped in chocolate.  A new tobacco product is causing concern for kansas health officials.  Although it may 

look like candy it's actually a mixture of flavor and finely milled tobacco.  The product is only served in kansas.  Department of health 

and environmental officials worry it targets underage people. <sot verbatim: 23:35:55someone would just put it in their mouth and  

suck on it so if you saw someone using one you would only see this toothpick end.  And just think they had a toothpick in their mouth. 

>  a spokesperson for the company that makes the product says it's marketed towards adults. 

 

6/2/11  10pm 

His arm may never be the same-  his face will take time to heal-  but a michigan fifth grader knows he's a hero.  He was riding on a go 

cart with a 4 year old friend-when a pickup truck turned into the driveway-headed right toward the boys. <sot verbatim: i'm like, it's 

gonna hit me and this kid, i should push him off real fast, and so i did. (edit) i was in shock when i saw his body, his arm and his face 



 

 

>  ryan was the only one hurt- his arm was cut open down to the bone-   his face torn up by the concrete.    Mom's already taken the go 

cart back to the store. 

 

6/3/11  6pm 

Bottles full of elderberry juice concentrate -- seized by federal agents -- tonight... The owner of a kansas winery cries sour grapes... 

The federal government accuses wyldewood cellars winery of misleading consumers -- the accusation comes over claims...about a 

popular juice product -- elderberry... Last week...the f-d-a took action  

Against the mulvane winery - tonight...eyewitness news reporter brian heap explains the government's concerns...and talks with the 

winery owner. 

  

6/6/11  10pm 

Wichita firefighters call it a nightmare. A fire at the treatco facility on north broadway is so dangerous...  Crews may have to let it 

burn itself out. The fire started thursday night ... And is still burning. Smoke pours from upper level windows of the building. Treat co 

makes dog treats from animal byproducts. The fire is burning in an area of the old where boxes of treats are stored on wooden pallets. 

“after extensive efforts to try to actively fight the fire the crew had to be pulled out because of the heat and the dangerous structure and 

the huge amount of fuel that was within the structure." treatco has a history of environmental and immigration problems. The 

company has been fined multiple times for violating the clean water act. It's also been investigated for hiring and housing illegal 

immigrants.  

 

6/7/11  10pm 

Bulldozers clear brush and trees in an attempt to save two arizona towns from a large wildfire. 

Late today -- authorities ordered 2-thousand people in one of the towns to evacuate. <sot verbatim: "we think you have 24-48 hours - 

but the way this thing is working you may not have that much time.">  thousands of people have already left their homes. The fire has 

burned nearly 500 square miles -- 100 in the past day alone. There are no serious injuries. The wildfire is now the second largest in 

arizona history. 

    

6/8/11  6am 

A fire breaks out - killing a father and son. It's the latest to a story we first brought you tuesday morning. 70 year old don wilkinson 

and his son were in this west wichita house when it caught fire early tuesday morning. The son - bruce wilkinson - and 3 others were 

able to escape the flames.  The son ran back into the fire to find his father.  Neighbors called 911 but there was little they could do. 

"come outside and bruce‟s aunt was running up the street saying her brother in law and nephew were in the house and there was 

nothing i could do and i felt hopeless - almost wanted to cry"  the wilkinson‟s deaths mark the third and fourth fire related deaths this 

year.  

 

6/9/11  6pm 

The city of leavenworth is getting ready. Heavy rains will add water to the already swollen missouri river. Volunteers began filling 

sandbags this morning. Flood stage is 20-point-6 feet. The army corps of engineers predicts river levels of 22-point-3 feet by monday -

-  and more than 25 feet this time next week. Atchison is among the communities upstream also taking precautions. It's using sand and 

concrete to keep the waters at bay. 

 

6/10/11  6pm 

Tonight -- fire investigators are still not sure what caused a deadly house fire...but say careless smoking is a possibility.  Don 

wilkinson and his son bruce died in the fire early tuesday morning.  Bruce ran back inside to get his father -- and never made it back 

out.  Their funerals are tomorrow.  Whenever a significant fire happens in a neighborhood...  Many living there have questions.  

Firefighters do what they can to answer them.  Eyewitness news reporter kim hynes explains the flash program... 

New at six. 

 

6/13/11  6pm 

This is the kind of gun you're used to seeing officers carry. But now some on patrol... Will have a new weapon in their arsenal. Hot 

shot shot  the colt patrol rifle. 19uv 8:23 this is your standard m-4 223 rifle   lt. Jeff allen says it offers longer range... And higher 

accuracy. Pow pow pow 2gs 16:35 you can see at 25 yards how pin point accurate it is. Bang bang  19uv 11:19 if you had an active 

shooter, and the officer had to engage and at a distance, this would be the weapon of choice.   And that's a real situation law 

enforcement here has dealt with...17mu 4:44 the most recent, deputy etheridge, when rifles would be very effective dealing with a 

suspect armed with a rifle. Denise stand up: williams say he isn't sure which officers will carry these, he wants them spread out 

between all 4 bureaus and all 4 shifts.19uv 10:31 training will be a three day op course. Most officers are versed in firearms so its just 

learning a new system.  The department will buy 36 of these weapons for 64-thousand dollars. To be paid for by a grant.  Williams 

hopes they will keep officers prepared for whatever they face... On the streets. Denise hnytka kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/14/11  5pm 



 

 

New high powered weapons are coming to the Wichita police department. Chief Norman Williams asked the city council to approve 

the purchase of 36 new patrol rifles. He said the weapons were need to handle potential threats outside the range of the typical 

handgun an officer carries. They will cost 64-thousand dollars... And be paid for by a grant. “when you look at suspects they carry 

assault weapons and so our goal is to be effective as what they are carrying on the street.” The council approved the purchase. Chief 

Williams say he is not sure which officers will carry the rifles. He wants them spread out between all four patrols and all four shifts. 

 

6/15/11  10pm 

Wichita police identify the landscaper killed while working near hawker Beechcraft nearly a week ago. Police say Ramon martinez-

limon died after doctor Mohammad Sarrafizdeh hit him with his van on Friday. Sarrafizdeh then drove two miles with the body on top 

of his vehicle. It took police five days to id martinez-limon -- partially because he's a Mexican citizen. Employees at c-l-m, the 

company he worked for, say he'll be missed. “Everybody liked Ramon, he worked well with others, he was a hard worker. If you sent 

him with one crew, another would be upset he wasn't with them everybody liked him." police won't comment on whether martinez-

limon was a legal resident. They say his citizenship is a federal issue and isn't part of their investigation. 

 

6/16/11  6am 

Wichita police identify the landscaper killed while working near hawker beechcraft last week. Police say ramon martinez-limon died 

after doctor mohammad sarra-fiz-deh hit him with his van on friday. Sarrafizdeh then drove two miles with the body on top of his 

vehicle. It took police five days to i-d martinez-limon -- partially because he's a mexican citizen. Employees at c-l-m, the company he 

worked for, say he'll be missed. <sot verbatim: -15:50:53 - "everybody liked ramon, he worked well with others, he was a hard 

worker. If you sent him with one crew, another would be upset he wasn't with them everybody liked him."> police won't comment on 

whether martinez-limon was a legal resident. They say his citizenship is a federal issue and isn't part of their investigation. 

 

6/17/11  6am 

also new this morning... A WESTERN KANSAS MAN DIES AFTER HE INHALES ANHYDROUS AMMONIA VAPORS. sheriff 

officials in kearny county say duwayne rich died thursday afternoon while working in a field west of deerfield. they say rich was 

filling an anhydrous ammonia tank and pulling it with a truck when he was overwhelmed with the vapor. the dodge city globe reports 

the tank may have had a valve malfunction. 

 

6/20/11  10pm 

Winds hit 72-miles-per hour at both mid-continent and jabara airports in Wichita. The same strong winds caused this damage near 

53rd street north and Hoover road. It scattered pieces of this shed for half a mile.   No one was hurt.. But the homeowner said his 

brand new pickup truck was in the shed. 

 

 

6/21/11  6am 

The search for a missing teenager will resume this morning. Rough waters made it difficult for authorities to look for sixteen-year-old 

daniel thomas allen at cheney lake. The haven teen disappeared monday afternoon on a trip to the lake with his brother and a friend. 

The reno county sheriff says thomas was not a strong swimmer. <sot verbatim: 15.42.45 "i can't believe there would be someone out 

here, with the winds being what they are.  You'd have to be a really swimmer to stand up out there.  50 as you can see, looking at some 

of those waves, they're a pretty good sized anyway.  They would knock you over." 57> officers couldn't risk using a boat, which could 

flip. Instead, they used jet skis, and patrolled the beaches on foot. 

 

6/23/11  6am 

An autopsy is being done on a body found at cheney lake wednesday morning,. officials believe it belongs to 16-year-old daniel allen. 

Allen was wading at cheney lake monday when a strong wave knocked him down. He couldn't swim and went under. A boat with 

sonar went into the water and found a body about 75 yards from shore. 

 

6/24/11  5pm 

New law enforcement officers are ready to hit the streets. This is the latest graduating class from the law enforcement academy. 21 

will be Wichita police officers--5 are Sedgwick county sheriff's deputies. The new law officers will be paired with a veterans for the 

next 12 weeks as they apply what they learned in the classroom to real situations in the field. Sheriff Bob hinshaw told the graduates--

now your real education begins.   

 

6/27/11  12pm 

The emperor penguin found on the New Zealand‟s coast after a long journey from Antarctica has had another operation.  A leading 

gastro-enterologist offered his steady hands for the procedure on the bird nicknamed "happy feet".  Arrun soma brings us the latest. 

Hundreds gathered at wellington zoo .. For a bird's eye view..  And here's what they saw ..  This is sand inside the esophagus and 

stomach of the emperor penguin.  Twigs and stones found too.  Leading surgeon doctor john wyeth usually operates on people.. Today 

he guided his endoscope through the penguins body. Is this one of the surgeries you'll never forget? Absolutely! A similar procedure 

on a human would take ten mins .. Todays took hours.  I think the important thing in this world is humanity and caring. Usually found 



 

 

near the antarctic .. Happy feet washed up on the Kapiti coast in bad shape. The bird had lost lots of weight.. And was weak.. But that 

strength is now coming back.. For better or worse.  I mean if this guy got a really good whack at right angle, he could probably break 

an arm.  Doctors had to get used to the bird's anatomy .. And take care not to tear its stomach.  It's quite a dream actually to be able to 

work with an emperor penguin. A penguin with fans .. Lisa jones stayed to watch the whole procedure.  It's kinda gross but 

fascinating.  "the penguin's also winning the popularity stakes here at the zoo shop .. Since it arrived .. More of these have been sold, 

than anything else." Surgery went well.. But there's still more debris inside happy feet's stomach.  But for now.. A chance to chill out 

and recover in a place more like home.  

 

6/28/11  5am 

Despite recall after recall -- they are still out there. But starting today -- you can no longer sell drop-side cribs -- even at yard sales. 

Eyewitness news reporter Rebecca Gannon explains why... In this consumer watch. There's a lot of things that will help your baby 

sleep. But at this children's reslae shop... You won't find one big one. The store, like most in the Wichita area, stopped carrying drop-

side cribs like this one last year. Because of the recalls.  The cpsc has recalled all of those, and we just haven't carried them in over a 

year.  We only carry the ones that are stationary sides. The consumer product safety commission -- c-p-s-c-- says the unsafe cribs 

killed more than 150 children in the last four years. “child can get entrapped between the rails, and also down at the sides.” But that 

doesn't keep people from trying to sell them. “probably almost everyday.  But we refuse them, we can't take them.  And we can 't even 

donate them.” Or keep people from trying to buy one. “I‟ve had people say they will go - and just try to find one at a garage sale.” 

Starting Tuesday, you can't even sell them in your own yard sale, or garage sale. It's all in an effort to keep kids safe while they sleep. 

Rg, KWCH 12 eyewitness news. 

 

6/29/11  10pm 

Too *much* water is the problem in northeast Kansas -- where the swollen Missouri river continues to rise. Today --  a levee breach 

sent water toward the airfield at fort Leavenworth. You can see the end of the runway on the top of this video. Used by both the 

military and civilians -- it's the only part of the post vulnerable to flooding. Meantime -- the state of Missouri urges drivers to cross the 

river in the Kansas City area -- rather than to the north where flooding is worse. Most bridges over the river north of kc have already 

been closed. 

 

 



 

 

 

Politics  
 

4/1/11  7am 

With the game on the big screen...and drinks in hand...you'd assume these young people gathered to watch the shockers.  (23) 57:38 

been very active in the community. Instead...they focused on listening to these guys...wichita city council and mayor candidates.55:17  

it really shows the commitment that yp's have getting involved politically and understanding the climate in our community. The young 

professionals of wichita put on the candidate forum.  About 30 people showed up to hear what the candidates think about issues like 

downtown development...tax incentives and the arts. Sot 3/53:25 we like to talk and say what's important to us, but unless we vote and 

ask the questions. Candidates answered questions...and mingled with the group. Sot 1/48:47 the bottom line, sooner or later we're 

going to have to take the reins.  We have to be involved, we have to know what's going on.  That's why they chose to be here...55:39 

the local elections is where yp's can make a difference in setting the stage for our future yet to come. Instead of watching the game.  

Kh eyewitness news.> 

 

4/3/11  10pm 

New this morning...president obama is running for a second term. The announcement came this morning 

In a web video posted on his campaign website... And in an email to supporters.  The president is expected to file papers this week 

with the federal election commission to launch his 2012 re-election effort.   Mr. Obama has already started fundraising.  Tell us what 

you think about his re-election bid on facebook... We're kwch 12 eyewitness news. 

 

4/5/11  6pm 

If you're an american you need to vote. Time is running out to take part in local elections... Polls close in just less than one hour in 

sedgwick county... Only 14-percent of registered voters are expected to cast a ballot in races. That includes wichita mayor, city 

council and school board... Eyewitness news is following the candidates tonight... And how today's decisions  

 

4/6/11  5am 

He says he didn't want to be over confident... But he was already the favorite at the polls. Wichita voters re-elect current mayor carl 

brewer for a second term. He won the re-election ...with 70 percent of the vote...   His opponent...darrel leffew received 30-percent of 

the vote...the crowd applauded the mayor as he gave his acceptance speech last night.   It happened shortly after nine o'clock when the 

race was called.   Mayor brewer thanked everyone for their support and asked them to stick with him through the next four years so 

they can bring change together. 

- i'm very honored.... Sot outcue: voted me in.  Brewer was first elected as mayor in 2007, but served as a city council member for six 

years before that. 

 

4/11/11  5am 

Leaders of the african union plan to meet face to face with libyan rebels in benghazi today to try to broker a peace deal. The meeting 

comes just a day after ruler muammar qaddafi agreed to get onboard.  (sot: ramtane lamamra/african union commissioner for peace 

and security) "the leader of the revolution confirmed his acceptance of the african union roadmap." but selling the plan to the rebels 

could be more difficult. The agreement calls for an immediate ceasefire, opens dialogue between the two sides, and allows 

humanitarian aid to move in. But there's no mention of whether qaddafi would step down. (sot: ramtane lamamra/african union 

commissioner for peace and security) "the african union considers that it is up to the libyan people to choose democratically their 

leaders." (standup: tara mergener/cbs news/washington) later this morning, president obama will hold a private meeting on libya at the 

white house. Since the u-s handed control of the mission to nato last month, there has been no sign of the fighting letting up.  Nato 

stepped up its air operation over the weekend, after rebels accused it of reacting too slowly to government attacks. The air strikes were 

credited with helping the opposition recapture the city of ajdabiya sunday. The town is considered the gateway to benghazi... The 

capital of the rebel movement. Following the fighting, hundreds of libyans danced in the streets of benghazi...(nats: celebration).... 

Celebrating the victory and hoping for many more. Tara mergener, for cbs news, washington.> 

 

4/12/11  6am 

The mayor of washington, d-c is released from prison after he was arrested for protesting monday. "i‟m sick and tired of being sick 

and tired. I hope you're sick and tired. Mayor vincent gray and forty other city leaders are upset about last week's congressional budget 

deal. It's the plan that prevented the government from shutting down. The deal included huge spending cuts and controversial riders 

that directly affect the district of columbia. 

 

4/14/11  12pm 



 

 

The house is set to vote today on a spending cuts package president obama and congressional leaders agreed to last week. The 

measure is worth 38-billion dollars, and is expected to pass.  If it passes, the senate is expected to take up a vote before the weekend. 

Without the legislation, the government will run out of money by midnight friday. 

 

4/18/11  5am 

Kansas governor sam brownback will sign two bills into law today. One of those is the voter i-d bill. It requires voters to present a 

photo i-d when voting at the polls on election day.   You must also provide a driver's license or non-driver i-d and give signature 

verification when voting by mail. Newly registering kansans must also give proof of citizenship when registering to vote beginning in 

20-13.   The new law provides a free i-d for kansans with incomes at or below 150 percent of the federal poverty guidelines.   That 

would be about 33-thousand dollars right now for a family of four.   The workers compensation act is the other bill that brownback 

will sign today. 

 

4/19/11  6am 

The voter i-d bill is now a law. Governor sam brownback signed it monday. The law requires a photo i-d at the polls. It also requires a 

proof of citizenship for people registering for the first time. That part doesn't go into effect until 20-13. Supporters say the law will 

fight election fraud... While opponents say it will suppress voter turnout 

 

4/20/11  6am 

For  business traveler kelly benton  -- irritation at the airport  is  all too  common  -- especially when he arrives before his luggage. 

:07-:14 kelly benton/airline passenger: its very frustrating, especially if you don't get it that day and you have plans that evening. 

Esecpailly if you're traveling for business. But soon...you can fly with the confidence you'll  be compensated when there's a problem. 

The department of transportation  is expanding the airline passenger  bill of rights implemented last year. (graphic) lost bag?... Airlines 

will now have to reimburse passengers for bag fees. (graphic) the government is now requiring airlines to prominently display all 

those surcharges and hidden fees on their websites. :37-:44 jill dente/passenger: you have to pay for every little thing. You have to pay 

for snacks, you have to pay for a little bag of pretzel, eventually you'll have to pay to go to the bathroom. (graphic?) Also...passengers 

bumped from flights will  receive  up to $1300, depending on the length of the delay and value of their ticket. :54-1:05kendis 

gibson/cbs news: and the rules for how long a plane full of passengers can sit on the tarmac are also changing. Currently an airline is 

fined if a domestic flight sits for too long. Now international flights are being included as well. The government claims  its  original   

bill of rights reduced  long  tarmac delays by more than 97 percent. Consumer advocates say the new rules are a  good  start, but  don't 

go far enough. 1:16-1:28 charlie  leocha/consumer travel alliance: another thing i'm looking forward to, is getting airline passengers 

more legal rights. Right now airline passengers have the rights of  medival serfs. We have to petition the department of transportation 

for anything legal. " the transportation department says   it'll take up to four months for the  new  regulations to  take  effect. Kendis 

gibson cbs news los angeles. 

 

4/21/11  12pm 

British prime minister cameron also brought up the possibility of a new round of international sanctions - possibly including measure 

that blocks gaddafi's ability to profit from sales of oil from libya. 

 

4/22/11  5am 

President obama wants to get to the bottom of the nation's high gas prices - (sot: president barack obama) "we're going to make sure 

that nobody's taking advantage of american consumers." he's ordered a justice department task force to look into whether fraud or 

manipulation in oil markets could be driving up the cost of crude.(natsot: mos) "this is disgusting." drivers are sick of the rising prices. 

The national average now stands at 3 dollars and 84 cents a gallon. That's nearly 30 cents higher than last month... And almost a dollar 

higher than a year ago.  (sot: mos) it's ridiculous you know, i'm on a fixed income and i can't afford it." (standup: susan mcginnis/cbs 

news/washington) while there are plenty of reasons gas prices are so high, attorney general eric holder says the goal of investigators is 

to make sure americans aren't paying a penny more than they have to. In a statement thursday, he said... (graphic in) "if illegal conduct 

is responsible for increasing gas prices, state and federal authorities should take swift action." (graphic out) (natsot: obama) "it's 

tough" the president says he understands rising prices are yet another hardship in this economy. (sot: president barack obama) "it hurts 

because you know every time you go to work a big chunk of your paycheck is being eaten up." experts say drivers shouldn't expect a 

break at the pump anytime soon. (sot: robert sinclair/aaa) "the sky's the limit. They're paying eight to nine dollars a gallon in england. 

Who knows where it could go." if demand keeps up... And the u-s dollar continues to weaken.. Some analysts fear prices could top six 

dollars by the end of the summer. Susan mcginnis, for cbs news, washington. 

 

4/25/11  12pm 

"i'm a first year governor.  I really want to get us focused in on key things we can do that can be positive for the state. And this is the 

first of the governor's summits...it's on aviation." governor sam brownback's first economic summit focuses today on the skies.  The 

group is gathered at the national center for aviation training here in wichita  for what's called: "kansas aviation: soaring into the 

future." the state is trying to come up with ways to grow jobs and bring new companies to the state---after one of the worst three year 

periods ever  for plane-makers.   

 



 

 

4/27/11  12pm 

Defense secretary and wichita native roberts gates is stepping down. A u-s official says c-i-a director leon panetta will replace gates. 

He says the white house chose him because of his administrative and field experience. Several other sources say president obama will 

name panetta to the post tomorrow. The president also is expected to announce general david petraeus as his choice for the c-i-a chief's 

job.  He's now running the war in afghanistan. 

 

4/28/11  6pm 

New at six... The kansas house rejects an attempt to force a lawsuit over the sumner county casino... House members voted against a 

resolution directing the attorney general to challenge the choice of peninsula gaming to build the casino near mulvane. It cited 

misdemeanor campaign finance charges pending against two top executives... 

 

4/29/11   10pm 

The governor lists his priorities for the remainder of the legislative session. That's the latest tonight from topeka. On the top of that 

list...jobs. Governor sam brownback says his priority is providing jobs for the more than 100-thousand people currently unemployed in 

kansas. 

Other priorities include balance the budget and addressing kpers. Brownback also spoke on his accomplishments this year. Some of 

his biggest. Getting the tanker and google fiber contract. 

 

5/2/11  10pm 

President obama will visit ground zero later this week - the white house says he'll meet with families of those killed on september 

11th. The department of homeland security says there are no plans to implement its new terror alert system. Security has been beefed 

at u-s embassies, military bases and other facilities in case there are terrorist reprisals. Governor brownback says the state has 

heightened its threat alert. The governor insists there is no specific danger -- but say this is precautionary. 

 

5/3/11  6pm 

New at ten... There may be fewer troopers on kansas highways next year. Senate and house negotiators have agreed *not* to pay to 

train 15 k-h-p recruits in salina.  The decision needs to be approved by kansas lawmakers. Both chambers are trying to come to an 

agreement on a budget for the fiscal year starting in july. 

 

5/5/11  10pm 

Before a new law takes effect -- hundreds of people must learn about it - and they have to train on how to implement it....even if they 

don't like it. We're talking about the new voter i-d law - secretary of state kris kobach talked to county clerks about it today - but as 

eyewitness news reporter dave roberts found out ... Some clerks aren't convinced it's a good idea. It's new at 10. 

 

5/6/11  10pm 

Covering the nation tonight. Some navy seals who carried out the raid against osama bin laden get a thank you.  President barack 

obama spoke to them in a closed door meeting at fort campbell, kentucky today. During the meeting he awarded the units involved 

with a presidential unit citation...the highest honor that can go to a military unit. He also spoke publicly to troops recently back from 

afghanistan. 

 

5/9/11  5am 

It's been a week since an elite u-s military team killed osama bin laden. More details continue to emerge on last week's operation and 

what happened. And it's all from the president.  Tara mergener has the latest from washington. President obama is demanding to know 

who helped osama bin laden hide in plain sight for years. "we think that there had to be some sort of support network for bin laden 

inside of pakistan." in an exclusive interview with cbs' 60 minutes, he called on pakistan to investigate but stopped short of accusing 

government officials of being involved. So far, the country has denied u-s requests to question three of bin laden's widows. They're 

now in pakistani custody and could provide vital information on al-qaeda. We've got a chance to, i think really deliver a fatal blow to 

this organization, if we follow through aggressively in the months to come. President obama acknowledged that some members of his 

national security team had doubts about the operation. After all.. There was no photo or evidence to prove bin laden was even in the 

compound. "at the end of the day, this was still a 55/45 situation. I mean we could not say definitely that bin laden was there. Had he 

not been there, then there would have been significant consequences. But he was there... And intelligence officials are now going 

through the largest cache of data ever from one single terrorist. It includes these recently released videotapes which offer a rare behind 

the scenes look at bin laden. They show the al qaeda leader watching himself on tv... And rehearsing his infamous propaganda 

speeches.tara mergener, for cbs news, washington. 

 

5/12/11  5pm 

Governor brownback says the 14 billion dollar budget is a victory because it doesn't raise taxes. He says it also provides the state with 

an ending balance of 50 million dollars. <sot verbatim: "this is the way it's going to be probably for the next five years just because the 

federal government is so broke and we've got to be real in our numbers and that's what we attempt to do with this budget."  > 

brownback says the budget represented the best that could be done under tough economic circumstances.  



 

 

 

5/13/11  6pm 

<lawmakers work through the night... And end the session early this morning with tougher d-u-i laws, more abortion restrictions and 

the next state budget. The nearly 14-billion dollar budget replaces an almost 500 million dollar deficit...  With a 50 million dollar 

surplus.  Much of it comes through cuts to social services and education.  The budget gives schools about the same amount of money 

per student as in the year 2000... That was *before a court decision that forced lawmakers to boost school funding in 2006... A 

coalition of districts is currently suing the state *again*... Saying the recent cuts violate the kansas constitution. The budget came with 

much debate. No democrats voted for it...  And some conservatives argued it *still* spends too much. But unanimous approval came 

on stiffer penalties for drunk drivers... The bill requires ignition interlock devices for first-time offenders... It also creates a statewide, 

central database to help law enforcement better track repeat offenders across counties.  Also passing... A bill stopping insurance 

companies from covering abortions in health plans... There's an exception if a woman's life is in danger... Individuals wanting 

coverage would have to buy separate abortion-only policies. Go to k-w-c-h dot com to read the entire budget bill and see what else 

passed this session.  Just click "legislature latest"> 

 

5/17/11  12pm 

Senator john kerry is leading a senate hearing on the united state's fractured relationship with pakistan.  The relationship between the 

us and pakistan tanked after the navy seal raid that killed osama bin laden.   Senator kerry is just back from a visit there...and says the 

two countries have agreed on steps to put the relationship back on track.  It comes as american lawmakers have raised questions about 

what the pakistanis knew.  And islamabad is calling the operation a violation of its territory. 

 

5/19/11  5pm 

Congresswoman gabrielle giffords is awake and communicating.  Doctors placed an implant in her head to repair her skull.  A section 

of bone was removed in january after giffords was shot to try to relieve brain swelling.  It was replaced yesterday.  Now she no longer 

needs to wear a protective helmet. <sot verbatim:  sot: she's excited. She hates the helmet, she tells us about it every day. >  gifford's 

husband...astronaut mark kelly....  Is staying in close touch with doctors  and family members  from space.    He and his crew will 

remain at the space station until may 29.  

 

5/20/11  5pm 

They sat down together today, .. But it's clear they still have differences. Israel's prime minister says president obama's idea on his 

country's borders just won't work. President obama and israeli prime minister benjamin netanyahu finally met with reporters in the 

oval office, after a meeting that ran an hour longer than planned -- (nat) - camera shutters netanyahu opposes president obama's 

proposal to give back land taken in the 1967 war to the palestinians. (sot: benjamin netanyahu / israeli prime minister) - "these lines 

are indefensible - because they don't take into account certain changes that have taken place on the ground." but president obama 

insists it's the price of peace in the region. (sot: president obama) - "obviously there are some differences between us on precise 

formulations and language but that's going to happen between friends." (standup bridge: danielle nottingham / cbs news / the white 

house) - "the president argues that this is a critical moment for both israel and the palestinians and the danger is greater because there 

is so much unrest all around them right now. President obama is hoping to convince netanyahu to resume peace talks with palestinian 

president mahmoud abbas. Palestinians praise the president's proposal.  (nat) – arabic "we are unable to live properly," this man says.  

"we are refugees."  the jewish community has expressed outrage over the president's shift in us policy. Some even call it a betrayal. 

But some israelis see room for negotiation. (sot: ran mekler / tel aviv resident) - "i think that most of my people, except for the 

religious extremists, think that the palestinians also deserve more." the president is trying to move negotiations forward to keep the 

palestinans from bringing their bid for statehood to the united nations in september. 

President obama says that would only further isolate israel. Danielle nottingham, cbs news, the white house. 

 

5/23/11  10pm 

<sot verbatim: "if we want a new direction, we're going to need a new and better president.">   with those words -- the former 

governor of minnesota enters the race for president.  Tim pawlenty announced his candidacy in iowa this afternoon.   He took aim at 

president obama -- saying his policies have failed. Pawlenty called for an end to ethanol subsidies and said people will have to retire 

later to get social security benefits.  He's the latest republican to announce his presidential aspirations in the past week. 

 

5/24/11  5pm 

A catcher for the white sox reaches into the stands to catch a foul ball - and finds himself face-to-face, .....  With former president 

george w. Bush.  The catcher was going for a foul pop near the texas rangers dugout.  The ball dropped into the owner's box where 

president bush and his wife, laura, sat with team president nolan ryan.  The former president smiled at the catcher and spoke to him.  

President bush lives in the dallas area and attends several rangers games each season. 

 

5/26/11  10pm 

Fact finder 12 is taking a look back at the controversy surrounding the word. <natural sound "nats of protesters"> the use of the "r" 

word came to light three years ago when the movie tropic thunder came out.  Several groups protested outside of movie theaters, 



 

 

complaining about the films constant use of the word.  In 20-10 president obama signed a bill known as "rosa's law". The law removes 

the term mental retardation from federal statutes...replacing it with "intellectual disability" instead. 

 

5/27/11  5pm 

President barack obama says the nation owes a debt to its fallen heroes "that we cannot ever fully repay." he visited with families of 

war veterans today at arlington national cemetery.  

 

5/30/11  10pm 

The nation will soon have a new top military commander. Today -- the president nominated general martin dempsey to be chairman of 

the joint chiefs of staff.  Dempsey fought in the first gulf war and commanded one of the largest units in the army during the height of 

the iraq war. He replaces admiral mike mullen who is retiring later this year.  The appointment must be confirmed by the senate. 

 

5/31/11  5pm 

He said he was going to veto it -- and he did -  now...governor brownback is criticized for eliminating money for the arts.  Over the 

weekend...the governor vetoed a line in the budget that would have given  more than 600-thousand dollars to the kansas arts 

commission.  Instead...he said the arts will survive on donations only.  Today...the washington-based group "americans for the arts" 

said kansas has put itself on the fringes of the art world.  It's the first state to eliminiate arts funding and shut down its arts agency. 

 

6/1/11  10pm 

Covering kansas tonight.  Lawmakers formally end the 20-11 session.  Today's ceremonial adjournment gave legislators one last 

chance to review governor sam brownback's vetoes and fix mistakes in legislation they've passed.  In the house supporters of state 

funding for the arts failed to override the governor's veto of the entire budget for the kansas arts commission.  Both chambers met for 

less than an hour. 

 

6/7/11  10pm 

Former kansas attorney general steve six may soon be judge six. The senate judiciary committee will vote on his nomination to the u-s 

court of appeals this week. The committee is expected to approve six's nomination -- sending it to the full senate. Senators roberts and 

moran have not said how they will vote. 

 

6/8/11  6am 

Former kansas attorney general steve six may soon be judge six. The senate judiciary committee will vote on his nomination to the u-s 

court of appeals this week. The committee is expected to approve six's nomination -- sending it to the full senate. Senators roberts and 

moran have not said how they will vote. 

 

6/10/11  10pm 

Cindy, the former senator is holding a meet and greet with the people of his hometown. Dozens of residents took time this friday to 

visit with the man who helped define republican politics in kansas and the nation. Dole, who turns 88 next month, served in the u-s 

senate for nearly 30 years. His political resume includes time as the senate majority leader, and more than one run for president. He 

won the republican nomination for president in 1996, but lost to incumbent democrat bill clinton. Today i had the chance to ask him 

about the current, crowded republican field for 2012  <sot verbatim:  > since leaving the senate in 1996, dole has worked as special 

counsel for a washington d-c law firm 

 

6/14/11  5pm 

The republicans who want to be president aren't quite ready to start slinging mud at one another.  They met in New Hampshire for a 

debate with a single target in mind - president Obama. Anyone of the people on this stage would be a better president than president 

Obama. The Obama administration is an anti-jobs, anti-business, anti-American energy destructive force.  And the gop field is still 

changing.  Minnesota congresswoman Michelle Bachmann used the debate to declare her candidacy. And former Utah gov. Jon 

huntsman said today he'll officially kick off his campaign next week.  

 

6/16/11  6am 

There's a new al-qaida leader. The terror network is now headed by egypt-born  he succeeds the late osama bin laden who was killed 

in a raid last month. Al-zawahri's new role was announced early this morning on a website known to be affiliated with al-qaida.  He 

was bin laden's second-hand man.  The new leader turns 60 next week. 

 

6/17/11  5am 

The New York state senate could vote as early today on a bill that would legalize same sex marriage. The measure has already passed 

the state assembly and governor andrew cuomo supports it.  If the bill passes... New york would become the sixth state to allow same 

sex marriage. 

 

6/21/11  10pm 



 

 

<sot verbatim: "the yehs are 100, the nays are zero, the nomination is confirmed.">  with that -- the senate confirms CIA director leon 

panetta as the next secretary of defense.  Panetta replaces wichita-native robert gates. He's retiring after nearly five years in the post 

under presidents bush and obama. Panetta is expected to be sworn in by july first. 

 

6/23/11  6am 

Afghanistan's president announces his plan for his country after american troops leave his country. President hamid karzai says the 

nation's youth will stand up and defend the country.the announcement comes early this morning.. Following president barack obama's 

plans. President obama says 33-thousand u-s troops in afghanistan will be home by next summer. He says the other 70-thousand 

troops in that country will be pulled out at a steady pace. The u-s wants to hand over combat operations to the afghan military in 2014. 

 

6/27/11  12pm 

Minnesota congresswoman Michele Bachmann officially kicked off her campaign for the republican presidential nomination today. 

The tea party favorite formally declared her candidacy in waterloo, Iowa... Where she was born. Over the weekend, a poll conducted 

for "the Des Moines register" showed Bachmann tied with Mitt Romney as the favorite among likely caucus-goers. 

 



 

 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. airs public service announcements that address community issues free of charge for various 
nonprofit organizations.   
 

 
PSA Title Length KWCH KBSD KBSH KBSL 

904 Flu Prevention :30 52 37 27 22 

905 Flu Prevention :30 49 35 29 25 

907 Goodwill “Greenscreen” :30 49 53 50 28 

908 Goodwill “Thinking Twice :30 40 30 32 31 

911 Pet Adoption :30 37 28 34 34 

912 Pet Adoption :30 29 27 30 33 

914 Pet Adoption :30 22 27 32 32 

915 Pet Adoption :30 25 26 36 33 

916 Literacy “Tangled” :30 22 26 36 44 

918 Mental Health :60 62 20 30 22 

919 Mental Health :60 48 22 28 24 

930 Wichita Habitat/Humanity Restore :20 31 12 34 30 

934 NAB "Performance Tax" :60 24 26 56 20 

936 Ad Council Veteran Support "Alone" :60 12 22 22 30 

937 Fed Citizens Info Center "For the People" :60 4 24 22 36 

938 Dave Thomas/Fnd for Adoption "I'm just a kid" :60 8 26 24 34 

940 American Diabetes Assoc “A Toast” :60 46 26 30 22 

941 Girl Scouts of America “Park Girls” :60 34 28 30 26 

942 NIH/Childhood Obesity “We Can” :60 30 16 38 26 

949 Nature Conservatory “Life” :60 18 18 34 28 

950 Making Home Affordable :60 22 48 46 62 

951 Emergency Prep “World Upside Down” :60 20 50 48 54 

952 Think-Speak “Fitting Room” :30 12 30 36 35 

953 Think-Speak “Cashier” :30 12 32 34 37 

960 March of Dimes “Premies” :60 26 58 46 48 

964 Feeding America “Matt & Steve” :30 12 32 36 41 

965 Community Service w/ Bon Jovi :60 14 42 62 48 

966 KS High School Activities Assoc. “prez” :30 10 31 35 41 

967 KS High School Activities Assoc. “basketball” :30 3 31 33 32 

968 KS High School Activities Assoc. “theater” :30 2 34 36 32 

969 KS High School Activities Assoc. “band” :30 7 33 36 43 

970 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Hospital" :30 8 35 36 39 

971 TV Roadblock Drunk Driving "Ambulance" :30 2 28 25 38 

975 Dr Phil “Bullying” :20 10 30 13 12 

976 Dr Phil “Bullying” :15 6 50 51 51 

978 TV Roadblock/Drunk Driving “Save a Life” :30 4 32 28 39 

987 Big Brothers/Sisters “Start Something” :60 14 28 22 20 

998 Dept. of Energy “Be an Energy Saver” :30 2 35 30 29 

999 KAB “60th Anniversary” :30 9 31 34 30 

 
 
 



 

 

 

Community Calendar: 

Sunflower Broadcasting provides a beneficial service for our community by providing an online 

Community Calendar to our viewing public. The Community Calendar is available for local 

groups and individuals to promote their events free of charge. It can be accessed through three 

of our websites: kwch.com, fetchtoto.com and kansascw.com. We‟ve designed our calendar to 

be used by the public and monitored by our staff. Each month we list hundreds of events that 

happen throughout our viewing area that services nearly the entire state of Kansas. Some of 

these events include, but are not limited to, non-profit events, fine arts events, civic club 

meetings, city hall meetings, family celebrations, church functions, movie screenings and local 

music performances.  

 



 

 

FCC Report 

Second Quarter 2011 

 

Tours 
KWCH offers tours to groups interested in learning how a television station operates.  Tours are tailored to the 

individual needs of the group, which usually consists of school-age children.  It focuses on the history of the 

broadcasting facility and explains the types of jobs offered in each department.  Tours are conducted by the 

Promotions Department, and questions are welcome throughout. 

 

DATE   TIME       NUMBER  TYPE______________ 

April 2011 
04/07/11  11:30   20  High School Students 

04/21/11  11:15   23  High School Students 

04/22/11  5:30   8  Cub Scouts 

04/29/11  6:30   30  Adults 

 

May 2011 

05/05/11  11:30   5  High School Students  

05/13/11  10:00   10  Disabled Adults    

 

June 2011 

06/20/11  10:30   10  Kids Camp 

06/23/11  10:30   2  Adults 



 

 

Public Engagements 

Sunflower Broadcasting, Inc. serves the community by attending various special events where our employees emcee, educate, 

entertain and motivate throughout the year.  Our employees have made special appearances to the following organizations. 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

April 2011 

5 Central Christian Church 3
rd

 grade Wx talk 75 Mark Larson 

6 Andover Central Elem. 2
nd

 grade Wx talk 75 Mark Larson 

7 WSC Meeting  Joan Barrett 

12 Greenway Park Apt. Weather talk 10 Rodney Price 

12 Independent School, ICT Kindergarten Wx talk 30 Mark Larson 

14 Maize Central Elem. 2
nd

 grade Wx talk 170 Mark Larson 

20 ECS Board Meeting  Joan Barrett 

20 WCS Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

26 Collegiate Board Reception 100 Joan Barrett 

26 Westar Weather safety talk  45 Rodney Price 

26 South Breeze Elem. Newton 2
nd

 Grade Wx talk 90 Mark Larson 

28 Chamber Meeting  Joan Barrett 

28 Sedgwick County Extension EARTH Program presenter 80 Mark Larson 

29 ITT Board Meeting 45 Les Bach 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

May 2011 

4 Pray-Woodman Elem. Maize 2
nd

 grade Wx talk 180 Mark Larson 

6 Derby Middle School Career Fair 150 Rodney Price 

7 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Workshop 35 Emily Deaver 

11 Allen Elem. Hutchinson  K-6 Wx talk 380 Mark Larson 

12 Hosted various clients Intrust Bank Arena Concert 10 Roger Cornish 

14 KWCH Top of  the Class breakfast 100 Roger Cornish 

19 Wichita Media Professionals Industry experts 100 Shawn Oswald 

25 WCS Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

26 Chamber  Meeting  Joan Barrett 

 

DATE ORGANIZATION   EVENT    ATTENDANCE  EMPLOYEE  

June 2011 

     

2 WCC Teacher Event 100 Joan Barrett 

8 Kansas Foodbank Board Meeting 25 Joan Barrett 

8 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas interviews 32 Dominic Gauna 

9 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Preliminaries  Dominic Gauna 

10 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Preliminaries  Dominic Gauna 

10 Smokey Hill River Festival Concert emcee 500 Roger Cornish 

11 Miss Kansas Organization Miss Kansas Finals  Dominic Gauna 

11 Back on Track giveaway Car giveaway lady 30 Jenn Bates 

11 Health Ministries Auction Emcee/auctioneer part time 200 Jenn Bates 

13 Dodge City Community 

College 

Leadership Institute 60 Kerri Baker 

15 Sedgwick County Extension 

4-H camp, Park Elem. 

5th grade Wx talk 35 Mark Larson 

17 Coats for Kids/FF musuem Firefighter Calendar 100 Kim Hynes & Melody Pettit 

18 American Heart Association Wichita Start! Heart Walk 3000 Mark Larson 

20 Adopt-A-School Charity tournament 200 Roger Cornish 

23 Chamber Meeting  Joan Barrett 

23 Various Nonprofits Community Advisory 

Board Meeting 

14 Joan Barrett, Shawn Oswald, 

Shawn Hilferty, Chad Cross,  

Marielkis Salazar, Marco Alcocer, 

Emily Deaver, Marielkis Salazar 



 

 

24 The Kansas African 

American Museum 

White Linen Affair 100 Emily Deaver, Shane Konicki 

    

 



 

 

NON-BROADCASTING ENHANCEMENT 
 

Joan Barrett, President & General Manager 

Elliott School of Communications Advisory Board  

Kansas State University Miller School Journalism Advisory Board  

Carole Kneeland Project for Responsible Journalism Board of Directors 

Carole Kneeland Project - Trainer 

Kansas Food Bank Board of Directors 

Boy Scouts of America Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate Booster Club Volunteer 

Wichita Collegiate School Board of Directors 

Tallgrass Swim Team Parent Council 

 Wichita Chamber of Commerce - Board of Directors 

 

Laverne E. Goering, Director of Programming & Operations 

Newton Rotary Club Member 

Newton Chamber of Commerce Member 

Green Biz Wichita Member 

Harvey County Farm Bureau Member 

American Quarter Horse Association Member 

 

Kim Setty, Anchor 

Deacon and Sunday School Teacher, Riverside Christian Church 

Girl Scout Leader 

PTO member, McCollom Elementary 

Cub Scout Den Volunteer 

Site Council, Wilbur Middle School 

 

Mark Larson, Meteorologist 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Praise Team member 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Confirmation Guide 

Risen Savior Lutheran Church Council Member-Board of Youth 

Gammon Elem. Watch Dog Member 

Volunteer food server Falcon Fellowship, Christ Lutheran Church 

Volunteer carpool driver for the blind/visually impaired 

Booster club Concession Stand Volunteer server Wichita Heights High School 

Assistant Baseball Coach Heights Youth League 

 

Merril Teller, Chief Meteorologist 

Kansas Children‟s Miracle Network, Advisory Committee 

AYSO Volunteer Referee 

Member AMS/NWA local chapter 

President, Monday Keglers bowling league 

 

Jeff Gibson, Engineer 

C.E.R.T. 

R.A.C.E.S. Emergency Operations Management volunteer 

Brooks Leadership program  

Northeast Magnet High School JROTC program.  
 

Melissa Lock, Human Resource Manager 

Bridgeport Missionary Baptist Church, Sunday School Teacher 

SHRM National and Local 

 

Felicia Rolfe, Reporter 

Jack and Jill of America, Inc. President of local chapter  

Links Inc. member  

Church volunteer-Saint Mark United Methodist Church  

Wichita Collegiate Association of Parents- volunteer 

 



 

 

Amy J. Wintz, Account Executive 

HCC communications strategic planning board member 

Morgan PTO 

Morgan Head room mother 

Big Brothers and Sisters Reno county volunteer 

HCC Leadership Program Mentor Board Member 

Delta Zeta Alumni Chapter President 

 
Jason Massingil, Photographer 
Young Life Youth Ministry 

 

Casey Lowmiller, Photographer 
American Red Cross Member 

 
Kerri Baker, KBSD Local Sales Manager 

Dodge City Ford County Economic Development Corporation, Management Board, Secretary 

Boot Hill Board of Directors, Vice President 

Boot Hill Redevelopment Committee, Marketing Chair 

Boot Hill Museum Association Member 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Administrative Council, Chairperson 

Minneola United Methodist Church, Worship Committee 

Ford County 4-H Foundation Member 

Ford County 4-H Lucky Clover Parent Volunteer 

 

Joseph E. Miller, Controller 

Botanica, The Wichita Gardens, Trustee Emeriti & Development Committee Member 

Wichita Arts Council, Ex-Officio Trustee 

Wichita Kennel Club, Member 

Orpheum Performing Arts Center, Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton church, Finance Committee Member & Usher 

Wichita Art Museum, Member 

City of Wichita Cultural Funding Committee, Member 

 

James M. Luce, Research Director 

Mental Health Association Compeer Advisory Board 

Outreach and Missions Ministry Team Leader, River Valley Community Church 

Operation Noah Rescue, Team Leader 

 

Chris Durden, Producer & Internship Coordinator 

K-State Career Fair – Manhattan, KS 

KU Career Fair – Lawrence, KS 

 

Michelle Loss, Special Projects 

Church Pianist and Youth Leader, Freedom Bible Fellowship 

Circle Middle School, Career Day 

 

Dominic Gauna, Production Manger 

USD 259‟s Digital Production Advisory Committee-Vice Chair 

 

John Salem, Account Executive 

Board Member – Ballet Wichita (formerly Wichita Metropolitan Ballet) 

Board Chair – Higher Ground Substance Abuse Counseling Center 

Board Member – SER Corporation 

Screening Committee- Tallgrass Film Festival 

Volunteer – Habitat for Humanity 

Volunteer – Catholic Charities (Cruise Night) 

Volunteer – YMCA (Denim and Diamonds fund raiser) 

Volunteer – Kansas Food Bank 

Volunteer – Maude Carpenter Children‟s Home 

 



 

 

Marcus Wilkerson, Local Sales Manager 

Wichita Wind Ensemble, Board Member 

Positive Directions, Volunteer 

Bank of  America River Run, Volunteer 

Woodlawn Village Homeowners Association 

 

Brian McDonough 

Youth Entrepreneurs of Kansas Volunteer 

Wichita Hispanic Chamber Marketing advisory committee 

 

Kim Hynes 

Big Brothers Big Sisters Volunteer 

 

Eddie Gilmer 

Big Brothers Big Sisters - Bowl for Kids Sake Participant 

 

Eron Rawson 

Lead Sound Tech & Worship Musician, Volunteer, Gracepoint Community Church 

 

Shelby Rawlings 

Executive Leadership Committee Member – American Heart Association‟s Go Red for Women 

KWCH 2011 Bowl for Kid‟s Sake Coordinator & Team Leader – Big Brothers Big Sisters 

 

Emily Deaver, KSCW Crew/Special Projects 

Miss Kansas Organization – volunteer  

Kansas Advisory Group on Juvenile Justice & Delinquency Prevention – member & sit on Grants Committee 

Dress for Success – Model for Annual Spring Fling 

Spring Escape Fashion Show Fundraiser for Goodwill Industries-model 

Festival of Trees committee member  



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

04/03/11 Guests: Elizabeth Palmer, CBS News Correspondent (1); Senator Harry Reid (D-NV), Senate Majority Leader (2); 

Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Senate Armed Services Committee, Senate Budget Committee (3) 

1) Update from Tripoli, on the current political situations in Yemen, Syria, and Libya 

2) Topics include: reaction to the violence in Afghanistan due to the burning of a Koran by a pastor in Florida / 

proposed resolution in Congress to condemn the actions of the pastor; debate as to whether or not America should 

arm the Libyan rebels; belief that America will not get involved militarily in Syria; proposed cuts by the 

Republicans to the budget / assertion that the Tea Party is controlling the Republican leadership in the House of 

Representatives / hope that a budget agreement will be reached in order to avoid a government shutdown 

3) Topics include: reaction to Senator Reid‟s agreement with Mr. Schieffer‟s choice of words questioning possible 

Republican fear of the Tea Party / belief that a budget agreement will be reached in order to avoid a government 

shutdown; burning of the Koran by the pastor in Florida; current situation in Libya / belief that America should 

provide TOW missiles to the Libyan rebels; concern over the current situation in Iraq / belief that American forces 

must remain in Iraq past 2011 in order to provide support to the Iraqi army, instead of arming diplomats and hiring 

private security guards 

 

04/10/11 Guests: Senator Charles Schumer (D-NY) (1); Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL), Ranking Member, Senate Budget 

Committee (1); Major Garrett, National Journal (2); Nancy Cordes, Congressional Correspondent, CBS News (2) 

1) Topics include: compromise reached on April 9th, between President Obama and Congressional leaders, avoiding 

a government shutdown and including $38 billion dollars in cuts to federal programs / upcoming battle in Congress 

over raising the debt ceiling / opposing viewpoints over President Obama‟s budget plans / differing opinions on 

proposed budgetary cuts and lowering the tax rates for upper-income Americans and corporations / Wisconsin 

Republican Representative Paul Ryan‟s budget plan 

2) Topics include: reaction to the negotiations between Democrats and Republicans and the resulting budget deal / 

upcoming battle in Congress over raising the debt ceiling / role of the Tea Party in the budget negotiations /  

Wisconsin Republican Representative Paul Ryan‟s budget plan 

 

04/17/11 Guests: Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), Chairman, Committee On The Budget (1); Senator Mark Warner (D-

VA), Co-Leader, The Gang of Six (2) 

1) Topics include: reaction to statements made by Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner that Republican leaders 

have privately informed President Obama that they will not stand in the way of raising the debt ceiling / response to 

critical remarks against Representative Ryan from President Obama while at a Chicago fundraiser / differences 

between the Republican‟s budget plan and the proposal from President Obama / explanation of his proposal to lower 

taxes for the rich in exchange for closing the loopholes and eliminating the deductions used by higher income 

earners / call for global caps on total government spending 

2) Topics include: reaction to Representative Ryan‟s remarks on raising the debt ceiling / creation of the “Gang of 

Six” -- a bipartisan effort to resolve the budget crisis / opinion of Representative Ryan‟s plan, which includes 

keeping the Bush tax cuts / hope for compromise and a bipartisan approach for solving America‟s debt and deficit 

crisis 

 

04/24/11 Guests: Senator Richard Blumenthal (D-CT) (1); Senator Chris Coons (D-DE) (1); Senator Mark Kirk (R-IL) (1); 

Representative Tim Griffin (R-AK) (2); Representative Joe Walsh (R-IL) (2) 

1) Topics include: current situation in Syria / differing viewpoints on possible American intervention in Syria; 

contrasting opinions over recognizing the rebel government in Libya; reaction to a CBS News poll stating that 

seventy-five percent of the American people disapprove of Congress and the perceived direction in which America 

is headed / the gas crisis / public anger over the number of vacation breaks taken by Congress; views on raising the 

debt ceiling 

2) Topics include: the House of Representative‟s budget plan, which calls for turning Medicare into a private 

insurance plan for those currently under fifty-five years of age; reaction to the CBS News poll indicating the 

public‟s overwhelming disapproval of Congress; Representative Walsh‟s resistance to voting for raising the debt 

ceiling / examples of attachments that would make a positive vote more palpable; high gasoline prices; viewing the 

Tea Party as a movement and not a political party 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

04/03/11 “The Next Housing Shock” - a report on how and why banks so poorly handled documentation on millions of 

mortgages, resulting in their inability to prove that they actually own the homes they now want to foreclose on -- 

resulting in lawsuits from people seeking to save their homes, and hampering an already weak housing market.  

Includes interviews with: Lynn Szymoniak, lawyer and forged documents expert; Chris Pendley and Shawanna 

Crite, former workers at DocX, a mortgage servicing firm owned by Lender Processing Services Inc. (LPS); Sheila 

Blair, chairman, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC); and comments by Dale DeFreitas , Miami 

homeowner faced with foreclosure.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Daniel Ruetenik) 

“Gospel For Teens” - a report on „Gospel For Teens‟, a program founded by Vy Higgensen, a New York radio 

personality and theater producer, the aim of which is to teach the art of gospel music to teenagers and thereby 

preserve this musical genre and original American art form that has deep roots in the African American community.  

Also highlighted is the positive, self-affirming impact that the program has had on the lives of its participants.  

Includes interviews with: Vi Higgensen; participating students Yolanda Howard, Rhonda Rodriguez, Gabby 

Francois, David Moses; Darrell and Veronica Moses, David‟s parents; Carmen Rivera, Rhonda‟s great-grandmother; 

Melvenia Smith, Yolanda‟s great-aunt.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

 

04/10/11 “The Murder of Louis Allen” - a report on FBI efforts to solve the 1964 racially-motivated murder in Liberty, 

Mississippi of Louis Allen, a black WWII veteran who had witnessed the murder of a black civil rights volunteer.  

The report focuses on the suspected involvement of former Liberty Sheriff Daniel Jones in Allen‟s murder.  Includes 

interviews with: Cynthia Deitle, FBI, Civil Rights Division; Robert Moses, civil rights leader; Julian Bond, civil 

rights leader; Hank Allen, son of Louis Allen; Plater Robinson, historian, Tulane University; Charles Ravencraft, 

Winbourne Sullivan, residents, Liberty, Mississippi; Daniel Jones, former sheriff, Liberty, Mississippi.  (C: Steve 

Kroft - P: Graham Messick, Sumi Aggarwal) 

“The Library” - a visit to the Vatican Library and a look at some of the oldest and most precious treasures in its 

archives, including 2,000-year-old copies of the gospels of Luke and John.  Includes interviews with: Timothy Janz, 

curator; Father Michael Collins, author; Monsignor Cesare Pasini, Library presider; Adalbert Roth, curator; 

Christopher Celenza, director, American Academy, Rome; Angela Nunez Gaetan, Mario Tiburzi, documents 

restoration workers.  (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning) 

“Albert Pujols” - an interview / profile of St. Louis Cardinals slugger and first baseman Albert Pujols, already 

recognized as one of the top ten players in baseball history.  The report also includes a look at Pujols‟ charity work 

in his native Dominican Republic, and his support for people with Down syndrome.  Includes commentary by: 

Deidre Pujols, Albert‟s wife; Lance Berkman, Pujols‟ teammate; Peter Gammons, baseball writer; Brandon Johnson, 

13-year-old brain tumor patient.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich) 

 

04/17/11 “Greg Mortenson” - a profile of best-selling non-fiction author Greg Mortenson, and an investigation into 

questions being raised about the veracity of certain aspects of his works, including “Three Cups of Tea”, and about 

the use of the nearly sixty million dollars donated to his nonprofit organization, the Central Asia Institute, whose 

mission is to promote education in remote parts of Pakistan and Afghanistan.  Includes interviews with: Jon 

Krakauer, author and mountaineer; Mansur Khan Mahsud, research director of an Islamabad think tank; Daniel 

Borochoff, president, American Institute of Philanthropy; Ted Callahan, anthropologist.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Andy 

Court, Kevin Livelli, Maria Usman) 

“The Case of Beckett Brennan” - a report on how the judicial review board at the University of the Pacific in 

Stockton, California, adjudicated the report, by student Beckett Brennan, that she had been raped by three of the 

school‟s basketball players.  Includes interviews with: Beckett Brennan; Barry and Jane Brennan, Beckett‟s parents; 

Krystina Tonetti, sexual assault victim and former classmate of Beckett Brennan; Janine Simerly, attorney 

representing the University of the Pacific; Joelle Gomez, administrator, San Joaquin Women‟s Center, Stockton, 

California.  (C: Katie Couric - P: Graham Messick, Ashley Velie) 

“The Co-Founder” - an interview / profile of Paul Allen, the co-founder, with Bill Gates,  of Microsoft, on the 

occasion of Allen‟s newly-published memoir, “Idea Man”.  Allen describes his relationship over the years with 

Gates and the steps that led to the development of the personal computer.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

04/24/11 “Mount Athos” - a visit to the Orthodox Christian monks who live in the complex of twenty monasteries on Mount 

Athos, spread over one hundred and thirty square miles of a northern Greek peninsula overlooking the Aegean Sea.  

Cameras capture the monastic life, including chanting, prayers, rituals, and the priceless relics and icons from the 

Byzantine Empire stored on “The Holy Mountain”.  Includes interviews with some of the monks: Father Iakovos; 

Father Elisaios, Abbot of Simonospetras Monastery; Father Serapion; Father Thedosios; Father Averkios; Father 

Nikandros; Father Efraim, Abbot of Vatopedi monastery; Father Arsenios; Father Maximos; Father Matthew.  (C: 

Bob Simon - P: Harry A. Radliffe II, Michael Karzis)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“The Billionaire” - an interview / profile of billionaire philanthropist Eli Broad, and his many involvements, 

including education reform, medical research, and the arts, and his numerous gifts to the city of Los Angeles.  Also 

includes comments by: Michael Bloomberg, Mayor of New York City; Jeff Koons, artist; Frank Gehry, architect; 

Christoper Knight, art critic, Los Angeles Times.   (C: Morley Safer - P: Ruth Streeter) 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

04/02/11 PREEMPTION 

 

04/09/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “Name, Rank and Serial Killer?” - a report on Colonel Russell Williams, a highly-

regarded Canadian military officer, and a crime spree that began with a series of bizarre thefts of lingerie and 

ultimately led to the discovery that he was a serial killer.  In 2007, a series of crimes occurred in and around the 

town of Tweed, Ontario, where Col. Williams lived. In 2009, Laurie Massicotte, one of Williams‟ neighbors, was 

sexually terrorized in her home. Shortly afterwards, Marie France Comeau, a corporal at Trenton Airbase, where 

Williams was stationed, was beaten, raped, and suffocated to death. There were no leads in either case. Two months 

later, Jessica Lloyd went missing in the nearby town of Belleville, and authorities discovered their first solid clues: 

tire tracks and boot prints.  In 2010, Col. Williams was stopped at a random roadblock.  Police noticed his tire tracks 

matched the ones found near Jessica Lloyd‟s home.  He was brought in for questioning and the ensuing battle of wits 

between the colonel and Det. Sergeant Jim Smith, the police interrogator f rom the Ontario Provincial Police, would 

uncover the details of  his chilling double life.  After nine hours of interrogation, he confessed, and told police where 

they could find videos of the crimes.   The most surprising evidence however, were the trophies Williams kept to 

commemorate his crimes: thousands of underpants, bras and camisoles, found in his garage, and photos of him 

modeling the items.  Authorities also found child pornography on his computer.  In a deal that almost fell apart over 

the pornography issue, Williams pleaded guilty to the murders of Comeau and Lloyd, to two sexual assaults and to 

eighty-two counts of breaking and entering -- the bizarre underwear thefts that started it all.  The judge sentenced 

him to the maximum, life behind bars, which he is serving at the penitentiary in Kingston, Ontario.  Although the 

Canadian government stripped Williams of his rank, burned his uniform and crushed his car, he got to keep his air 

force pension.  Concluding onscreen graphic: Laurie Massicotte is planning to sue the Ontario police for failing to 

protect her from Russell Williams.  Interviewed: Laurie Massicotte, Anne Marsand Cook, victims; Tim Appleby, 

crime reporter who is writing a book about Williams; Angus Watt, retired general; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS 

consultant; Andy Lloyd, brother of Jessica Lloyd; Jeff Farquhar, college roommate; Alain Plante, ex-boyfriend of 

Marie France Commeau.  (C: Susan Spencer - P: Joshua Yager, Susan Mallie) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

04/16/11 “Only Casey Knows” - a followup to “The Untold Story of Caylee Anthony” (OAD: 10/17/09). Caylee Anthony 

was a 2-year-old who went missing in 2008, only to be found dead six months later near her grandparents home in 

Orlando, Florida, where she resided with her 22-year-old mother Casey Anthony. Now, as the trial is about to begin, 

48 HOURS takes an inside look at her defense. Her attorneys, Jose Baez and Cheney Mason, discuss issues 

regarding her defense. Their team also consists of forensic expert Larry Kobilinsky and entomologist Tim 

Huntington who say there is not enough forensic evidence to prove Casey‟s guilt, and even express doubts as to 

whether Caylee was actually murdered. Noted forensic anthropologist and novelist Kathy Reichs is also a defense 

expert who speaks about the case. Jury consultant Richard Gabriel says the most difficult aspect of the case will be 

finding Florida residents who are impartial because of all the attention the case has garnered: many are convinced 

that Casey Anthony was responsible for her daughter‟s death. Florida attorney general Pam Bondi, a former 

prosecutor herself, speaks about the prosecution, and is convinced the state has enough evidence for a conviction. 

There also has been speculation that the defense will try to pin the murder on Casey‟s father, George Anthony. Also 

interviewed are forensic expert and former member of the defense team, Linda Kenney Baden who comments on 

this; and fiancé-turned-friend Jesse Grund. Includes previously seen interviews with Cindy and George Anthony, 

parents of Casey Anthony.  Concluding onscreen graphic: Opening arguments in the trial are expected to begin May 

17. The judge has the right to have jurors consider a lesser charge than first-degree murder. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Ira 

Sutow, Jonathan Leach, Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

 

04/23/11 “Grave Injustice” - a report on the case of Anthony Graves, who spent eighteen years -- twelve of them on death 

row -- in a Texas prison for murders he did not commit.  In 1992, the Davis family, four of them young children, 

were found bludgeoned, shot and stabbed to death, in the charred remains of the family home in Somerville, Texas.  

Texas Rangers quickly zeroed in on Robert Carter: father of the youngest victim, 4-year-old Jason, he was recently 

served with papers for child support and Rangers believed he wanted his boy dead.  Carter eventually admitted that 

he was at the crime scene, but said that another man, Anthony Graves, committed the murders.  There was little to 

connect Graves to Carter or to the Davis family, but justice was swift, and Anthony Graves was convicted of six 

counts of capital murder and sentenced to death.  He always proclaimed his innocence.  Carter was also convicted.  

In 2000, while in the death chamber, Robert Carter took sole responsibility for the murders.  In fact, he had been 

saying much the same for years.  Then in 2002, the case caught the eye of Professor Nicole Casarez and her 

journalism students.  After a four-year investigation, the students concluded that Anthony Graves was a innocent 

man.  Texas Monthly editor Pam Coloff, who herself spent months investigating the case, reached the same 

conclusion.  The students turned their findings over to Graves‟ attorneys, helping to trigger a chain of legal 

maneuvers that, in 2010, freed him from prison.  Now, he is fighting to get compensation for his wrongful 

incarceration.  Concluding onscreen text graphic: Due to a technicality in the wording on his release papers, Texas is 

refusing to compensate Anthony Graves.  Otherwise, he would be entitled to $1.4 million for wrongful 

incarceration.  Includes interviews with Anthony Graves; Nicole Casarez, professor, University of St. Thomas, 

Houston; Pam Coloff, Texas Monthly editor; Charles Sebesta (District Attorney); Kelly Siegler (District Attorney); 

Meghan Bingham (student); Arthur Curry (Graves‟ brother); Katherine Scardino (attorney); Jimmy Phillips 

(attorney); Roy Rueter (Graves‟ friend); Otto Hanak (investigator).  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Lourdes Aguiar, 

Jenna Jackson) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

04/30/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “Last Chance for Justice” - a report on the investigation into the 1980 murder of 

Marilyn McIntyre, who was found dead in her Columbus, Wisconsin home.  Her husband, Lane McIntyre, had 

returned home from work that morning and found her body.  As police checked into his alibi, he named his friend 

Curt Forbes as a potential suspect.  The investigation found that Forbes was out that night trying to pick up women 

and even showed up at his girlfriend Debby Attleson‟s home at 4 am, but everything was circumstantial.  Forbes 

abruptly left town.  Suspicion shifted back to Lane because he had taken out a life insurance policy less than a week 

before Marilyn‟s death.  Neither man was arrested and the investigation came to a halt.  Forbes married Debby 

Attleson.  The case went unsolved for thirty years, until Marilyn‟s niece -- upset because her mother, Carolyn Rahn 

(Marilyn‟s twin sister) was distraught and could not get over the murder -- decided to call the Columbus Police 

Department.  Instead, she accidentally contacted the Columbia County Sheriff‟s Department, who were unaware of 

an unsolved murder in their county and decided to launch an investigation.  In 2007, the case was reopened.  Blood 

and hair samples taken in 1980 were sent to the Wisconsin State Crime Lab for DNA testing.  Lane McIntyre was 

not a match for the DNA evidence, but when police examined a sample from Curt Forbes, he was then listed as a 

possible contributor.  Detectives spent the next two years sorting through evidence and re-interviewing witnesses. 

Curt‟s wife Debby now admitted that she saw blood on his shirt on the night of the murder.  Curt was then arrested 

for Marilyn‟s murder and in November, 2010, the trial began.  He was found guilty of first-degree murder and 

sentenced to life in prison.  Concluding onscreen text graphic: Curt Forbes will be eligible for parole in 2020. Debby 

Forbes divorced Curt after his sentencing.  She is now engaged to someone else.  Included interviews with: Lane 

McIntyre and Chris McIntyre (Marilyn‟s  husband and grown son); Carolyn Rahn (sister); Terra Doucette (niece); 

Brenda Daniels (sister); Debby Attleson Forbes (wife of Curt Forbes); Lee Erdmann (former Police Chief); Det. Lt. 

Wayne Smith (Columbia County Sheriff); Lori Heft (former girlfriend of Forbes); Betty Klentz (neighbor); David 

Wambach (Assistant Attorney General); Mike Forbes (brother of Curt Forbes).  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Sarah 

Huisenga) 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 
 

04/10/11 “Unemployment: How Faith Communities Help Job Seekers” - a report on programs created by faith 

communities to assist people with their job searches and job retraining.  The programs are free of charge, conducted 

by experienced professionals, and most do not require job seekers to be members of the church or religion.  This 

special focuses on four programs: 1) New York City‟s Riverside Church offers a free six-week barber training 

program, taught by master barber Dennis F. Thomas, who since 1997 has trained nearly 2,000 people in the basics of 

barbering.  2) In Chicago, St. Chrysostom‟s Episcopal Church offers workshops and monthly meetings through their 

Employment Council, and the Career Transitions Center of Chicago (CTC) offers professional, spiritual, and 

emotional support to those looking for work or undergoing a career transition.  3) St. James, a Roman Catholic 

Parish in Stratford, CT offers jobless support groups that help bolster job seekers with new skills, as well as insights 

as to what employers are seeking today.  Includes comments from: Reverend Paul Sherry, Interfaith Worker Justice; 

Patrick Carolan, Executive Director, Franciscan Action Network; Debra Northern, Director of Social Services, The 

Riverside Church, NY; Anita Jenke, Executive Director, Career Transitions Center of Chicago; David Kaiser, 

volunteer career coach, Career Transitions Center of Chicago; Reverend Larry Green, St. Chrysostom‟s Episcopal 

Church; Michel Cade, Program Director, St. Chrysostom‟s Council Employment.  (Narrator: Ted Holmes.  Producer 

& Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Kathleen Fieffe.  Executive Producer & Director: John P. 

Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: National Council of Churches; United States Conference of Catholic 

Bishops; The Islamic Society of North America; Union for Reform Judaism; New York Board of Rabbis.) 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 
 

04/29/11 CBS News: The Royal Wedding - live coverage from London of the wedding of Prince William and Miss 

Catherine Middleton at Westminster Abbey.  In addition to the full coverage of the actual wedding ceremony, CBS 

News provided extensive live coverage as the members of the royal family and the wedding party made their 

individual ways to the Abbey.  The uninterrupted live coverage, ongoing after the ceremony, followed the royal 

carriage carrying William and Catherine as it proceeded from the Abbey to Buckingham Palace.  In addition, and as 

a preface to the day‟s live coverage, CBS News presented a rebroadcast of highlights of the 1981 marriage of Prince 

Charles and Lady Diana Spencer.  Correspondents: Katie Couric (anchor, outside Westminster Abbey); Mark 

Phillips (outside Westminster Abbey); Michelle Miller (along the route of the wedding carriage procession); Ben 

Tracy (Buckingham Palace); Elizabeth Palmer (central London); Erica Hill (Buckingham Palace).  Consultants: 

Ingrid Seward, editor, Majesty Magazine; Dr. David Starkey, royal historian; Rachel Johnson, editor, The Lady 

Magazine; Victoria Arbiter, royal contributor; David Emanuel, fashion designer. 

 

04/29/11 CBS News: The Royal Wedding: Modern Majesty - an inside look at the April 29th wedding of Prince William 

and Catherine Middleton -- now known as the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.  Includes the following segments: 

(1) “Kingdom At A Crossroad”, (2) “Windsor Knot”, and (3) “Bound For Buckingham”, which together provided a 

summary of the days events; (4) “Rules Of Engagement”, which included interviews, conducted by Troy Roberts, of 

Tom Bradby, a British TV Correspondent and close friend of the couple; and Claudia Joseph, Catherine Middleton‟s 

biographer; (5) “Sealed With A Kiss” included comments by invited guests, as well as the origin of the balcony kiss, 

which was started by Prince William‟s parents, Charles and Diana; (6) “Kate Couture” - Tracy Smith interviewed 

fashion designer David Emanuel, who designed Princess Diana‟s wedding dress; (7) “Happily Ever After” - Mark 

Phillips visited Wales, where William and Catherine will reside after the wedding; (8) “Crowning Achievement” 

provided a look into the party at Buckingham Palace, hosted by Prince Charles.  (Correspondents: Katie Couric 

(anchor, outside Westminster Abbey); Troy Roberts, CBS News; Tracy Smith, CBS News; Mark Phillips, CBS 

News.  Contributors:  Victoria Arbiter, CBS News Royal Contributor; Royal historian and contributor Dr. David 

Starkey; Royal contributor Ingrid Seward, editor, Majesty Magazine.  Executive Producer: Susan Zirinsky; 

Directors: Eric Shapiro, Rob Klug; Executive Editor: Al Briganti; Senior Coordinating Producer: Katherine Davis; 

and Senior Broadcast Producer: Paul F. Ryan) 
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FACE THE NATION 
 

05/01/11 Guests: Governor Robert Bentley (R-AL) (1); Senator John McCain (R-AZ), Senate Armed Services Committee 

(2); Dr. Michael Eric Dyson, Georgetown University (3); Michael Gerson, Columnist, The Washington Post (3) 

1) Current situation in Alabama, after numerous long-track tornados crossed the state, resulting in two hundred and 

fifty people dead and approximately seventeen hundred people injured 

2) Topics include: Associated Press report quoting members of Moammar Qaddafi‟s government,  that members of 

Qaddafi‟s family were killed in the most recent NATO air strikes in Libya / unhappiness with the “backseat role” 

America has taken in the fight to remove Qaddafi from power / call for the Obama administration to deploy the use 

of America‟s air assets and to recognize the Transitional National Council in Libya; opinion that military 

intervention is not an option in Syria due to lack of organization by the protestors; belief that American leadership is 

vital and that the United States is not leading on a world platform; high gas prices; Donald Trump‟s political 

aspirations 

3) Topics include: remarks made by President Obama at Saturday‟s White House Correspondent‟s dinner, in which 

he poked fun at Donald Trump for embracing the “Birther” issue / Donald Trump‟s new fixation: President Obama‟s 

grades while he was a student at Columbia University and Harvard University / belief that racism is behind Mr. 

Trump‟s questioning of President Obama‟s credentials / thoughts on President Obama‟s decision to release the long 

version of his birth certificate this week / various conspiracy theories that have plagued other presidents 

 

05/08/11 Guests: Senator John Kerry (D-MA), Chairman, Senate Foreign Relations Committee (1); Donald Rumsfeld, 

Former Secretary of Defense, George W. Bush Administration (2) 

1) Topics include: the death of Osama bin Laden / reaction to a clip from Steve Kroft‟s upcoming 60 MINUTES 

interview with President Obama, in which he states that there had to be “some sort of support network for bin Laden 

inside of Pakistan” / opportunity for change in the United States‟ relationship with Pakistan and policies in 

Afghanistan / how the death of bin Laden may impact al Qaeda / support for the way the Obama administration has 

been handling the aftermath of the mission / Senator Kerry‟s upcoming trip to Afghanistan  

2) Topics include: the death of Osama bin Laden / support for the decision made by President Obama to approve the 

mission / criticism against the Obama administration for the amount of information it is releasing regarding the 

mission / the possibility that the Pakistani government knew that Osama bin Laden was hiding there / belief that bin 

Laden‟s death supports the enhanced interrogation techniques used during the George W. Bush administration / the 

future of the United States‟ relationship with Pakistan 

 

05/15/11 Guest: John Boehner (R-OH), Speaker, House of Representatives 

Guest Moderator: Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News 

Topics include: his comments, made Monday at the Economic Club in New York, that a conversation about raising 

the debt ceiling must include reducing the deficit / negative reaction to remarks made by President Obama at last 

week‟s CBS News economic town hall meeting calling for compromise and a shared burden / assertion that 

President Obama is not serious about deficit reduction / need to include possible cuts to Medicare and Medicaid as 

ways to reduce the deficit / promise to protect those fifty-five and older from any changes to their current Social 

Security and Medicare plans / the mortgage crisis and its impact on the U.S. economy / skepticism that there is 

anything the government can do to resolve the mortgage crisis / belief that deficit reduction is the key to job 

creation; reaction to the death of Osama bin Laden / impact on our commitment in Afghanistan and our relationship 

with Pakistan 

 

05/22/11 Guest: Newt Gingrich, Republican Presidential Candidate, Former Speaker of the House of Representatives 

Topics include: reaction to Indiana Governor Mitch Daniel‟s decision not to run for the Republican nomination for 

president; clarification of remarks made by him on various news programs, apparently criticizing Republican plans 

to overhaul Medicare, as well as Representative Paul Ryan‟s budget plan / Republican and media reaction to his 

comments; news that in 2005-2006, he owed half a million dollars to the jewelry store Tiffany‟s / assertion that his 

financial affairs are in order; criticism of President Obama‟s speech on the Middle East -- specifically the call for a 

return to the pre-1967 borders for Israel / belief that a “fundamental reassessment” of U.S. policy in the Middle East 

is necessary / explanation of his own inconsistent policy regarding the way Moammar Qaddafi of Libya should be 

handled / reasons why he thinks that he should be the next president of the United States 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

05/29/11 Guests: Governor Jay Nixon (D-MO) (1); Representative Eric Cantor (R-VA), Majority Leader, House of 

Representatives (2); Representative Debbie Wasserman Schultz (D-FL), Chairwoman, Democratic National 

Committee (3) 

Guest Moderator: Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News 

1) An update on the current situation in Joplin, Missouri -- devastated by a massive tornado on May 22nd 

2) Topics include: defense of a comment made by Representative Cantor, where he stated that emergency funding 

should be offset by cuts to the budget deficit; Democratic win in the special election held in New York / role that the 

Republican plan for overhauling Medicare had in securing the Democratic victory; support for Representative Paul 

Ryan‟s budget plan / proposed changes to the Medicare and prescription drug plans / accusation that Democrats are 

using “Medi-Scare” tactics; recently introduced jobs program; Representative Cantor‟s meeting with Vice President 

Biden over the budget and the necessary budget cuts; thoughts on Sarah Palin and Representative Michele 

Bachmann as potential Republican presidential candidates 

3) Topics include: reaction to Representative Cantor‟s remarks regarding the Democratic victory in the special 

election recently held in New York; response to the Republican plan for overhauling Medicare / possible positive 

impact for Democrats that the Ryan budget plan could have on the upcoming elections / President Obama‟s approval 

ratings / thoughts on what the American people want accomplished from their elected officials / a call for 

compromise from both sides regarding the budget 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

05/01/11 “Lara Logan” - an interview with CBS News chief foreign correspondent Lara Logan about the sexual assault and 

injuries she suffered at the hands of a mob in Egypt‟s Tahrir Square on the night of February 11, 2011, during the 

riotous celebration of the resignation of President Hosni Mubarak.  Also includes comments by Max McClellan, 

Logan‟s CBS News producer who was with her in Egypt.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson) 

“Mitch Landrieu” - an interview / profile of New Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu, who discusses the many 

problems facing his city, including corruption and the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina --and his determination to 

confront them.  Also includes remarks by Verna Landrieu, his mother; and by Father Tony Picard, a Roman Catholic 

priest in the New Orleans neighborhood of St. Roch.   (C: Byron Pitts - P: David Schneider) 

“Zenyatta” - an update of “Zenyatta” (OAD: 10/31/10), a report on a six-year-old thoroughbred racehorse with a 

then-undefeated career of nineteen straight victories.  Update:  The update describes her final race in the 2010 

Breeder‟s Cup Classic -- which she lost  -- and also describes her life in retirement.  Includes interviews with: Mike 

Smith, jockey; Vic Stauffer, track announcer; John Shirreffs, Zenyatta‟s trainer; Ann and Jerry Moss, Zenyatta‟s 

owners.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Tom Anderson) (an update of “Zenyatta” - OAD: 10/31/10) 

Andy Rooney Topic - “Andy is puzzled by airline fees” - with airlines charging for things that used to be free, it‟s 

hard to tell what the real cost of your trip will actually be. 

 

05/08/11 “Killing Bin Laden: The President’s Story” - In his first interview since the killing in Pakistan last week of 

Osama bin Laden, President Obama discusses the preparation and execution of the plan, what was going through his 

mind as he watched it unfold, and the stringent secrecy surrounding the entire operation. He also discusses the 

decision not to release the photographs taken of bin Laden‟s dead body, and the decision to bury him at sea.  Part III 

of the interview includes Mr. Obama‟s remarks about the U.S. relationship with Pakistan; footage of his visits on 

May 5 to the World Trade Center site and to Engine 54, Ladder 4, the New York firehouse that lost fifteen people on 

9/11; and remarks about U.S. commitment to Afghanistan. The interview was recorded at the White House on May 

4.  (C: Steve Kroft.  Producers: Part I: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine. Part II: L. Franklin Devine, Michael 

Radutzky.  Part III: Michael Radutzky, L. Franklin Devine, Maria Gavrilovic).  TRIPLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

Andy Rooney Topic - “Rooney on bin Laden‟s death” - Andy notes the similarities between Adolf Hitler and 

Osama bin Laden 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

05/15/11 “The Soldiers’ Secretary” - an interview / profile of Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, who has announced he 

will retire next month.  He discusses the Special Forces raid that killed Osama bin Laden; the potential impact of bin 

Laden‟s death on the war in Afghanistan; the situation in Iraq; and his concern for the men and women in uniform, 

which has fueled his conflicts with Pentagon bureaucracy, as well as influenced his own views on military action.  

(C: Katie Couric - P: Tom Anderson) 

“Afghanistan’s Top Spy” - an interview / profile of Amrullah Saleh, at one time Afghanistan‟s chief of 

intelligence.  As one of Pakistan‟s fiercest critics, he has long urged the U.S. to confront what he asserts is 

Pakistan‟s covert support for leaders of the Taliban and al Qaeda.  Also includes an interview with Congressman 

Mike Rogers (R-MI), chairman of the House Intelligence Committee; and remarks by U.S. Army Lt. Col. J.B. 

Vowell, 101st Airborne Division, Afghanistan.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan) 

“Sovereign Citizens” - a report on „sovereign citizens‟, anti-government American extremists who don‟t pay taxes, 

don‟t hold a Social Security card or a driver‟s license, have no regard for the police or the courts, and are 

increasingly associated with violence.  Includes footage of Jerry Kane and his son Joe, who fatally shot two West 

Memphis, Arkansas police officers in 2010; and interviews with Bob Paudert, West Memphis police chief; J.J. 

MacNab, a student of the sovereign citizen phenomenon; Alfred Adask, self-described sovereign citizen; and Robert 

Vosper, town justice, Rosendale, New York.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: Clem Taylor) 

 

05/22/11 “Armstrong” - An interview with Tyler Hamilton, a former teammate of cyclist champion Lance Armstrong, who 

says that Armstrong and other teammates, including himself, used banned performance-enhancing drugs -- including 

EPO and testosterone -- to gain an advantage in pro races, including the Tour de France.  Also includes comments 

by Frankie Andreu, former teammate, U.S. Postal Service team; and David Howman, director general, World Anti-

Doping Agency.  (C: Scott Pelley.  Producer credits: At the beginning of Segment I: Michael Radutzky, Tanya 

Simon, Oriana Zill. At the end of Segment I: Michael Radutzky, Tanya Simon, Flora Tartakovsky.  At the beginning 

of Segment II: Tanya Simon, Michael Radutzky, Keith Sharman)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“The FBI and the Grim Reaper” - an interview with Lin DeVecchio, a former FBI agent who knew that his star 

Mafia informant -- Greg Scarpa, a member of the Colombo crime family and known as “The Grim Reaper” -- was a 

killer, but did not investigate because of the ongoing value of Scarpa‟s information.  Also includes comments by 

Ellen Corcella, a former federal prosecutor who worked with DeVecchio‟s unit.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Andy 

Court, Anya Bourg) 

 

05/29/11 PREEMPTED 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

05/07/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Facebook Detectives” - A report about three Texas housewives, Tammye Markle, 

Joni Shannon and Tina Wiley, who call themselves the “Facebook Detectives” and who used the Internet to try to 

find their friend Lisa Stone, who disappeared from her Dallas home in June 2010.  The four women had been friends 

in high school, but now kept in touch with each other via Facebook.  Lisa posted every day, and her friends became 

worried when she abruptly stopped posting in June 2010.  They confronted Lisa‟s former life partner Sherry Henry, 

who said that Lisa was out of town.  That is also what she told the police.  The three friends did not believe her and 

feared for Lisa‟s safety.  They formed a Facebook page dedicated to finding Lisa.  One evening when Joni Shannon 

was going back to question Sherry Henry, she realized that Sherry was in the car next to hers and she followed her.  

Sherry pulled in to a 7-11 parking lot, took things out of her car and put them into a dumpster.  When Sherry left, 

Joni examined the dumpster and found personal items which had belonged to Lisa, including her birth certificate.  

When the women brought this new information to the attention of the police, they agreed to take another look at the 

case.  The police confronted Sherry Henry, who  still insisted that she did not know where Lisa was.  She said that 

Lisa had financial problems and was dependent on medication for depression.  Sherry claimed she was also using 

cocaine.  Sherry said Lisa often went off for a few days, and that is why she didn‟t file a missing persons report.  

Homicide detective Jim Gallagher believes that Lisa Stone is dead.  He feels that Sherry Henry is a person of interest 

in the case, but does not have enough evidence against her.  Sherry Henry insists she is innocent and does not know 

where Lisa is.  Lisa‟s friends are continuing their investigation on Facebook.  Onscreen text graphics: The Facebook 

Detectives have a foundation helping others to use the power and community of Facebook to find missing people.  

Interviewed: Tammye Markle, Tina Wiley, Joni Shannon; Sherry Henry; Juanita Burris and Susan Scott, neighbors 

of Lisa; Pat James, friend of Lisa; Detective Jim Gallagher of the Dallas Police Department.  (C: Maureen Maher - 

P: Chuck Stevenson, Lucy L. Scott) 

 

05/14/11 48 HOURS - “The Boy Next Door” - a report on the hunt for a serial killer suspected of murdering three young 

women from Los Angeles, California to Chicago, Illinois. In 2001, Los Angeles resident Ashley Ellerin was 

planning to attend a Grammy party with actor Ashton Kutcher.  When Kutcher arrived at her home, she never 

answered the door; it turned out that she had been brutally stabbed to death the night before.  Her friends directed 

the police to Michael Gargiulo, a former boxer and aspiring actor who was working as a repairman -- friends said 

that he was oddly fixated with her.  In the course of the police investigation, the police learned Gargiulo was being 

investigated for another crime -- the unsolved murder of Tricia Paccaccio, who had lived in Gargiulo‟s former 

Glenview, Illinois neighborhood.  Due to lack of evidence, he had never been charged, and he left for California.  

Five years after the Ellerin murder, another woman, Maria Bruno, was found dead just steps away from the 

apartment where Gargiulo lived. In that case, detectives found a blue cotton booty, with a drop of Maria‟s blood on 

the bottom.  In 2008, a Santa Monica woman was attacked, but survived.  Blood evidence and DNA (which had 

been filed in the National Database by Cook County Illinois authorities) led investigators to Michael Gargiulo, who 

was living just across the alley from where the woman was attacked.  Police arrested Gargiulo and the investigation 

led to a connection to all of the cases involving the several young women.  Gargiulo insists he is innocent.  Onscreen 

text graphic: Michael Gargiulo is scheduled to stand trial for the murders of Ashley Ellerin and Maria Bruno in 

California in 2012.  If convicted, he will face the death penalty.  Interviewed: Rick, Diane and Doug Paccaccio, 

Tricia‟s father, mother and brother; Karen Jones, friend of Tricia‟s; Ray Salihovich, Illinois police officer; Justin 

Peterson, Chris Duran and Jennifer Disisto, friends of Ashley Ellerin; Tom Small, Los Angeles Police Department 

homicide detective; Temple Brown, Los Angeles filmmaker; Scott Olsen, friend of Michael Gargiulo; Jack Reed 

and Mark Baldwin, Cook County sheriff‟s detectives; Mark Lillienfeld, homicide detective with the Los Angeles 

County Sheriff‟s Department; Richard Lewis, Santa Monica Police Sergeant; Jack Blakey, head of cold case 

prosecutions for the Cook County state‟s attorney.  (C: Maureen Maher - P: Josh Gelman, Doug Longhini) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

05/20/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “House of Secrets” - On September 4, 2006, Kathy Wangler, wife of anesthesiologist Dr. 

Mark Wangler, died from carbon monoxide poisoning in their home in Lima, Ohio.  Their thirty-year marriage had 

been falling apart; three years later, in 2009, investigators came to the conclusion that Dr. Wangler had murdered his 

wife.  They did not believe his story that the death was caused due to a faulty water heater.  On the night in question, 

Mark was sleeping downstairs with the window open and had a fan blowing.  Fourteen months after Kathy‟s death, 

Mark had gotten remarried to Esther Erkman, a woman he met at church.  Esther, along with Mark and Kathy‟s two 

son‟s, believed him to be innocent.  Kathy‟s mother and sisters felt that since Mark was familiar with gasses that he 

was able to plan and execute the perfect murder.  Mark was arrested and the case was brought to trial.  The jury 

found him guilty of aggravated murder and he was sentenced to life in prison.  Onscreen text graphics: Mark 

Wangler will be eligible for parole in twenty-five years.  He will be eighty years old.  Kathy‟s $600,000 life 

insurance policy was split between her two sons.  Her mother plans to file a wrongful death suit against Mark 

Wangler.  Interviewed: Mark Wangler; Esther Erkman, Mark‟s second wife; Aaron Wangler, Mark and Kathy‟s son; 

Juergen Waldick, Allen County Prosecutor; Sara Schlarman, Kathy‟s mother; Sherry Miller, Heidi Frederick, 

Kathy‟s friends; Joann Zacharias and Diana Boedicker, Kathy‟s sisters; Rodney Null, Kathy‟s professor at Ohio 

State University; Clyde Breitigan, investigator; Chris McDowell, Mark‟s defense attorney.  (C: Peter Van Sant - P: 

Alec Sirken, Clare Friedland, Avi Cohen) 

 

05/21/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY - “Follow the Money” - a second update to “Blood and Money” (OAD: 11/18/06, updated 

07/14/07).  In April 2006, Andrew Kissel, a real estate mogul who had embezzled more than $40 million, was found 

tied up and stabbed to death in the basement of his Greenwich, Connecticut mansion, just days before he was to 

plead guilty for his crimes.  He was said to have never recovered from the Hong Kong murder of his brother Robert 

(in a case which was dubbed the “Milkshake Murder”).  Andrew began spending lots of money -- money that wasn‟t 

his.  He stole millions before he was arrested and charged with bank fraud.  Nearly two years after his death, his 

driver and confidant, Carlos Trujillo, was arrested for the crime.  In November 2010, Trujillo went on trial for 

murder and attempted murder.  Trujillo had been the last person to see Andrew Kissel alive, but police had no viable 

case against him, until Trujillo‟s own cousin, petty thief Lenny Trujillo, came forward.  Lenny said he helped Carlos 

plan the murder.  The motive was that after federal authorities froze Kissel‟s assets, members of the Trujillo family 

had been enlisted by Kissel to help launder money; but in the process, $200,000 of Kissel‟s money disappeared, and 

Kissel was about to turn Trujillo in. After a ten-day trial, with Lenny as the star witness against Carlos, Carlos was 

found not guilty of murder and the jury was deadlocked on the charge of attempted murder.  Authorities planned to 

re-try him, but three months after being found not guilty, Carlos Trujillo pleaded guilty to attempted murder.  He 

still maintained his innocence, and claimed that a plea bargain was a practical decision in order to get credit for time 

already served.  Authorities are satisfied, although they believe that they will truly never really know what really 

happened to Andrew Kissel.  Onscreen text graphics: After serving his six year sentence, Carlos Trujillo will be 

deported to Colombia.  Interviewed: Steven Garfinkel, retired FBI special investigator; Philip Russell, Andrew 

Kissel‟s attorney; Pasquale Iorfino, Greenwich Police Detective; Carlos Trujillo; Carol Horton, Danny Williams, 

Frank Shea, Trudy Samra, friends of the Kissels; Brian Howie, producer of a play that Andrew invested in; Andrew 

Wong, journalist who covered the story of Robert Kissel‟s murder for The Standard in Hong Kong; Andrew Tanzer, 

journalist and neighbor of Robert; Peter Chamberlain, board member in a luxury high rise where Andrew was the 

building‟s treasurer; Nancy Walkley, title search attorney; Vito Colucci, private investigator; Lindy Urso, defense 

attorney for Carlos Trujillo; Paul Ferencek, prosecutor; Mark Sherman, defense attorney for Lenny Trujillo.  (C: 

Erin Moriarty - P: Lisa Freed, Gail Abbott Zimmerman) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

05/28/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “The Whole Truth” - a report on the 26-year effort of Bruce Lisker to overturn his 

conviction for the 1983 murder of his mother.  In March 1983, 17-year-old Bruce Lisker hysterically called 911 to 

tell Los Angeles police that he had found his mother, Dorka Lisker, beaten severely and stabbed in her Sherman 

Oaks home.  Police arrived to find him hysterical and on drugs.  They arrested him, and a young detective, Andrew 

Monsue, proceeded to build a case against Bruce.  Bruce‟s father believed that his son was innocent, and urged 

police to investigate Bruce‟s friend Mike Ryan, a 15-year-old with a criminal record, who had gone to the house to 

see Bruce‟s mother the day before.  But Monsue focused on Bruce, and presented what he maintained was evidence 

that Bruce was guilty.   Bruce was tried as an adult; the jury found him guilty and he was sentenced to 16 years to 

life.  In 1999, Bruce, still in prison, hired ex-cop-turned-private-investigator Paul Ingels to help him overturn his 

conviction.  With the aid of then-Sgt. Jim Gavin of the Los Angeles Police Department, Ingels discovered that the 

evidence against Bruce had apparently been fabricated.  Ingels and Gavin gave their findings to the LA Times, and 

on May 22, 2005, the newspaper ran an article questioning the evidence that had put Lisker behind bars.  Two 

months later, a federal judge granted a hearing to consider new evidence in the case.  Four years passed, and in 

August 2009 a federal judge ruled that Lisker had been convicted on false evidence and must be retried or set free.  

On August 17, 2009, he was set free on bail.  Six weeks later, he went back to court, at which time the prosecutor 

said that too much time has passed to retry the case and they had no choice but to dismiss the charges.  One year 

later, the state asked the court to return Lisker to prison based on a technicality arguing that Lisker was late filing his 

petition for release.  A judge rejected that motion.  Concluding onscreen graphics: Bruce Lisker remains free...for 

now.  Update: Concluding onscreen text graphics for the 05/28/11 rebroadcast:  On August 13, 2011, the second 

anniversary of his release, Bruce Lisker is getting married.  Paul Ingels will be his best man.  Includes interviews 

with: Bruce Lisker; Phillip Rabichow, prosecutor; Scott Glover and Matt Lait, LA Times reporters; Robert Hughes, 

one-time prisoner in the cell next to Lisker; Paul Ingels, private investigator; Sgt. Jim Gavin, LAPD; Mort 

Borenstein, the new owner of Dorka Lisker‟s  house.  (C: Erin Moriarty - P: Liza Finley, Greg Fisher)  (OAD: 

10/16/10) 

 

 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS 
 

05/12/11 “CBS News: A Town Hall on the Economy with President Barack Obama” - the 8:00-9:00am hour of THE 

EARLY SHOW is devoted to a special town hall meeting on the economy with President Obama.  Pre-recorded on 

May 11 before a live audience at the Newseum in Washington, D.C.  President Obama took questions from both the 

studio audience and from an online audience.  The entire unedited event is streamed on YouTube.com/cbsnews and 

cbsnews.com.  Correspondents: Harry Smith, Senior Correspondent, CBS News; Erica Hill, Co-Anchor, THE 

EARLY SHOW, Rebecca Jarvis, Business and Economics Correspondent, CBS News 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCASTS (continued) 

 

05/22/11 60 MINUTES - SPECIAL EDITION 

“U.S. v. Drake” - an interview with Tom Drake, a former National Security Agency (NSA) senior executive who 

has been indicted for espionage after leaking to the media allegations that the NSA, the nation‟s largest intelligence 

organization, was wasting taxpayer money on a costly and ineffective intelligence gathering project (code named 

“Trailblazer”) while promising technology (code named “Thin Thread”) was being ignored.  Drake is being advised 

by the Government Accountability Project, a Washington legal organization that defends whistleblowers.  Also 

includes interviews with: Kirk Wiebe and Bill Binney, career NSA intelligence analysts; Diane Roark, Republican 

staffer, House Intelligence Committee; Abbe Lowell, lawyer.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Glenn Silber, Graham Messick) 

“Children in the Fields” - a report on children as young as twelve who work in agriculture, laboring in the fields as 

migrant workers for minimum wage alongside their parents.  Includes interviews with: Carlos Casares, a 

farmworker; Jeff Darnell, a North Carolina farmer; Norma Flores Lopez, Association of Farmworker Opportunity 

Programs; Frank Gasperini, executive vice president, National Council of Agricultural Employers.  (C: Byron Pitts - 

P: David Schneider) 

“Al Sharpton”  - an interview / profile of the Reverend Al Sharpton, who has gone from street-protest agitator, to 

candidate for President in 2004, to now a trusted White House adviser who‟s become the President‟s go-to black 

leader, campaigning around the country for President Obama and his agenda.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Ira Rosen) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “Andy remembers Joe Wershba” - Andy pays tribute to Joe Wershba, a long-time 60 

MINUTES producer who recently passed away at age 90. 

 

05/29/11 60 MINUTES PRESENTS: “Honoring Our Soldiers” - a special broadcast for Memorial Day Weekend, featuring 

reports pertaining to the ongoing U.S. military effort in Afghanistan. 

“Medal of Honor” - a two-part interview / profile of Staff Sgt. Salvatore Giunta, winner of the Medal of Honor for 

his actions during an October 2007 firefight in Afghanistan‟s Koregal Valley, when he risked his life to prevent the 

Taliban‟s abduction of a wounded American soldier, Sergeant Joshua Brennan. Part One, which also  includes 

interviews with Staff Sgt. Eric Gallardo; Sergeant Brett Perry; and Sgt. William Michael Burns, is a rebroadcast of 

“Medal of Honor” (OAD: 11/14/10).  Part Two is a new  interview with Sgt. Giunta about the course of his life since 

receiving the Medal of Honor last November.  Part Two also includes footage of President Obama presenting the 

Medal of Honor to Sgt. Giunta at a White House ceremony; and a dual interview with Giunta and his wife, the 

former Jennifer Mueller.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Jeff Newton) DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT 

“A Relentless Enemy” - a report on the ongoing war in Afghanistan, focusing on U.S. soldiers of the 101st 

Airborne Division and Combat Outpost Zerok, one of about fifty combat outposts and forward operating bases along 

the Afghanistan border with Pakistan.  Includes interviews with Captain John Hintz, base commander; Lieutenant 

Colonel John Vowell; Major General John Campbell.  (C: Lara Logan - P: Max McClellan, Jeff Newton)  (OAD: 

09/26/10) 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION 
 

06/05/11 Guests: Governor Haley Barbour (R-MS) (1); Representative Nancy Pelosi (D-CA), House Minority Leader (2) 

1) Topics include: belief that the Obama administration‟s policies are bad for the economy / claim that the Obama 

administration‟s policies have been designed to purposefully drive up the cost of energy, so that Americans would 

use less of it; reaction to the results of a Pew Research/Washington Post poll indicating that Republicans are 

unimpressed with the current field of candidates for the Republican nominee for president / speculation as to who 

else may join the field of candidates / a recent speech by Governor Barbour to a religious group, reminding 

conservatives that a perfect candidate does not exist; support for the Ryan budget plan and what it proposes 

regarding Medicare; reasons behind Governor Barbour‟s decision not to run for president 

2) Topics include: recent figures -- such as the 9.1% unemployment rate -- indicating that economic recovery is not 

yet underway / reaction to comments from Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney that President Obama 

has worsened the American economy / praise for the steps undertaken by the Obama administration to help 

strengthen the economy and prevent further decline / reaction to a January 4, 2008 quote from Representative Pelosi, 

where she criticized President Bush‟s economic policies and the five percent unemployment rate / criticism of the 

Republican budget plan and the lack of a presentation of a jobs agenda or jobs bill from the Republicans / reminder 

that due to a Republican majority in the House of Representatives, they therefore control the agenda / role of 

Medicare in budget negotiations with Republicans 

 

06/12/11 Guests: Representative Steny Hoyer (D-MD), House Democratic Whip (1); Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), 

Chairman, House Committee on the Budget (1); Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC), Armed Services Committee (2) 

1) Topics include: scandal involving Democratic Representative Anthony Weiner of New York, for sending sexually 

explicit texts and photos to several women he met using various methods of social media; gridlock between 

Democrats and Republicans over solving the economic crisis / acknowledgment of the economic problems President 

Obama inherited, but criticism from Representative Ryan of the economic policies President Obama has pushed 

through Congress in order to aid economic recovery / various bipartisan commissions -- the Bowles-Simpson 

Commission and the Biden Commission -- created by President Obama in order to address the deficit / difference 

between Republicans and Democrats as the best ways to address and fix the problems with the economy / role of 

Medicare in budget negotiations 

2) Topics include: thoughts on how the Obama administration should deal with the current situation in Syria / 

Senator Graham‟s recent trip to Afghanistan / belief that the current situation in Pakistan makes them the biggest 

threat to U.S. progress in Afghanistan 

 

06/19/11 Guests: Senator Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Senate Republican Leader (1); Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY), 

Chairman, Democratic Policy Committee (2); Representative Mike Rogers (R-MI), Chairman, House Intelligence 

Committee (3) 

1) Topics include: Republican focus on tax cuts and deficit reduction / surveys that show that unemployment is the 

foremost concern for the American public / criticism of President Obama‟s handling of the economic crisis / belief 

that Democrats are over-regulating the American economy / Republican interest in corporate tax reform / 

willingness to discuss raising the debt ceiling / belief that the biggest economic problem is overspending; 

disagreement with the Justice Department‟s decision to try two terrorists who were arrested in Kentucky, in a 

civilian court 

2) Topics include: reaction to Senator McConnell‟s criticism of how President Obama has handled the economic 

crisis / belief that deficit reduction in important, but that there has not been enough of a focus on job creation / 

examples from the job creation agenda that Democrats will be presenting this summer and fall / call for the job 

creation agenda to be factored into the ten-year deficit reduction plan / support for President Obama‟s stimulus plan 

/ news that the Association of Retired People (AARP) is willing to discuss a reduction in Social Security benefits as 

part of reform / agreement with AARP that social security should not be included in the deficit reduction plan; 

support for a reduction in American troops in Afghanistan 

3) Topics include: Representative Rogers‟ reasons for disagreeing with Senator Schumer‟s call for a troop reduction 

in Afghanistan / current situation in Pakistan 

 

 



 

 

FACE THE NATION (continued) 

 

06/26/11 Guest: Representative Michele Bachmann (R-MN), Republican Presidential Candidate 

Topics include: poll results indicating that Representative Bachmann is statistically tied with Republican presidential 

candidate Mitt Romney as the big favorites among Iowa Caucus goers / her business qualifications as compared to 

those of former Massachusetts Governor Romney / opinion of Mr. Romney‟s Massachusetts health care plan and the 

similarities it has with President Obama‟s plan; reasons behind her decision to vote against raising the debt ceiling / 

criticism of President Obama‟s handling of the economic crisis / how she would handle the economic crisis if she 

were president; retraction of Representative Bachmann‟s former statement that she would absolutely abolish the 

minimum wage as a way to end unemployment / call for eliminating federal limousine service for bureaucrats as a 

way to cut spending; clarification of remarks made by Representative Bachmann in 2008, labeling President Obama 

as having “anti-American views”; opposition to gay marriage / assertion that as president, she would only nominate 

judges to the Supreme Court that “are committed to the fidelity of the Constitution” / views on homosexuality / 

explanation of her Christian faith and her belief that God called on her to run for political office / reaction to 

criticism that she has been statistically erroneous in many of her complaints against President Obama 

 

60 MINUTES 
 

06/05/11 “The Speed Traders” - a report on “high-frequency trading,” a controversial Wall Street stock trading technique in 

which programmed robot computers buy and sell thousands of different securities in less than a second. Includes 

interviews with: Manoj Narang of Tradeworx, a high-frequency trading firm; Joe Saluzzi, an institutional trader with 

Themis Trading LLC; Larry Leibowitz, CEO, New York Stock Exchange; Senator Ted Kaufman (D-DE); Mary 

Schapiro, Chairman, SEC.  (C: Steve Kroft - P: Tom Anderson, Coleman Cowan) (OAD: 10/10/10) 

“City of David” - a report on the City of David, an Israeli archeological site in Jerusalem that lies beneath Silwan, 

an Arab neighborhood in the city.  Conflict with the Palestinians has been sparked by the City of David‟s use of 

discoveries at the site to try to confirm what‟s in the Bible, particularly from the time of King David, and implicitly 

assert that Jerusalem belongs to the Jews.  Includes interviews with: Doron Spielman, director of development, City 

of David archeological site; Yonatan and Devorah Adler, Jewish settlers at the City of David site; Jawad Siyam, a 

Palestinian native of Silwan; Nir Barkat, Mayor of Jerusalem.  (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shachar Bar-On) (OAD: 

10/17/10) 

“Lady Gaga” - an interview / profile of singer and performing artist Lady Gaga (real name: Stefani Germanotta), 

who discusses her career and her approach to performing.  (C: Anderson Cooper - P: John Hamlin) (OAD: 02/13/11) 

 

06/12/11 “Designing Life” - an interview / profile of microbiologist J. Craig Venter, known for his work in mapping the 

human genetic code.  This past summer, he announced that his team had created “the first synthetic species” -- a 

synthetic bacteria, designed on a computer with man-made DNA. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Andy Court) (OAD: 11/21/10) 

“The N-Word” - a report on the debate over the use of the N-word in American society, focusing on a newly 

released edition of Mark Twain‟s “The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,” which has removed the word from the text 

and replaced it with „slave‟.  Includes interviews with: Randall Williams, co-owner and editor of NewSouth Books, 

publishers; David Bradley, author, University of Oregon; Karen Morrill and Nora Wise, teachers at Woodbury High 

School, Minnesota; students Melvin Efesoa, Joseph Juardio, Ryan Farrell, Jeremy Richardson.  (C: Byron Pitts - P: 

David Schneider) (OAD: 03/20/11) 

“The King’s Speech” - a report on how the production of the film “The King‟s Speech” occasioned the discovery 

of historic letters between the Duke of York / King George VI and his speech therapist, Lionel Logue, who helped 

him overcome his stammer. Includes interviews with: actors Colin Firth and Geoffrey Rush; screenwriter David 

Seidler; Mark Logue, grandson of Lionel Logue.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Ruth Streeter) (OAD: 02/20/11) 

 

 



 

 

60 MINUTES (continued) 

 

06/19/11 “The Spark” - a report on how an unlicensed Tunisian fruit vendor, Mohammed Bouaziz - who set himself on fire 

in protest after confiscation of his scale by a municipal official - is now regarded as the spark that started the recent 

revolution in Tunisia which ousted the dictator Ben Ali.  Also includes interviews with: Zied Mhirsi, Tunisian 

doctor and radio show host, who comments on the galvanizing role of Facebook, the social media and video-sharing 

website, in the revolution; Sihem Ben Sedrine, political activist; Mustapha Kamel Nabli, new governor of Tunisia‟s 

Central Bank; and Slim Amamou, new interim government official.  (C: Bob Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich, 

Nathalie Sommer)  (OAD: 02/20/11) 

“Endless Memory” - a report on people who have “superior autobiographical memory” --a recently discovered 

phenomenon which entails the ability to recall almost every day of one‟s life.  Includes interviews with: Louise 

Owen, professional violinist; James McGaugh, professor of neurobiology, University of California Irvine; Brad 

Williams, radio news anchor and reporter, La Crosse, Wisconsin; Rick Baron of Cleveland, Ohio; Bob Petrella, TV 

producer and writer; Marilu Henner, actress; Larry Cahill, neuroscientist and collaborator with James McGaugh.  

(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein)  DOUBLE LENGTH SEGMENT  (OAD: 12/19/10) 

Andy Rooney Topic: “How Funny Are The „Funny Papers‟”? - Andy laments the demise of funny papers, now 

called comic strips  (OAD: 03/28/10) 

 

06/26/11 “Hard Times Generation” - a report on the impact of the economic recession on children, who are experiencing 

homelessness, hunger and poverty in record numbers.  Focusing on Seminole County, Florida, the report includes 

interviews with: David Corfee and his children, Destiny and Jorge; Beth Davalos, who runs the Seminole County 

programs for homeless children; Rosa Braverman and her son, Jacob; and comments by various children in a group 

interview.  (C: Scott Pelley - P: Robert G. Anderson, Nicole Young, Daniel Ruetenik)  (OAD: 03/06/11) 

“Wynton” - an interview / profile of Wynton Marsalis, classical and jazz trumpeter and leader of the Jazz at Lincoln 

Center Orchestra, as the group travels to London, England and Havana, Cuba. Also includes comments from 

Orchestra members Carlos Henriquez (bass player); Ali Jackson (drummer); Walter Blanding (saxophone); Ted 

Nash (saxophone); Victor Goines (saxophone).  (C: Morley Safer - P: David Browning, Diane Beasley)  DOUBLE 

LENGTH SEGMENT  (OAD: 01/02/11) 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY 
 

06/04/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “My Mother’s Murder” - On the morning of June 5, 2005, Noura Jackson, a teenager, 

called the police to report that she had discovered the body of her mother, Jennifer Jackson, in their Memphis, 

Tennessee home.  Jennifer, a 39-year-old divorced single parent, was a successful bond trader, who provided Noura 

with a generous lifestyle.  Due to the brutality of her murder, police initially considered a possible link between 

Jennifer‟s death and the unsolved shooting death of her estranged husband, Nazmi Hassanieh, seventeen months 

prior; they also focused on Jennifer‟s ex-boyfriend, Mark Irvin, a minister, who had an alibi.  Although there was a 

lack of physical evidence at the crime scene, Noura‟s conflicting accounts of her activities in the hours before she 

called 911, a gap in her cell phone usage, and an early morning trip to Walgreen‟s to purchase first aid supplies for a 

cut on her hand, caused police to focus on her as a suspect.  While none of the DNA at the crime scene matched 

Noura‟s, she was eventually charged with her mother‟s murder.  Four years later, at her trial, prosecutors alleged 

that the seemingly good relationship between mother and daughter was strained due to Jennifer‟s criticism of 

Noura‟s hard-partying lifestyle and charged that this was the motive for the crime.  The jury found Noura guilty of 

second-degree murder -- she still maintains her innocence.  Onscreen graphics: Noura Jackson was sentenced to 20 

years in prison.  She will be 39 years old when released -- the same age her mother was when she was murdered.  

Interviewed: Noura Jackson; family friends Susan Tobey, Renea McMillan, Ansley Larsson, Dana Frederick; 

Sergeant Tim Helldorfer with the Memphis Police Department; Memphis detectives Lieutenant Mark Miller and 

Sergeant W.D. Merritt; Sergeant Connie Justice, the first officer to interview Noura; Valerie Corder, Memphis 

Defense Attorney; Prosecutor Amy Weirich.  (C: Richard Schlesinger - P: Jay Young) (OAD: 04/10/10) 

 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

06/11/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Taken: The Amber Dubois Story” - a report on the 

February 13, 2009 disappearance of Amber Dubois, just blocks from Escondido High 

School in Southern California.  48 HOURS examines the permanent impact her 

disappearance has had on her family, even after the discovery and conviction of the 

murderer.  Initially, with no clues as to her whereabouts, investigators began to look at 

her mother Carrie McGonigle‟s live-in boyfriend, Dave Cave as a person of interest.  

Carrie herself and Amber‟s father, Moe Dubois, soon began believing that Cave was 

responsible for Amber‟s disappearance.  Almost a year later, another teenage girl, 

Chelsea King, went missing.  Chelsea had been running just ten miles from where Amber 

disappeared.  Police quickly found Chelsea‟s underwear with DNA evidence that would 

lead them to the arrest of convicted sex offender John Gardner, who was out on parole.  

Gardner was then also identified by another woman, Candice Moncayo, as the man who 

attacked her on the same jogging trail just two months earlier.  Then police found 

Chelsea‟s body and Gardner was charged with her murder and the attack against 

Moncayo.  Under interrogation and facing the death penalty for the murder of Chelsea, 

Gardner agreed to lead police to Amber‟s body in exchange for avoiding the death 

penalty.  John Gardner was convicted of both Amber‟s and Chelsea‟s murders and 

sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole.  In his exclusive interview 

with 48 HOURS MYSTERY, he recounted the day he murdered Amber and admitted he 

is the most dangerous type of sexual predator.   He said he needs to be locked up forever.  

Onscreen graphics: Moe Dubois helped pass new laws in California that help track sex 

offenders and speed up police response in missing children‟s cases.  Interviewed: Carrie 

McGonigle, Amber‟s mother; Dave Cave, Carrie‟s boyfriend; Maurice “Moe” Dubois, 

Amber‟s father; Bonnie Dumanic, San Diego District Attorney; John Gardner, convicted 

murderer.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Grace Kahng) (OAD: 11/06/10) 

 

06/18/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “Chasing the Barefoot Bandit” - A report on Colton Harris-

Moore, also known as the “Barefoot Bandit,” because of his habit of committing crimes 

barefoot and leaving chalk outlines of his feet; and whose criminal exploits included 

stealing planes, guns, yachts, and even escaping to foreign countries. His exploits 

reminded many of legendary outlaws like Jesse James, and as news of his crimes spread 

beyond the Pacific Northwest, his popularity grew, even spawning Facebook fan pages. 

Born on Camano Island, Washington, Harris-Moore was an unpopular teen, physically 

neglected and mentally abused by his mother, Pam Kohler. He wanted to become a pilot, 

but instead turned to a life of crime at age 10, stealing laptops, cell phones, and jewelry. 

He was arrested and sent to a halfway house, but escaped custody and continued breaking 

into vacation homes and leaving his mark. He even ordered a DVD on learning to fly a 

plane with a stolen credit card. In 2008, he stole his first plane, crashing it 250 miles 

away from where he stole it, and simply walked away. He then worked in Las Vegas, 

then went to Canada and stole guns. In 2009, he stole his second plane, and the legend of 

Colton Harris-Moore was born. After stealing his third plane, the Department of 

Homeland Security joined in the hunt; but he still avoided capture. In 2010, he stole an 

airplane in Bloomington, Indiana and flew it to Abaco Island in the Bahamas, where he 

continued to commit break-ins. While 48 HOURS was on his trail in the Bahamas, he 

allegedly stole a yacht and escaped to the nearby Bahamian island of Eleuthera. He was 

spotted by some local teens who, knowing about the $10,000 reward offered for his 

capture, chased him by boat. Police joined in the hunt, and Harris-Moore was finally 

captured. Deported from the Bahamas, he is was returned to the U.S., where he was 

indicted on federal charges for stealing two planes, guns, a boat and flying without a 

license. He faces ten years behind bars. Onscreen graphics: Colton Harris-Moore will be 

arraigned Thursday in federal court.  He faces additional charges in several states.  Colton 

and his mother have not seen each other since his arrest.  She‟s had offers to buy Colton‟s 

story and has hired a well-known entertainment lawyer.  Interviewed: Ashley Martin, 

childhood friend of Colton; Jessica Wesson, classmate; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS 



 

 

investigator; Bob Friel, Harris-Moore biographer; Jacquie Staggs, friend of Colton‟s 

mother; Harley Davidson Ironwing, burglary accomplice; Colleen Armstrong, editor of 

the local newspaper on Orcas Island; Kyle Ater, owner of the Orcas Homegrown Market, 

allegedly burglarized by Colton; Suzanne Vidal, local realtor; Marion Rathbone, operator 

of Vern‟s restaurant; Bob Rivers, Seattle radio personality and owner of the first stolen 

plane; Hi Stickney, Kelly Kneifl, Kristen Jones, Gary Martin Sawyer, victims of 

Colton‟s; James Coakley, club owner; Kenny Strachan, security guard; Jordan Sackett, 

American tourist.   Update for the 06-18-11 Rebroadcast: On June 17, 2011 Colton 

Harris Moore plead guilty to seven federal criminal charges in U.S. District Court in 

Seattle and could face up to 6 ½ years in prison.  Onscreen graphics: Colton Harris-

Moore will be sentenced on the federal charges in October.  Interviewed: Jenny 

Durkan, U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Washington; John Henry 

Browne, Colton’s attorney; Paul Ciolino, 48 HOURS investigator.  (C: Peter Van 

Sant - P: Paul LaRosa, Sarah Prior) (OAD: 11/13/10 - includes an update.) 

 



 

 

48 HOURS MYSTERY (continued) 

 

06/25/11 48 HOURS MYSTERY: “fugitive@hotmail.com” - a report on the three-year 

international manhunt and eventual capture of Dr. Yazeed “Yaz” Essa, a Cleveland 

doctor accused of murdering his wife, Rosemarie.  In February 2005, Rosemarie, the 

mother of Essa‟s two children, was in a minor car accident.  She suffered no physical 

injuries, but she passed out and shortly afterwards died in a Cleveland hospital.  Her best 

friend, Eva McGregor, voiced her own suspicion that Essa had tampered with the calcium 

supplements that Rosemarie had taken on the morning of her death.  Weeks later, tests of 

the calcium tablets proved that she had died of cyanide poisoning.  Police went to charge 

Essa, but he had fled from the U.S. to Canada and eventually to Beirut, Lebanon, where 

he hid, knowing that he could not be extradited back to the U.S.  In October 2006, he 

went to Cyprus, a country that does have an extradition treaty with the U.S.  Interpol and 

the FBI alerted the Cyprus police that Essa was traveling under an alias; he was 

apprehended at the Larnaca airport and brought in for questioning and fingerprinting.  His 

true identity was established, and he was arrested for using a doctored passport and held 

in a Cyprus prison.  He fought extradition for two years but was returned to the U.S.  In 

January 2010 his trial began.  His protector in the Middle East and Essa‟s brother, Firas, 

both testified that Essa had told them that he had killed his wife by putting cyanide in her 

calcium pills.  He was found guilty of aggravated murder and sentenced to life in prison 

with the possibility of parole in twenty years.  Onscreen graphic at conclusion: The Essa 

family has asked to visit the children.  For now, Rosemarie‟s family won‟t allow it.  After 

the trial, the children were told that their father killed their mother.  They haven‟t asked 

about him since.  Includes interviews with: FBI Special Agent Phil Torsney; Leila Atassi, 

reporter, Cleveland Plain Dealer; Dominic DiPuccio, Rosemarie‟s brother; Dr. Bob 

Khadar, Essa‟s best friend; Firas Essa, Essa‟s brother; Alexandra Herrera, Essa‟s ex-

girlfriend; Julie DiPuccio, Rosemarie‟s sister-in-law; Stephen Bradley, defense attorney; 

Detective Gary McKee; Jamal Khalife, Essa‟s protector in the Middle East; Nayla Souki, 

Essa‟s girlfriend in Beirut; Sergeant Mario Ioannou, Larnaca (Cyprus) Police; Matt 

Meyer, prosecutor; Ana Feralia, prosecutor; Mark Marein, defense attorney.  Onscreen 

text graphic update for the 06/25/11 Rebroadcast: While in prison Essa attempted to 

sneak in a woman posing as his attorney.  In May, the Cuyahoga County Court 

rejected Essa’s appeal.  (C: Troy Roberts - P: Joshua Yager, Jonathan Leach)  (OAD: 

10/09/10) 

 

CBS RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL SPECIAL 
 

06/12/11 “Stewards of the Earth: One Planet, Many Faiths” - a report on how people of 

different faiths incorporate their religion‟s teachings into various programs to help the 

earth.  The special highlights the work of: 1) Earth Sangha, founded by Lisa and Chris 

Bright, a non-profit Buddhist ecological restoration organization based in northern 

Virginia.  Both Chris and Lisa believe that their dharma, or life‟s path, is devoted to the 

restoration of native plants and trees.  2) The Jewish Farm School near Cold Springs, 

New York, founded by Scott Simcha Schwartz and Nati Passow.  The mission of the 

school is to practice and promote sustainable agriculture using methods based on Jewish 

traditions.  3) Ibrahim Abdul-Matin, a Muslim environmental activist and author of 

“Green Deen: What Islam Teaches About Protecting the Planet”.  Abdul-Matin believes 

that caring for the environment is a cause for which people of all faiths can stand united.  

4) Reverend Linda Springer Gruber of St. John‟s United Church of Christ in 

Phoenixville, Pennsylvania discusses her parish‟s commitment to the environment and 

social justice.  The church has made a commitment to environmental stewardship through 

the creation of an organic community garden and requires the gardeners to donate at least 

ten percent of their harvest to local food banks and church pantries.  (Narrator: Ted 

Holmes.  Producer & Writer: Elizabeth Kineke.  Associate Producer: Kathleen Fieffe.  

Executive Producer & Director: John P. Blessington.  Produced in consultation with: 

National Council of Churches; United States Conference of Catholic Bishops; The 



 

 

Islamic Society of North America; Union for Reform Judaism; New York Board of 

Rabbis.) 

 

 



 

 

CBS NEWS SPECIAL BROADCAST 
 

06/14/11 “CBS News: A Town Hall on the Economy - The Republican View” - The 8:00-

9:00am hour of THE EARLY SHOW is devoted to a special town hall meeting on the 

economy with four Republican leaders.  Pre-recorded on June 13 before a live audience 

at the Newseum in Washington, D.C.  The panel includes Senator Tom Coburn (OK), 

Congressmen Paul Ryan (WI) and Allen West (FL), and Governor Nikki Haley (SC).  

They took questions from both the studio audience and from an online audience via a 

special partnership with YouTube.com.  Correspondents / Anchors for this hour: Erica 

Hill, Co-Anchor, THE EARLY SHOW; Bob Schieffer, Moderator, Face The Nation; 

Rebecca Jarvis, Business and Economics Correspondent, CBS News 

 

 

 

 

* * * * * 

 

 

 


